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NonStopVLX.
Tandem technology sets the new standard
for large applications in on-line transaction processing.
More transactions per second
at a lower cost per transaction than any system in the world.
THE CIRCUITRY’S FAST.

We designed the system in our own
laboratory, right down to our own unique
VLSI chips. The result is more circuitry in
less space. With fewer components than
our next largest system, the VLX delivers
twice the performance and three times
the reliability.

THE DATA EXPRESSWAY.

NO GROWING PAINS.

In a conventional database, I/O requests
must be handled sequentially. This creates
queues that slow response time. In the
VLX system, there are multiple paths to
multiple disks. Data enters and leaves the
database simultaneously. No time is wasted,
and all disk space gets used.

To add power, just add processors. You can
grow from a base four-processor system to
16. From there, you can expand in
whatever increments you choose, all the
way to 255 systems. You never buy more
than you need, and you’ll never have to
rewrite a line of applications code.

PROCESSORS WITH LARGE APPETITES.

The VLX processors move transactions in
32-bit chunks. They reach into main
memory in 64-bit chunks. Because this
happens in parallel, more work gets done
in less time at a lower cost per transaction.

THE SYSTEM KNOWS THE SYMPTOMS.

Expert systems software, using fault
analysis, directs the problem diagnosis
systematically. It also allows us to analyse
it and shorten service time even more.

THE SERVICE IS EASY.

All critical components are field
replaceable. When service is required, it’s
faster. You don’t even have to stop an
operation to add or replace components.

HERE TODAY. HERE TOMORROW.

The VLX is compatible with any Tandem
system and with all major communications
standards — SNA, X.25, MAP and O.S.I.
And by acting as a gateway to other
vendors’ systems, the VLX can link them
and enhance their value as well.

DIAGNOSTICS FROM A DISTANCE.

An integrated microprocessor allows us to
monitor the system environment from
anywhere in the world. We can even run
stress tests remotely. If a failure does
occur, the VLX has the capability to
automatically dial out to remote centres
anywhere in our worldwide network.

NO-FAULT INSURANCE.

Tandem systems achieve fault-tolerance
with a unique, parallel processing
architecture. There are no idle back-up
components. Instead, multiple components
share the workload. If one goes down, the
others pick up the slack, and application
processing is uninterrupted.

SECRETS ARE SAFE.

We offer software that will protect the
security of your data whether it’s in the
VLX, in another Tandem system or in
transmission.
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Editorial
We live in interesting times. People in the computing field expect new developments, progress, change,
almost as a right. Progress in computing is often equated to progress in computer hardware, which is not entirely
the same thing. There is a constant stream of new and improved computer product announcements from dozens
of companies, constantly competing for our attention. Much of this activity does represent real progress, thanks
to the miracle of microelectronic technology: the secret is that, in this technology, smaller almost always means
better in every way: more efficient, more reliable, faster and cheaper! Hardware designers have clear goals to
aim for, by and large, and we measure the progress of our industry by their success.
Progress in software is often much harder to achieve, to define and to assess. Usually better means bigger:
more code, more intricate data structures, and more sophisticated interfaces. But size brings complexity, and
complexity means less reliability, not more, and often less efficiency. Documentation, understanding and
maintenance all become more difficult and expensive. The fact is that our magical progress in hardware is not
complemented by equally magical progress in software.
Software designers cope with complexity by developing, reviewing and refining many intricate tools and
procedures. Ab initio many of these look the same, and there is little to choose among them. Evidence gathers
only slowly, and ponderously, that one way, one data-structuring technique, one approach or one convention may
be superior to another, and should therefore be prefered. It is important that this evidence be packaged and
presented for assessment and review—that is one of the main functions of Journals such as this. So, if one looks
for a common theme for the five papers in this issue, they are all attempts, different in kind, to cope with ever
present complexity: in the first three research papers, Smith describes improved procedures for handling data for
a long established language, Mark is concerned with better ways to create data structures to store geographic data,
and Tse explores better ways to structure and design data processing systems. The remaining two papers are
tutorial in intent: Collier shows how older mathematical ideas can be newly adapted for the formal specification
of important programs such as compilers, and Vasak shows how the new generation of logic programming
languages such as Prolog are not without their deficiencies.
It is now common-place to talk of the desk-top publishing revolution. This journal has been practising
rather than preaching: this is the fourth successive issue in which a majority of the papers have been typeset using
a computer-driven phototypesetter. In fact in this issue, all the papers, have been prepared this way, using
machine-readable versions of texts provided by the authors. The book reviews and this editorial have been
treated similarly, and ordinary typesetting services have not been used at all. The advantages for preserving the
intricate details of the authors’ intentions, and for editorial control of the final result are very considerable. The
continuing support of Ross Nealon and the University of Wollongong has been vital to this experiment, and has
been much appreciated. But it has been an experiment—and a successful one, since we have proved it can be
done! During the past twelve months, the auxiliary tools that I use for handling electronic manuscripts have been
developed, modified, assessed and refined. Unfortunately they are still not good enough for routine use. One
day soon I plan to write a paper on my experiences and conclusions. It may be a suitable finale for my time as
editor.
Most of the development of the computing field has occurred within the span of one human generation.
Almost unbelievably, most of the giants of the field—for example, Amdahl, Cray, Dijkstra, Hoare, Knuth, Perlis
and Wilkes, to name but a few—are alive today. I have been privileged during my career to meet and converse
with many of these. Of course there are a few that I definitely have missed, such as Turing and von Neumann,
but no mechanical engineer living today has had the opportunity to meet with Archimedes, Brunei, Carnot or
Stephenson. On the other side of the coin, it is true that most of the pygmies of our field are also alive today—I
refer to those of small capacity who have entered the field, prospered a little, and then closed their minds for ever
more. Unfortunately some of these are members of the Australian Computer Society, receive but do not read
this journal themselves, and Luddite-like, would seek to prevent other readers from profiting from the exertions
of others. I recently received a communication in this vein from a Mr Jones of Hampton, Victoria. I have not
replied to Mr Jones directly, but would suggest that if ever in his professional career he has done anything of
technical merit, that he should share his experiences with the other readers of this journal. One last thought is
that the Institution of Mechanical Engineers does not need to debate today whether George Stephenson would be
a suitable professional member: it is free to demand a proper professional training for all its new members. In
another generation, computing societies will be free also to do likewise.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol, 18, No, 3, August 1986
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A FORTRAN Input Program
Generator
G. Smithf
Many FORTRAN programs have poor user-interfaces because input data streams have
complex structures which cannot adequately be cast into rigid, fixed field format. This
paper describes the ideas underlying INPROG—a FORTRAN input program generator
which facilitates the use of more natural free-form data structures. From a simple
description of the input data structure, the program generator constructs a program that
will: input the data; check that data conform to the required structure; report errors when
appropriate; and invoke specified FORTRAN statements when prescribed elements are
recognised in the input data stream. INPROG is designed to be easy for FORTRAN
programmers to use. A useful set of data element types is presented, and comprehensive
error handling procedures are described.
Keywords and Phrases: code generator, finite automata, FORTRAN, input program,
regular expressions, state transition tables, user interface
CR Categories: D. 2. 2, D. 3. 4

1. INTRODUCTION
Users of FORTRAN programs which read complex
data streams must often endure unbearably rigid res
trictions on the layout of the input data stream. One
major reason for this is that it is difficult to input a
record using FORTRAN unless the type (for example,
REAL or CHARACTER) of each data element in the
record is known in advance of the record being input.
Consider, for example, a record that specifies the
height, width and depth of a box. The simplest data
stream layout is to have a record containing the three
numbers in consistent, known units (say, millimetres)
representing respectively the three required dimen
sions. For example:
55.9

121.1

12.11

55.9

121.1

55.9

12.11

27,3

55.9

12.11cm

cm

27.3
27.3

Height=5.59

cm

DEPTH

WIDTH

27.3,

Wid t h = 0.1211
121.1,

m

Depth=27.3

HEIGHT=55,9

and even
HEIGHT

5.59

Depth

27.3

width

121.1

cm

27.3

However, it may be convenient to use units other than
millimetres for some dimensions, as illustrated below:
55.9

It is not unreasonable for the user to expect that the
program can accept and process correctly all of the
following variants of the data

cm

27.3

Ideally either set of data should be acceptable to and
correctly interpreted by the program. Note, however,
that the third data element is now alphabetic rather
than numeric, and that it is not possible to know what
type of datum is in this field until after the record has
been read.

Copyright © 1986, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted, provided that the ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society Inc.

For users to write programs by hand which provide
this kind of flexibility for all of their input data is an
expensive and error-prone process. It is far better to
generate them by computer. Many users, in particu
lar scientists and engineers, regard writing computer
programs as a secondary activity—the main business
is the science or engineering. The work required for
the occasional programmer to learn how to use com
plex tools in order to perform a secondary activity is
not perceived to be cost effective. This is particularly
so if the occasional programmer uses this knowledge
rarely and must therefore relearn it every time it is
used. The obvious lesson is that software tools for
occasional programmers must be easy to learn and
relearn. Furthermore, such tools should not require
more than a passing knowledge of any aspect of com
puting science for their effective use.

tDr Graham Smith, School of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, The University of New South Wales, P, O, Box I, Kensington, 2033,
Australia. Manuscript received February, 1986 ; revised June, 1986.
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This paper deals with INPROG, a simple system for
generating FORTRAN (that is, conforming to ANSI,
1978) input programs, which was originally developed
to generate the user interface for a simulation
language but has been found useful in a wide variety
of applications including a linear programming matrix
generator, a statistical distribution input routine, and
several command interpreters.
1.1. Published Methods for Enhancing FORTRAN
Input
In this section, three classes of published methods
of improving FORTRAN input are discussed:
— language extensions provided by compilers;
— subprograms for partitioning an input data
record into individual data elements; and
— input subprogram generators.
Compiler-provided language extensions
Almost all FORTRAN compilers provide language
extensions. These extensions are often unique to that
compiler and their use therefore restricts portability.
There is, however, one class of language extension
which has been adopted so enthusiastically by FOR
TRAN programmers that it has been incorporated
into many different compilers (unfortunately, in
differing ways). This is the NAMELIST facility.
The NAMELIST facility requires data values to be
identified by a keyword which is actually the variable
name used in the program. Data describing the
dimensions of a box might appear as follows:
$ BOX

There have been many attempts to enhance FOR
TRAN by providing lexical analysis subprograms.
These subprograms are generally claimed to provide
free-format input. Surprisingly few of these have
been reported in the literature.
Hitchcock (1974) describes a comprehensive free
form input package with subprograms that partition
the input data into elements of type INTEGER,
REAL or CHARACTER and recognise the special
structure
KEYWORD

=

REAL

in the data. Logical functions identify the type of
data element and recognise whether or not particular
character strings have been encountered.
Temple (1980) provides a subroutine for free-form
input. This subroutine inputs a line of data and par
titions it into individual data elements using blanks as
delimiters. For example, the subroutine processes the
line
TEMPERATURE

5

MILLI

KELVIN

to produce two arrays D and T containing
<1>

=

'TEMP'

T < 2)

=

'MILL'

T <3)

=

'KE LV'

D (1 )

=

5.0

t

User-written code must interpret the contents of these
two arrays. Data which are neither numeric nor
alphabetic are ignored, and no error handling is pro
vided. A more extensive version of this subroutine
forms part of the Harwell Subroutine Library
(Hopper, 1980).

HEIGHT=55.9,
WIDTH = 121 .1 ,
DEPTH=27.3
SEND

The values can be specified in any order, and not all
values need occur. This allows default values for
variables to be used unless overridden by NAMELIST
input.
Lexical analysis
FORTRAN programs manipulate a restricted set of
types of data, namely:
LOGICAL, REAL,
INTEGER, DOUBLE PRECISION and CHARAC
TER. The input data stream read by FORTRAN
programs, on the other hand, is comprised of charac
ters grouped into records. A lexical analyser assem
bles the characters in the input data stream into data
elements of types which can be manipulated by the
program.
The lexical analyser can be implemented as a sub
program which returns both the value of the next data
element and its type, thus providing FORTRAN pro
grams with the capability to process an input data
stream which contains elements having types in a
sequence that is not known in advance.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986

Input subprogram generators
Lexical analysers can partition the data stream into
data elements but cannot check that data elements
occur in an acceptable sequence. These checks are
usually performed by user-written code which impli
citly specifies acceptable sequences of data elements.
However, this code can also be produced by a pro
gram generator if the acceptable sequences of data
elements are specified explicitly.
One such subprogram generator is YACC (Johnson,
1975). YACC uses a Backus-Naur Form (BNF)
description of the input data stream to generate a
RATFOR (Kernighan, 1975) subprogram for reading
the input data stream. The generated code invokes a
user-provided lexical analyser. Lexical analysers can
be generated by the complementary software tool
LEX (Lesk, 1975).
The BNF description consists of a number of rules,
each of which specifies a small portion of an accept
able input data stream. Actions, consisting of frag
ments of RATFOR code, can be specified for each
rule. These actions are performed (that is, the code is
executed) when input data conforming to this rule are
recognised.
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YACC is an extremely versatile software tool which
is capable of generating excellent input subprograms,
yet FORTRAN programmers seem to use it only
rarely. This is probably because of the perceived
complexity of YACC. Not only is there a lot to learn
(some of it quite complicated) about using YACC and
LEX, but there are many design decisions to be made
when using them. Furthermore, although YACC can
produce RATFOR subprograms, the FORTRAN pro
grammer has to contend with the fact that it more
naturally operates with C as the host language.
Kovacic (1983) describes a comparatively simple sys
tem which is directed primarily towards menu-driven
input. The system recognises many types of data ele
ment in the input data stream, and the allowable syn
tax of the input data stream can be partly specified in
terms of these types. The system has several useful
features, including allowing abbreviated or even non
existent keywords. It seems well suited to interactive
work where the statement names correspond to com
mand names. However, for batch input, the system
has some drawbacks. For example: the statement
name must be specified at the beginning of each logi
cal record even when it is not logically required; the
user has no control over error handling; and,
although the syntax of data in each statement is
checked, the syntax of the statements themselves does
not seem to be.
1.2. Objectives of INPROG
INPROG became necessary when a simulation
language was transported to a different computer sys
tem. The user interface, which was still being
developed, had been generated by YACC, but YACC
was not available on the new computer.
It was important that INPROG be able to generate
the input subprograms for the simulation language
and also that portability problems of the type that
gave rise to the need for INPROG should not arise
again. It was evident that developing INPROG
would not be a trivial programming task, and there
fore an attempt was made to make it generally
useful—as much for the future benefit of the author
as well as for other potential users. This meant that
INPROG had to be simple to learn and use. Ideally,
it should have the capability of YACC and the simpli
city of use of the system of Kovacic. More realisti
cally, it would lie somewhere between the two.
The objectives used in the design of INPROG were:
— INPROG should be a portable FORTRAN pro
gram;
— Programs generated by INPROG should be port
able FORTRAN programs;
— Straightforward error-handling procedures must
be provided in generated programs;
— A suitable balance must be struck between simpli
city of use and the complexity of data structures
which can be handled;
108

—

No specialist knowledge of the theory underlying
the parsing of input data should be required in
order to use INPROG effectively.

2.

OVERVIEW OF INPROG AND ITS LEXICAL
ANALYSER
INPROG generates FORTRAN subroutines for
reading input data. In this document it is often
necessary to distinguish between the input data read
by the INPROG-generated subroutine, and the data
which INPROG itself reads. Two terms are defined
below to identify these two kinds of input.
Data description: refers to the input data for
INPROG.
Input data stream: refers to the input data for the
INPROG-generated subroutine.
The data description may contain up to four major
sections in the following order:
MODULES
DEFINITIONS
ACTIONS
MODULES

The two MODULES sections are optional and, if
present, contain FORTRAN subprograms which are
output unchanged by INPROG.
The DEFINITIONS section contains the rules which
define valid forms of the input data stream and the
points at which groups of FORTRAN statements are
to be executed.
The ACTIONS section contains groups of userwritten FORTRAN statements which are to be exe
cuted by the generated program at certain points in
the input data stream.
INPROG-generated subprograms consist of: a lexi
cal analyser; procedures to check that data elements
conform to the DEFINITIONS section; and pro
cedures to invoke the user-written code in the
ACTIONS section.
The lexical analyser in programs generated by
INPROG recognises six types of data elements in the
input data stream. These data elements, which are
described below, are predefined and cannot be
changed by the user.
INTEGER A string of characters which contains no
decimal point and is acceptable to FOR
TRAN programs as an integer constant.
REAL
A string of characters which is not an
INTEGER, and is acceptable to FOR
TRAN programs as a real or double pre
cision constant.
CHAR
Any single character other than a letter
of the alphabet, a digit 0 to 9 or a spe
cial INPROG punctuation character
(these are: a minus which is immedi
ately followed by one of the digits 0 to
9; a comma; a blank; a carriage return;
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986
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a horizontal tab; a single quote; or a
double quote).
NAME
A string of contiguous characters made
up of letters of the alphabet, digits 0 to
nine and underscore characters, the first
of which is a letter of the alphabet.
STRING
A string of characters enclosed by either
single or double quotes. A single quote
within a string delimited by single quotes
is represented by two adjacent single
quotes. A double quote within a string
delimited
by
double
quotes
is
represented by two adjacent double
quotes.
EOF
A virtual element which matches the end
of file.
These definitions were extremely important in the
design of INPROG because they influence both the
power and the ease of use of the system. These data
elements are generally similar to FORTRAN constants
or identifiers, and so will be already familiar to FOR
TRAN users. Furthermore they are rich in descrip
tive power.
A separator is a set of contiguous characters con
taining only: end-of-line indications, and (if they are
not part of a STRING) commas, blanks and tabs. A
side effect is that commas, tabs, blanks and single and
double quote characters can only be recognised in the
data stream if they are a STRING or part of a
STRING.
Each time the lexical analyser is invoked it returns
the type and value of the next data element in the
input data stream. The values returned by the lexical
analyser and the variable names by which they can be
accessed in user-written code are listed below:
TOK

A character variable specifying the type of
data element;
STRING A character variable containing the value
of the data element;
RVAL
A real variable containing the value of a
numeric data element;
IVAL
An integer variable containing the value of
an integer data element;
LUN
The logical unit number of the input data
stream;
LINE
An integer variable containing the line
number of the data element.
If the input data stream contains only the following
two lines
..IDTH = 52.8, Depth 27 #/
15.3E2 'DEPTH'=5 cm

repeated invocations of the lexical analyser return the
values given in table 1.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986

Table 1. Values Returned by Lexical Analyser
TOK
NAME
CHAR
REAL
NAME
INTEGER
CHAR
CHAR
REAL
STRING
CHAR
INTEGER
NAME
EOF

STRING
WIDTH
X
5 2.8
Depth
27
n
/
1 5.3E2
DEPTH
=
5
cm

RVAL

IVAL

52.8
27.0

27

1530.0
5.0

5

LINE
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3

3. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE
The purpose of this example is to illustrate a data
description for the dimensions of any number of
boxes. An input data stream may contain
HEIGHT 55.9,

WIDTH

121.1,

HEIGHT

WIDTH

10.0,

2.11,

DEPTH
DEPTH

27.3
8.5

A full data description for this input data stream is
developed in following subsections.
3.1. The DEFINITIONS Section
A DEFINITIONS section, which describes the struc
ture of the input data stream for boxes (with
INPROG keywords italicised) is
getbox

{boxes:
'DEPTH'

('HEIGHT' REAL 'WIDTH' REAL
REAL)* EOF ;>

We examine first two elements
getbox: This is used by INPROG as the name of the
subroutine it generates for reading the input
data stream.
boxes: This identifies a definition of the input data
stream and is called a definition name.
The braces {. . .} delimit the definitions for getbox,
and the colon semi-colon sequence :. . . ; delimits a
single definition body. In this case the definition
body consists of
('HEIGHT'

REAL 'WIDTH ' REAL 'DEPTH' REAL)* EOF

Note that the structure is
(.................) * EOF

where * signifies that whatever is defined within the
parentheses can occur any number of times. EOF
means the end of the file. Thus the definition speci
fies dimensions for any number of boxes, the list
being terminated by the end of file. For each box the
dimensions are specified as real numbers, each of
which is preceded by an appropriate keyword.
3.2. The ACTIONS Section
The user-written code in the ACTIONS section is
assembled by INPROG into a subroutine with a
default name (which can be changed) of action. The
109
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statements between ‘
HEADER { ’
and the
matching ‘ } ’ are positioned at the beginning of
the subroutine. These are generally non-executable
statements (such as declaration and COMMON state
ments). The individual groups of action-coding state
ments are included in the subroutine in a cascade of
tests which selects the specific group of statements to
be executed.
The action-coding interacts with program units in
the MODULES sections through COMMON memory.
Suppose the data are to be stored in the COMMON
block
COMMON
1

/BOXDEF/

DEPTH(99) ,

HEIGHTC99),

WIDTH(99),

N BOX

1

1

=

PROGRAM BOX
COMMON /BOXDEF/ HEIGHTC99), WIDTHC99),
DEPTHC99), NBOX
NBOX = 0
CALL GETB0XC5)
Note (2)
PRINT *, ((HEIGHT(I), WIDTHCI), DEPTH(I)),
1=1,NBOX)
STOP
END

getbox

{

boxes:

(

'HEIGHT'

REAL [w]

'WIDTH'

'DEPTH'

REAL t h ]
Note(3)
REAL [d])* EOF ;>

ACTIONS {
HEADER {

so that they are available for later processing, and
that the variable NBOX, which initially has the value
zero, holds the number of boxes for which dimensions
have been input so far.
The lexical analyser provides the action coding with
information from the input data stream by assigning
values to the variables IVAL, RVAL and STRING.
Data can be recorded in memory by executing state
ments such as
DEPTH(NBOX)

Note (1)

i

modules

1

COMMON /BOXDEF/
DEPTHC99), NBOX

HEIGHTC99),

WIDTHC99),

>
h {
NBOX = NBOX + 1
HEIGHT(NBOX) = RVAL

>
w {
WIDTH(NBOX)

=

RVAL

DEPTH(NBOX)

=

RVAL

>
d {

RVAL

>

immediately after the value of a depth has been
input. The code is contained within braces and pre
ceded by an identifying action-coding name in the
ACTIONS section. This same action coding name is
positioned within square brackets in the definition to
signify when the code is to be executed.
The reserved action code name START can be used
to identify statements which are to be executed before
any data have been read, and the reserved action code
name END can be used to identify statements which
are to be executed after all data have been read.

>

3.3. A Data Description for Box Dimensions
In order to generate a subroutine for reading the
input data stream, the user prepares a file containing
the data description, and submits this file as data to
INPROG. An example of a data description for a
program which inputs the dimensions of boxes is
given in Figure 1. The following points should be
noted:
(1) The main program is in the MODULES section.
The data are simply input and printed.
(2) In the main program, the statement

4. THE INPROG DEFINITIONS SECTION
We have already seen an example of the DEFINI
TIONS section of the data description. However,
INPROG provides many facilities which have not
been used in this example. In this section a brief
description of some of these facilities is given.
Further information can be found in Smith, 1985.

CALL

GETB0XC5)

invokes the INPROG-generated input-subroutine.
The argument is the logical unit number from
which the input data stream is to be read. If
necessary, this file should be opened before the
generated input-subroutine is invoked.
(3) In the DEFINITIONS section, points at which
groups of FORTRAN statements are to be exe
cuted are identified by a name in square brackets
110

Figure 1. Version 1 of INPROG Data For Box Dimensions

[...]. This same name identifies the code in the
ACTIONS section. Thus the statements
NBOX

=

NBOX

HEIGHT(NBOX)

+

1
=

RVAL

are executed immediately after a value
HEIGHT appears in the input data stream.

for

4.1. Operators in the DEFINITIONS Section
INPROG provides five types of operator, namely
(. . .) parentheses
|
alternative
?
option
*
repetition (butneed notoccur)
+
repetition (must occur at least once)
These operators are commonly (but not universally)
used in regular expressions with the same meanings.
Use of some of these is illustrated by the following
fragment of a definition which defines an optional
unit of length. (Action-coding names in square
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986
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brackets are omitted for clarity.)
( ' m1

|

'em'

|

'mi')?

The ? signifies that the data element matching the
contents of the parentheses is optional. If the data
element does occur it can be any one of the three
specified units. In the following definition fragment
an identifying keyword is optional.
'HEIGHT'?

REAL Cm'

|

'em'

|

'mm')?

Some examples of data matching this definition frag
ment are
55.9

—
—
—

Definition names.
Literal characters.
Literal names.

4.4. Literal Characters
Any single character in the data description which
satisfies the definition of a CHAR and which has a
single quote character immediately before and after it,
is called a literal character. A literal character (such
as *;’) commonly specifies punctuation in the input
data stream.

5.59cm
HEIGHT

55.9 mm

4.2. Subdividing the Definitions
Although the example given in Figure 1 defines the
syntax in one definition, this definition could have
been split up into several. A definition may contain,
as an operand, another definition name. For exam
ple, the DEFINITIONS section for the box dimen
sions could have been written as:
getbox
box:

{

boxes:

height

height:
width:
depth:

(box)* EOF ;

width

depth

;

REAL th) ;
'WIDTH' REAL [w] ;
'DEPTH ' REAL t d 3 ;>
'HEIGHT'

Although this may seem to allow recursive defini
tions, these were purposely prohibited, but not
without a great deal of thought since one of the
strengths of comprehensive program generators, such
as YACC, is that they allow this type of construction.
Nevertheless, the use of recursive definitions leads to
ambiguous grammars and/or complex parsers, and
requires some knowledge of the theory of parsing, of
precedence and association. However, it is fortunate
that, whereas those who write compilers cannot do
without recursive definitions, most scientists and
engineers can. INPROG has been used in a variety
of applications, and the only problem posed by the
lack of recursive definitions has been in the DEFINI
TIONS section from which INPROG generates itself.
Even though recursive definitions are not allowed,
there are still advantages to be gained by providing
for subdivision of definitions, such as the following.
— The user may prefer to isolate parts of definitions
to keep each definition simple.
— Repetition can be avoided.
— Error-handling procedures may be specified as
local to individual definitions. This point will be
dealt with in more detail later in §5.
4.3. Operands in the DEFINITIONS Section
The INPROG DEFINITIONS operands are
— Key words representing the input data stream
data element types, namely INTEGER, REAL,
CHAR, NAME, STRING, EOF.
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4.5. Literal Names
Just as there are literal characters, there can be literal
names, which satisfy the specification of a NAME but
are enclosed in either single or double quote charac
ters. They often define keywords. For example, the
data description
('WIDTH'

|

"DEPTH")

allows either of the names WIDTH or DEPTH at the
corresponding point in the input data stream.
There is a special significance if a literal name is
enclosed in double quotes in the data description.
This denotes that the enclosed name can occur in any
mixture of upper and lower case characters. The
literal name
"DEPTH"

in the data description allows, for example,
Depth

DEPTH

depth

etc.

Any literal name can contain a single hatch charac
ter *#’ which denotes that abbreviations at, or after,
this point are permitted. For example,
"D # E PT H"

in the data description allows
D dep

Dep

DEPTH

etc.

in the input data stream.
4.6. Conflicts in the Data Description
INPROG executes, at most, one group of FORTRAN
statements at any specific point in the input data
stream. It is easy to write a definition such as
(REAL [COST]

|

REAL [PROFIT])

which contains a conflict between the code identified
by COST and the code identified by PROFIT.
INPROG reports on any such conflicts in the data
description, and the user must eliminate them. There
is potential for conflicts that are more subtle than that
shown above and it was originally thought that users
might have trouble both identifying the cause of such
conflicts and redesigning the input data stream to
remove them. However, this has not proved to be
the case.
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5. ERROR HANDLING
Error handling in input programs (for example, see
Smith, 1969) poses many problems of which the two
most prominent are:
1. realignment of the input data stream at a match
ing point of the data description after a syntax
error is encountered; and
2. inconsistencies between the data that have been
accepted, and statements that have been exe
cuted.
Because these problems are hard to solve in any
general way, error handling in generated input pro
grams is usually left to the programmer. Nonethe
less, it was felt that INPROG should have some
default error-handling procedure and that this should
be as useful as possible.
The concept on which INPROG’s default error han
dling is based is that the sequences of data elements
that are acceptable ,are likely to be the same at the
beginning of consecutive lines of the input data
stream. Whether or not this is true depends on how

MODULES {
PROGRAM BOX
COMMON /BOXDEF/ HEIGHTC99), WIDTHC99) ,
DEPTH C99) , NBOX
NBOX = 0
CALI GETBOX(S)
PRINT *, ((HEIGHT(I), WIDTH(I), DEPTHCI)),
1=1,NBOX)
STOP
END

1

1

>
getbox { boxes: (box)* EOF ;
box: height width depth ;
height: ("HSEIGHT" '='?)? REALth]
<"ra"[h(n] | "cm"[hc]
width: ("W#IDTH" '='?)? REALCw)
("m"[wm] | "cm"Cwe1
depth: ("D#EPTH" '='?)? REALldl
("m"[dm3 | "cm"[dc3

| "ram")? ;
| "min")? ;
| "mm")? ;>

ACTIONS {
HEADER {
1

COMMON /BOXDEF/
DEPTH(99>, NBOX

HEIGHT(99),

WIDTH(99),

>
h

{
NB.OX = NBOX + 1
HEIGHT(NBOX) = RVAL

>
hm
he
w
wm
wc
d
dm
dc

{
{
{
<
{
{
<
{

HEIGHT(NBOX)
HEIGHT(NBOX)
WIDTH(NBOX)
WIDTH(NBOX)
WIDTH(NBOX)
DEPTH(NBOX)
DEPTH(NBOX)
DEPTH(NBOX)

= HEIGHT(NBOX)* 1000.0>
= HEIGHT(NBOX)* 10.0>
= RVA L>
= WI DTH(NBOX)*1 000.0>
= WIDTH(NBOX)* 10.0>
= RVAL}
= DEPTH(NBOX)* 1000.0}
= DEPTH(NBO X)* 10.0>

}

Figure 2. Version 2 of INPROG Data For Box Dimensions
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the user submits data to the program.
This concept leads to the following technique for
aligning the input data stream and the data descrip
tion. The internal state of the input subprogram is
recorded at the beginning of each new line of the
input data stream. When a syntax error is encoun
tered, the input data stream is aligned at the begin
ning of the next line, and the input subprogram is
reset to the state at the beginning of the line contain
ing the error.
Consider, for example, the data description in Fig
ure 2. If the program generated from this data
description were to input the following data
1 m 2m 3m
100cm ZOOcm 300cm
1000

2000 3000

then an error would be detected on line 2. The error
would be reported, but the second line would have
been partly recorded in memory.
It would be nice if the values of all variables could
also be restored to their values at the beginning of the
line containing the error. However this was too diffi
cult to implement in any general way. Of course, the
option still exists for the programmer to implement
this restoration as is illustrated by the data description
displayed in Figure 3. In the program generated from
this data description, none of the data comprising line
two of the input data given earlier would be recorded
in memory. This is achieved by requiring that the
dimensions of each box be terminated by a semi
colon, and by maintaining the logical variable DONE
which is .FALSE . at the end of an input line if an
error was detected. If this is the case, then the next
set of dimensions overwrite the partly read set from
the previous line. Note that it is necessary for the
user to submit the data for one box on each line in
order for the error procedures to work nicely. It is
shown below that this restriction is unnecessary when
the user takes control of error handling.
The user may wish to execute different groups of
error-handling statements depending on where the
error occurs in the input datq stream. One way of
providing for this is for the user to set flags during
the processing of acceptable data, which direct selec
tion of error-handling code when required. This solu
tion was rejected in favour of specifying the groups of
error-handling statements in the DEFINITIONS sec
tion of the data description.
Each definition name can be followed by a name
enclosed between ‘ < ’ and ‘> ’. If no errors occur
then this does not affect the processing in any way.
However, if an error occurs when the generated pro
gram is reading data specified by that description,
then the default procedures are not followed and error
action-coding, identified by the name enclosed
between '<’ and ‘>’ immediately following the
definition name, is invoked. It is up to the user to
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986
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MODULES {

1

1

MODULES <

PROGRAM BOX
COMMON /BOXDEF/ HEIGHT(99) , WIDTH(99),
DEPTH(99), NBOX
NBOX = 0
CALL GETBOXC5)
PRINT *, ((HE1GHTCI), WIDTH(I), DEPTH(I)),
1=1,NBOX)
STOP
END

PROGRAM BOX
COMMON /BOXDEF/ HEIGHTC99), WIDTH(99>,
DEPTH(99), NBOX
NBOX = 0
CALL GETB0X(5)
PRINT *, ((HEIGHT(I), WIDTH(I), DEPTH(I)),
1=1,NBOX)
STOP
END

1

1

}

>

getbox { boxes: (box)* EOF ;
box: height width depth 1 ; ' [finish] ;
height: ("HSEIGHT" '='?)? REALlh]
("m"[hmj | "cm"[hc]
width: ("W#IDTH" '='?)? REALlwl
("m"[wm1 | "c«"[«cl
depth: ("D#EPTH" '='?)? REALtdl
("m"CdmI | "cm"[dc1

getbox { boxes: (box)* EOF ;
box <realign>: height width depth 1 ; 1 CfinishT ;
height: ("H#EIGHT" '='?)? REALlh)
("m"[hm] | "cm"t h c) | "mm")?
width: ("W#IDTH" '='?)? REALlvH

|

"mm")?

;

|

"mm")?

;

|

"mm")?

ACTIONS {
HEADER {
1

("m"[wm]
depth:

;

HEIGHT(99),

WIDTH(99),

COMMON /BOXDEF/ HEIGHT(99),
DEPTHC99), NBOX
LOGICAL DONE
CHARACTER *512 IGNORD
CHARACTER *5 ITOA

1

>
DONE

=

.TRUE.)

h {
IF(DONE) NBOX = NBOX
HEIGHT(NBOX) = RVAL
DONE = .FALSE.

+

1

}
START i
h

{

| "mm")? ;
|

"mm")?

;>

HEIGHT(NBOX) = HEIGHT(NBOX)* 1000.0>
HEIGHT(NBOX) = HEIGHT(NBOX)* 10.0>
WIDTH(NBOX)
= RVAL}
WIDTH(NBOX) = WIDTH(NBOX)* 1000.0}
WIDTH(NBOX) = WIDTH(NBOX)* 10.0}
DEPTH(NBOX)
= RVAL}
DEPTH(NBOX)
= DEPTH(NBO X)* 1000.0}
DEPTH(NBOX)
= DEPTH(NBO X)* 10.0}
DONE = .TRUE . }
IF(,NOT. DONE) NBOX = NBOX -1}

}

DONE

issue whatever reports are desired and to align the
input data stream after the end of data specified by
that description.
An error action-coding name
applies not only to the description in which it is speci
fied, but also to all nested descriptions appearing
within that description unless they, in turn, have their
own error action-coding name.
The data description in Figure 4 includes userwritten error-handling code identified by the action
coding name realign. In the error action-coding
an error report is generated, the input data stream is
aligned just past the next semi-colon, and the flushed
data displayed in a WARNING message. In this code
the subroutine ALIGN aligns the input data stream,
the subroutine ERMSG displays error and warning
messages, and the function ITOA transforms an
integer to a character representation. These sub
programs are part of an extensive library of
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No, 3, August 1986

.TRUE.}

IF(DON E) NBOX = NBOX
HEIGHT(NBOX) = RVAL
DONE = .FALSE.

+

1

}
hm {
he {
w
<
wm <
wc {
d
{
dm {
dc {
finish

{

END L

Figure 3. Version 3 of INPROG Data For Box Dimensions

=

WIDTH(99),

<

>
hm {
he {
w
{
wm {
wc {
d
{
dm
{
dc
<
finish
END {

| "cm"Cwc]

' = '?)? REA Lid]
("m"tdm1 | "cm"Cdc]

ACTIONS i
HEADER {

COMMON /BOXDEF/
DEPTH(99), NBOX
LOGICAL DONE

START <

("D#EPTH"

;

realign l
call
1
call
call
1

HEIGHT (NBOX) = HEIGHT(NBOX)* 1000.0}
HEIGHT(NBOX) = HEIGHT(NBOX)* 10,0}
WIDTH(NBOX)
= RVAL}
WIDTH(NBOX)
= W I DTH(NBOX)* 1 000.0}
WIDTH(NBOX) = WIDTH(NBOX)*10.0}
DEPTH(NBOX)
= RVAL}
DEPTH(NBOX)
= DEPTH(NBOX)* 1000.0}
DEPTH(NBOX)
= DEPTH(NBOX)* 10.0}
DONE = .TRUE.}
IFC.NOT. DONE) NBOX = NBOX -1}
ERMSG('GETBOXSyntax error line: '//
ITOA(LINE,i), 'WARNING')
ALIGN(LUN, 'AFTER','; '.IGNORD,LENGTH,512)
ERMSG('GETBOX','Data ignored: ['//
IGN0RD(1:LENGTH)//']','WARNING')

}

Figure 4. Version 4 of INPROG Data For Box Dimensions

subprograms forming part of the INPROG system.
6. IMPLEMENTATION
Programs generated by INPROG are driven by two
state transition tables. (For a tutorial discussion on
these, see Hext and Hirst, 1982.) One state transition
table drives a lexical analyser which partitions the
data stream into data elements. At a higher level, the
second state transition table performs the syntactical
analysis. This second state transition table is con
structed by INPROG from the user’s description of
113
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the input data stream, and thus reflects the structure
of the input data stream.
Using techniques similar to those described in Aho
and Ullman (1977), INPROG constructs a determin
istic finite automaton (DFA) from the DEFINITIONS
section of the data description. The second state
transition table is prepared by modifying this DFA so
that, for example, INTEGERS are acceptable when
REALs are specified.
Both INPROG and the generated subprograms con
form to ANSI(1978) except that lower case letters are
used in FORTRAN statements. This has not yet
caused any portability problems. The objective of
portability has not been completely achieved. When
transporting INPROG to a new computer system it
may be necessary to change the value of up to thirteen
constants in one BLOCK DATA subprogram used by
both INPROG and the generated subprograms.
These constants specify logical unit numbers and
integer values of certain characters.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The foregoing is a description of what has proved to
be a useful tool with which occasional programmers
can generate FORTRAN input programs. INPROGgenerated input subprograms provide users with the
kind of freedom for data-entry which is rarely avail
able in FORTRAN programs. The use of INPROG
encourages a decoupling of input from other func
tions of the program which allows extensive changes
to be made to the user-interface without changing
handwritten code.
It is quite in order for an INPROG-generated sub
program to invoke another INPROG-generated sub
program. For example, a command interpreter gen
erated by INPROG may interpret a command which
inputs a file using another INPROG-generated sub
program.
In order that INPROG be easy to use, some rarely
needed facilities have been purposely omitted. In
practice, occasional programmers seem to do very
nicely without these facilities, and the payoff is a very
simple system.
Some of the subprograms comprising INPROG
have proved to be useful in their own right. These
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include the lexical analyser and a subprogram for con
verting non-deterministic finite automata to equivalent
DFAs.
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Construction of Quadtrees and
Octtrees from Raster Data: A New
Algorithm Based on Run-Encoding
D. M. Markf
This paper presents a new algorithm for constructing linear quadtrees from raster data.
The quadtree representation method termed two-dimensional run-encoding is used to
define a raster dummy image for each individual raster. The raster dummy image has the
actual image values (colours) for pixels on the raster, but assigns the value NULL to all
pixels outside the current raster. Individual raster dummy images are then combined
using a straight-forward Boolean overlay procedure, with all values having priority over
NULL. The complexity of this algorithm is linear in both the number of image pixels and
in the number of quadtree leaves. The linear behaviour is achieved by preserving the
spatial order inherent in the raster image during the execution of the algorithm. The
extension of the algorithm to octtrees for three-dimensional data is straightforward.

Keywords and Phrases: quadtree, linear quadtree, octtree, raster data, image data,
geographic information systems.
CR Categories: E. 1, 1.4

1. INTRODUCTION
Quadtrees have been shown to be an effective way to
represent and process two-dimensional data (see
Samet, 1984, for a review). Because of their wide
applicability in image analysis and geographic infor
mation processing, the construction of quadtrees from
other types of spatial data is an important topic.
This paper describes and analyzes a new algorithm for
the construction of quadtrees from raster data. This
algorithm is linear in either the number of image pix
els or the number of quadtree leaves, provided that
the other of these is held constant. The linear
behaviour is achieved because the quadtree leaves
need never be sorted; sorting is avoided by preserving
the spatial order inherent in the raster image during
the execution of the algorithm. This algorithm can
readily be extended to three dimensions for the con
struction of octtrees.
2. QUADTREES
Briefly, a quadtree is based on the recursive partition
of a square region into quadrants and subquadrants,
until all subquadrants are uniform with respect to
image value (colour) or until some pre-determined
Copyright © 1986, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted, provided that the ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society Inc.

lower level of resolution is reached. If the region
consists of 2" by 2" pixels (cells), then the entire
region is of level n, and individual pixels are of level
zero. A quadrant of level L(0<L <n) is 2' by 2L pix
els, and contains a total of 4L pixels. Although quad
trees are known to be a space-efficient way to
represent ‘blocky’ or coherent images (Dyer, 1982;
Mark and Lauzon, 1985), their advantages over vector
representations for many spatial algorithms may be
even greater in terms of time-efficiency.
Early work on quadtrees represented relations
among quadrants and subquadrants as a tree of outdegree four. In such a structure, relations between
parents and children are implemented as explicit
pointers in the system. All nodes in the tree except
the root have exactly one parent, whereas all except
the terminal (‘leaf’) nodes have exactly four children.
Pointer-based representations are very fast if the
entire quadtree can be held in core. For larger quad
trees, however, recent work has suggested that linear
quadtrees may be more appropriate (Gargantini, 1982;
Abel, 1984; Mark and Lauzon, 1984; Samet, Rosenfeld, Shaffer, and Webber, 1984; Lauzon, Mark,
Kikuchi, and Guevara, 1985; Samet and Tamminen,
1985). In a linear quadtree, each leaf node is
represented by a linear key number, which is based on
an ordered list of the node’s ancestors. Tree traver
sals are then accomplished using bit-level manipula
tions or modular arithmetic on the keys. Samet and

tDepartment of Geography, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 14260, U.S.A.
revised June 1986.
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Tamminen (1985) outline a number of quadtree algo
rithms which exploit the properties of linear quad
trees. Linear key systems also provide an effective
link between spatial data structures and algorithms for
such computational geometry problems as rectangle
retrieval (Abel and Smith, 1984a) and nearestneighbour determination (Abel and Smith, 1984b).
Recently, Lauzon and Mark (Lauzon, 1983; Mark
and Lauzon, 1984; Lauzon et at. , 1985) have shown
that certain forms of linear quadtrees can be runencoded, that is, if there are several key-consecutive
leaves of the same value, only the key of the last such
leaf need be stored. For some algorithms, the runs
are later decoded into their constituent leaves; other
operations can be performed directly on these runencoded structures without decoding. The Morton
sequence numbers (Morton, 1966) form suitable keys
for linear quadtrees; the Morton number of a pixel is
obtained by interleaving the bits of the row and
column coordinates of the pixel (coordinates are num
bered from zero; see Lauzon et at., 1985). Lauzon
and Mark represent a quadtree leaf by the largest
Morton number enclosed within it. Then, the runencoded linear quadtree file is exactly equivalent to a
run-encoding of the individual pixels of the image in
Morton sequence. Because the Morton sequence ord
ers the pixels in two-dimensions simultaneously, Lau
zon (1983; Lauzon et at.) has termed this approach
two-dimensional run-encoding.
Two-dimensional
run-encoding (2DRE) is a space-efficient way to store
linear quadtrees (Mark and Lauzon, 1985), but more
importantly, is particularly suited to the superposition
(overlay) operations which are central to geographic
information systems (Lauzon et at. , 1985; Mark and
Lauzon, 1984; see also Samet, 1984, p. 203).
3. RASTER TO QUADTREE CONVERSION
Although direct collection of quadtree data from
analogue sources is possible, spatial data are rarely if
ever collected in this way. Thus, for any quadtreebased image analysis or Geographic /nformation Sys
tem (GIS), the construction of quadtrees from other
types of spatial data is a very important topic. In
geographic information systems applications, data are
often digitized in vector format; algorithms for
conversion of vector and boundary code data to quad
trees have been presented by Samet (1980a) and by
Mark and Abel (1984; 1985). In most imageprocessing and some GIS applications, data are col
lected and distributed in raster form, that is, row-by
row or column-by-column. If the entire image can be
held in core or in a random-access image buffer,
conversion to quadtrees is straightforward (Samet,
1980b; Lauzon et at. , 1985). Otherwise, the quadtree
must be constructed as image data are examined rowby-row.
An algorithm to accomplish this task for pointerbased quadtrees has been presented by Samet (1981),
and an algorithm for linear quadtrees has been
116

developed by Abel (1986). Both of these algorithms
are based on the concept of holding a list of candidate
quadtree nodes. For example, if the first eleven pix
els in the first raster are white, with the twelfth being
black, then the first eight pixels might be part of a
level three (eight by eight) white leaf. However, if
any of the first eight pixels of any of the next seven
rasters is black, then the level three white leaf does
not exist. If each raster is 2" long, then there can be
at most 2" ~1 candidate leaves (level zero leaves are not
considered to be ‘candidates’, since they are known to
be leaves, and can be inserted into the quadtree).
As each new raster is examined, there are three pos
sibilities for each candidate leaf: it can be confirmed
as a complete leaf (and inserted in the quadtree); it
can be found not to be a valid leaf (in which case its
descendants are either inserted into the quadtree or
added to the list of candidate leaves); or the candidate
remains a candidate while the next raster is examined.
The leaves are not generated in order, and may be
inserted into the quadtree dynamically. However, if
the linear quadtree is held as a list, then the list must
be sorted eventually.
In this paper, a new raster to quadtree algorithm is
This algorithm is based on twodescribed.
dimensional run-encoding (2DRE).
4. THE ALGORITHM
The algorithm presented in this paper is extremely
simple in concept. Basically, each raster is embedded
in its own image (which will be referred to as the ras
ter dummy image-, see Figure ID), which has the ras
ter values along the raster itself, and a NULL value
elsewhere. Each raster dummy image is represented
as a 2DRE file. Then, the raster dummy images are
simply superimposed (see Figure 1C), with any other
value taking precedence over NULL.
One property of the Morton sequencing used in the
2DRE representation is that, if pixels are taken in
pairs {left-key, right-key) counting from the beginning
of the raster, left-key and right-key must differ by
exactly one (see Figure 1A); furthermore, the next two
keys Morton order must lie in a different raster (Fig
ure 1A). Next, recall that 2DRE uses only the keys
and values of pixels which represent the ends of runs
of consecutive pixels all of the same value. Then, for
each pair, a NULL run must end at {left-key - 1),
while a run of some value must end at right-key. The
pixel at left-key will be a run-end if and only if the
values of left-key and right-key are different.
As an example, consider the raster dummy image
for the fourth raster (F = 3) illustrated in Figure ID.
The pixels in the first pair (11, 12) have different
colours, and thus are represented by three run-ends:
(9, NULL), (10, W), and (11, B). The next pair
(14, 15) is of one colour, and so only two run-ends
are needed: (13, NULL) and (15, B).
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986
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(A) Morton numbering scheme for a 23
by 23 image, with the origin in the upper
left corner.
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(B) A binary image represented as a
2DRE linear quadtree (the keys of the
run-ends are given on the diagram; the
2DRE list appears to the right, with
W = white and B = black).
(C) The growing image of B after the
raster dummy images of the first three
rasters have been combined; NULL areas
of the image are shaded in grey; the
asterisk (*) denotes a coloured run-end
which will not be part of the final
image.
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(D) The raster dummy image of the
fourth input raster (y = 3); the next step
in the algorithm will combine this with
the image in Figure 1C.
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Figure 1.
The essential algorithms are described in three pro
cedures presented the appendix in a generic procedural
language. Procedure rastquad simply establishes the
appropriate quadtree structures and calls the other
two procedures. Procedure line_to__quad constructs
the raster dummy image of the current raster (line),
and procedure combine overlays this new raster
dummy image with the growing final 2D RE file.
5. AN EXAMPLE
An example may clarify the algorithm. Figure IB
depicts an 8 x 8 binary image (n = 3); Morton keys
are shown in those cells which are run-ends, and the
records of the 2DRE representation are shown in
Table 1, column 1. Figure 1C (and Table 1, column
2) shows the result of combining the raster dummy
images for the first three rasters, and Figure ID (and
Table 1, column 3) shows the raster dummy image for
the fourth raster. The next step in the execution of
the algorithm would combine the images in Figure 1C
and ID through an overlay operation.
6. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
6.1 Space Requirements
As noted above, each pair of pixels in the raster yields
either two (if they have the same value) or three (if
they differ) records in the raster dummy image.
Thus, since each raster contains 2" pixels, the
minimum number of records in a raster dummy image
is 2", and the maximum number is 1.5x2". When
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986

Table 1.
Records (Run-ends) in 2DRE Files for Images in Figure 1.
complete image
(Figure IB)

key

colour

5
7
8
9
10

W
B
W
B
W

15
17
18
23
24
25
27
29
30
31
39
47
52
53
54
63

B
W
B
W
B
W
B
W
B
W
B
W
B
W
B
W

dummy image
rasters 0 + 1 + 2
(Figure 1C)

key
5
7
8
9

colour
W
B
W
B

11
13
15
17
18
23
24
25
27
29

NULL
B*
NULL
W
B
W
B
W
NULL
W

63

NULL

dummy image
raster 3
(Figure ID)

key

colour

9
10
11
13
15

NULL
W
B*
NULL
B

25
27
29
30
31

NULL
B
NULL
B
W

63

NULL

Black or white run-end which will not be part of the final 2DREfile
because they are parts of longer runs.
in
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the pixels in a pair differ in value, the left pixel will
form a run-end in the final 2DRE representation. The
right pixel in each pair represents a run-end which
may or may not be part of the final image. Thus,
each raster dummy image contains 2" ~1 NULL runs,
2" 1 possibly-false runs-ends, and up to 2" ' 1 final
image run-ends.
If rasters are processed in order and if the raster
dummy images are combined with the growing image
as they are processed, then there are at most 2" ~1
NULL runs in the growing image. There are also at
most 2" ~1 false run-ends in the growing image, since
they can only have arisen from the raster processed
most recently; the only run-ends from earlier rasters
which remain in the growing image must be part of
the final image. This means that the maximum space
requirement for the growing image structure is just
Nr + 2", where NR is the number of runs in the
2DRE version of the image. The algorithm need not
reserve space for aninput raster, since the data can be
input two pixels at a time, if necessary.
6.2 Time complexity
The conversion of a raster to a raster dummy image
requires processing time which is proportional to the
quadtree depth (n) times number of runs in the raster
dummy image (which is at most 1.5x2"; see above).
The quadtree depth must be included because conver
sion of row-and-column values to the Morton number
requires time proportional to n. Next, combining the
current raster dummy image with the growing image
file requires time proportional to the sum of the
number of records in the two files in question (Lau
zon et al., 1985). An upper bound for this step is
thus:

without the need for sorting. Other raster-toquadtree algorithms disturb this inherent ordering and
must later sort the quadtree leaves.
7. EXTENSION TO OCTTREES
Yau and Srihari (1981) have discussed the general
problem of constructing a 2k -tree in k dimensions
from the 2* '-trees which, in effect, represent slices
through it. The extension of the current algorithm
from quadtrees to octtrees is very straightforward.
The concept of Morton numbers generalizes directly
to more than two dimensions (see Mark and Cebrian,
1986). For three-dimensional referencing, bits from
the three coordinates are interleaved in threes. As in
two dimensions, these pixels can also be run-encoded
on the attributes, and later decoded (‘threedimensional run-encoding’, or 3DRE; see Mark and
Cebrian, 1986). If the direction along each incoming
raster is considered to be the x direction (lowest-order
bit in each triple), then the algorithm works without
modification, except that procedure Morton has three
arguments, and the algorithm must also keep track of
the z -dimension as layers of rasters are included in the
octtree.

2" xNr +3.75« xNP

8. SUMMARY
A new algorithm for constructing linear quadtrees
from raster data has been presented. The algorithm
uses a quadtree representation method termed twodimensional run-encoding, and defines a raster
dummy image for each individual raster. The raster
dummy image sets all pixels outside the current raster
to value NULL. The individual raster dummy images
are then combined using a straightforward Boolean
overlay procedure, with all other values having prior
ity over NULL. In contrast with other algorithms for
raster to quadtree conversion, the complexity of the
current algorithm is linear in either the number of
image pixels or the number of quadtree leaves, pro
vided that the other of these is held constant. The
linear behaviour is achieved because the quadtree
leaves need never be sorted; sorting is avoided by
preserving the spatial order inherent in the raster
image during the execution of the algorithm. The
extension of the algorithm to octtrees for threedimensional data is straightforward, and has been
presented.

For a fixed image size (i.e., constant n ), the algo
rithm is linear in the final number of image runs (and,
indirectly, of quadtree leaves, NL; see Lauzon et al. ,
1985); likewise, for a fixed number of runs (or leaves)
in the final image, the algorithm is linear in the
number of pixels. Previous algorithms for raster to
quadtree conversion have asymptotic complexity of
order (NL\og,NL). This ‘rt logn ’ behaviour arises
because the quadtree leaves must at some time be
sorted. The current algorithm exploits the fact that
raster data are already spatially ordered; the quadtree
ordering is derived from this raster ordering directly,
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Appendix.
procedure rastquad()
/* procedure to convert raster data to a quadtree, based on run
encoding; it assumes the existence of procedures:
‘create_qtree’ which creates a quadtree structure (opens a
file, or sets up a B-tree, etc,); ‘get_raster’ which obtains
the next raster; and ‘transfer’ which transfers a quadtree
from one representation to another;
*/
begin
integer n_rasters,line,rast__length,raster[256);
quadtree_structure quadtree__1 .quadtree__2,quadtree__3;
max_key
:= 65535;
/* for 256 by 256 image V
rast_length : = 256;
n__rasters
: = 256;
create_qtree (quadtree__1);
/* initialize three quadtree
create qtree (quadtree 2);
structures; at the completion of
create qtree (quadtree 3);
the procedure, quadtree 1 will
contain the linear quadtree as a
2DRE file
*/
for line : = 0 to (n_rasters - 1) do
begin
get_raster (raster);
/* get_raster is a procedure which obtains the
pixel values for the next raster to be processed */
line_to__quad (raster,rast_length,line,quadtree__2);
/* invoke procedure line__to__quad (listed below) to
convert the current raster to a 2DRE file
(quadtree_2) with value NULL for all
pixels outside the raster */
combine (quadtree_1 .quadtree__2,quadtree__3);
/* Boolean overlay of quadtree_1 and quadtree__2,
to produce quadtree_3, with the higher value
taking priority, and all values having priority
over NULL; the combine procedure is
listed below
*/
transfer (quadtree_3,quadtree__1);
/* transfer the growing 2DRE representation
from quadtree__3 to quadtree__1
*/
end
end
procedure line_to__quad (raster,rast__length,line,quadtree)
/* this procedure creates a 2DRE linear quadtree structure of an
image with the current raster (line) filled and the remainder of
the image NULL; line_to__quad assumes the existence of
procedure output, which inserts a Morton key and the
associated value into structure ‘quadtree’ V
integer raster[],rast_length,line;
quadtree_structure quadtree;
begin
integer column,NULL;
unsigned integer key,morton();
NULL : = -1;
/* NULL must be a number less than any value
which actually occurs in the image
*/
for column : = 0 to rast_length-2 by 2 do
begin
key : = morton (column,line);
if key =£ 0 then /* no pixels before the one with key = 0 */
output (quadtree,key-1,NULL);
if raster [column] J= raster [column + 1] then
output (quadtree,key,raster[columnj);

end
procedure combine (quadtree_1,quadtree__2,quadtree__3)
/* this is a modified version of procedure overlay (see Lauzon et al.,
1985; Mark and Lauzon, 1984) to overlay two 2DRE structures. It
overlays quadtree_1 and quadtree__2, with a rule that the higher
value takes priority, and produces quadtree_3.
This procedure assumes the existence of a procedure ‘get_key’ which
gets the next key and associated value from a quadtree structure.
It also returns a value of ‘true’ (T) through the function name if
the end of the quadtree has been reached.
*/
quadtree_structure quadtree__1,quadtree__2,quadtree__3;
begin
integer value,old_value,value__1 .value__2;
unsigned integer old_key,key__l.key__2;
boolean end_l,end__2;
old_key : = 0;
value_1 := 0;
value_2 : = 0;
end__ 1 := get_key (quadtree__l,key__1,value__1);
end__ 2 : = get_key (quadtree_2,key_2,value_2);
if value_1 > value__2 then
old value := value 1;
else
old value : = value 2;
while end_1 T ’T’ and end__2 d= ’T’ do
begin
/* define value as the larger of value_1 and value__2; recall that NULL
was set to a value lower than any valid image value
*/
if value_1 > value__2 then
value : = value_1;
else
value : = value_2;
/* if a value run has ended, output the value and key at which it ended

*/

if value =£ old_value then
begin
output(quadtree_3, old__key,old__value);
old_value : = value;
end
/* whether or not anything was sent to output, get a new key and value
from whichever structure contained the lower key (one from each if
keys equal)
*/
if key__1 < key__2 then
begin
old_key : = key__1;
end__ 1 := get__key (quadtree__l,key__1,value_1);
end
else if key_1 > key__2 then
begin
old_key : = key__2;
end__2 : = get__key (quadtree_2,key_2,value_2);
end
else if key_1 = key__2 then
begin
old_key : = key__1;
end__ 1 := get__key (quadtree__l.key__Lvalue_1);
end__2 := get__key (quadtree_2,key_2,value_2);
end
end
/* end of while loop */
end

output (quadtree,key + l,raster[column+ 1]);
end
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Integrating the Structured Analysis
and Design Models: an Initial
Algebra Approach
T.H. Tsef
Numerous models have been proposed under the name of structured systems analysis and
design. Because of the lack of a common theoretical framework, the transition from one
model to another is arbitrary and can only be done manually.
An initial algebra
approach is proposed to integrate the structured models. The algebra defined can be
mapped through homomorphisms to Yourdon structure charts and DeMarco data flow
diagrams. It can also be linked to Jackson structure text through equations.

Keywords and Phrases: algebraic approach, structured analysis, structured design
CR Categories: D. 2.1, F. 3.2, K. 6.3

1. INTRODUCTION
Numerous models have been proposed under the
name of structured analysis and design. Examples
are data flow diagrams (DeMarco, 1978; Gane and
Sarson, 1979; Weinberg, 1980), Jackson structure
diagrams, Jackson structure text (Jackson, 1975), sys
tem specification diagrams, system implementation
diagrams (Jackson, 1983), Warnier/Orr diagrams
(Orr, 1977) and structure charts (Yourdon and Con
stantine, 1979). They are widely accepted by practis
ing systems analysts and designers through the simpli
city of use and the ease of communication with users.
But because of the lack of a common theoretical
framework, the transition from one model to another
is arbitrary and can only be done manually. Users
tend to stick to a particular model not because of its
superiority but because of familiarity. Automatic
development aids tend to be ad hoc and modeldependent.
To solve the problem, there is a need to provide a
formal link for the structured models. The initial
algebra approach is proposed.
It has a rich
mathematical linkage with category and algebraic
theories. But at the same time, the concepts can be
simply stated for those who do not want to be
involved with elaborate theories.

Copyright © 1986, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted, provided that the ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society Inc.

In this paper we will define the algebra and illus
trate how it can be related to Yourdon structure
charts, DeMarco data flow diagrams and Jackson
structure text by means of homomorphisms and equa
tions. The three models have been chosen for illus
tration because they represent three distinct classes of
structured models.
We shall concentrate on the conceptual framework
rather than on formal proofs. Only a knowledge of
elementary set theory will be assumed. Readers who
are interested in a deeper understanding of algebraic
formalism may refer to Cohn (1981) for a general
algebraic introduction, to Burstall and Goguen (1982),
Goguen et al. (1978), Wagner (1981) and Zilles et al.
(1982) for a computer science oriented treatment, and
to Goguen et al. (1975) and Wagner et al. (1977) for
a category-theoretic treatment.
2. ADVANTAGES OF INTEGRATION
An integration of the structured models is useful for
several reasons:
a. Specifications can be transformed from one form
to another through homomorphisms and equa
tions, as illustrated in the subsequent sections of
the paper.
b. Different structured models are suitable for dif
ferent situations depending on the environment
(Shigo et al. , 1980), emphasis (Colter, 1982) and
stage of development (Lauber, 1982). But it has
been found that individual models may not be
used in some installations because the users are
not familiar with them (Beck and Perkins, 1983).
Through a transformation system, the most suit
able model can be used independently of user

tCentre of Computer Studies and Applications, University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong.
revised January, 1986.
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task (process-sales; get (); put ();
sequ (task (get-valid-order; get (); put (outdata valid-order);
sequ (task (get-order; get (source customer); put (outdata order); clem);
task (validate-order; get (indata order); put (outdata valid-order); clem)));
task (process-order; get (indata valid-order); put (outdata invoice-info);
seln (task (process-local-order; get (indata Ic-order); put (outdata invoice-info);
sequ (task (prepare-local-invoice;
get (indata lc-order); put (outdata pre-tax-info); elcm);
task (compute-tax;
get (indata pre-tax-info); put (outdata invoice-info); elem)));
task (prepare-overseas-invoice;
get (indata os-order); put (outdata invoice-info); clem)));
task (put-invoice; get (indata invoice-info); put (outfile invoice); elem)))
Figure 1. Sample Term in Initial Algebra

c.

d.

e.

familiarity.
Automatic development aids for one structured
methodology can be applied to another through
transformations.
The
development
aids
described, for example, in Delisle et at. (1982),
DeMarco and Soceneantu (1984) and Tse (1985)
may therefore be extended to other models.
In recent years the initial algebra approach has
been used extensively in the specification of
abstract data types. Examples are Clear (Burstall
and Goguen, 1980, 1981; Sannella, 1984) and
OBJ (Futatsugi et al., 1985; Goguen 1984;
Goguen and Tardo, 1979; Goguen et al., 1983).
Interpreters for abstract data types are already
available. Although such interpreters are not ori
ginally intended for structured analysis and
design models, they can nevertheless be adapted
to suit our needs, e. g. for validating our specifi
cations.
In informal specifications such as DeMarco data
flow diagrams, a certain degree of omission or
‘mutual understanding’ is permitted. This often
leads, however, to ambiguity and misunderstand
ing. If a formal specification is used, we can
enforce predefined standards more easily.

3. ALGEBRAS
Intuitively, an algebra is a family of objects that
satisfy a formal structure. To define an algebra A ,
we must first of all define the formal structure
through the concept of a signature. A signature con
sists of a set S of object types, known as sorts,
together with a family E of sets, each set containing
operation symbols (or simply symbols) that connect
the sorts. We will use E<S[ . . . s„, s > to denote
the set of operation symbols that connect the sorts
s j, . . . , s„ to the sort s.
Given the skeleton structure, we then complete the
definition by relating it to real objects. Each sort s is
mapped to a set A <s>, which is called the carrier
of s. Each symbol q in E<Si ... s„,s> is
mapped to a function
q.4 : A <si > x ...

X A <s„> — A <s>

which is called an operation .
122

Let us apply the algebraic fundamentals to struc
tured systems. Conceptually, a structured system is
specified by a hierarchy of tasks. Each task consists
of a name, a structure, together with the input and
output. The structure determines whether the task is
elementary, or is made up of subtasks in the form of
sequence, selection, iteration or parallelism. The
input and output are in the form of data flows related
with other tasks, files and the environment.
The signature for structured systems, then, consists
of a set S of seven sorts: task, name, struct, input,
output, dataflow and flowname, and a family E of
sets of operation symbols:
E < name, input, output, struct, task > = { task }
E <task" , struct > = { sequ, seln, para }
E < task, struct > = {iter }
E< A, struct > = { elem }
E < dataflow" , input > = { get }
E < dataflow" , output > ~ { put }
E< flowname, dataflow > = { indata, inflag, infile,
source, outdata, outflag, outfile, sink }
for any positive integer n and where A is the empty
string.
Table 1.
Sort

Carrier

task
name
struct
input
output
dataflow
flowname

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

of tasks
of task names
of structures
of inputs
of outputs
of data flows
of data flow names

The sorts of the signature are mapped to the car
riers as shown in Table 1. The symbols are mapped
to the following operations:
a. The operation task^ specifies the name, struc
ture, input and output of a task.
b. The operations sequ/(, seln4, iter^ and para4
link up a number of subtasks to form a struc
ture.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. IS, No. 3, August 1986
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c.

The operation elem^ indicates that a structure is
elementary, i.e. it does not consist of subtasks.
d. The operations geC, and put4 specify the input
and output flows for a task.
e. The operations indata^, inflag4, infile^ and
source^ specify the name of each input data
flow. They also denote, respectively, that the
data flow consists of data from some other task,
a flag from some other task, data from a file,
and data from the environment.
f. The operations outdata^ , outfiag^ , outfile^ and
sink^ are similarly used for output data flows.
Different algebras can be defined over the same sig
nature. Homomorphisms, or functions preserving
the signature, can be defined from one algebra to
another. Such homomorphisms enable us to forget
about minor syntactical differences in various specifi
cation methods and concentrate on the major issues.
For example, suppose
task4 ( p, get4( indata^ (/,)),
put4 ( outdata^ ( /2)),sequ4 (t,, t2)) =

in algebra A , and
taskB (p, gets (indataB (/,)),
putg (outdatag( /2)), sequB(f,, /•>)) =
procedure p(fuf2): begin

12 end. . . (2)

in algebra B. Then a homomorphism mapping the
variables p, f \, f 2, t \ and t2 in A to the correspond
ing variables in B will automatically map (1) to (2).
4. INITIAL ALGEBRA
The algebra that has the richest context is called an
initial algebra, satisfying the following property:
An algebra A is initial if, for any algebra B over
the same signature, there exists a unique
homomorphism mapping A to B.
We would like to construct an initial algebra for
structured systems using the concept of term algebras.
A term algebra TV for structured systems is defined
as follows:
4.1 Carriers
We regard task names and data names as more funda
mental than other variables in our algebra, because
these names appear unaltered in a final specification.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986

They are like terminals in the theory of formal
languages. We will enlarge the signature by putting
in task names and data names as ‘symbols’. Thus
two more sets of symbols are defined:
E< A, name > = the set of task names,
£< A, flowname > = the set of names of
input/output data flows.
Although also known as ‘operation symbols’, these
symbols are actually not operating on any sort.
Let X denote the enlarged set of symbols, together
with three delimiter symbols: ‘(’,
and “)’. The car
riers of TV are made up of terms in X, i. e. strings of
symbols from X. We define the carriers TV<s > by
induction as follows:
a. For any symbol q in £<A, s>, we let the term
‘q’ be in TV < s > .
b. For any operation symbol q in £<S! . . . s„,
s >, and for any terms ‘u\ in TV<s(>
, . . . , ‘u„ ’ in TV <5,, > , we let the term ‘q(w | ;
... ; «„)’ be in TV<5 > .
4.2 Operations
Operations qT in TV are induced from the symbols q
as follows:
a. For any symbol q in £< A, 5 > , we define qT to
be the term ‘q’.
b. For any operation symbol q in E<S| . . . s„,
s >, and for any terms ‘w,’ in Ts<st>
in
Tv<sn>,
we
define
qr(Mb .... «„) to be the term ‘q(« b . . . ;
u„Y.
It can be shown that the term algebra TV thus defined
is an initial algebra. It can be mapped by homomor
phisms to other algebras over the same signature.
For example, we will illustrate how the sample term
shown in Figure 1 can be related to a Yourdon struc
ture chart, a DeMarco data flow diagram and Jackson
structure text.
5. YOURDON STRUCTURE CHARTS
To illustrate how the terms in our initial algebra can
be mapped to structure charts, we must first of all
define an algebra Y of Yourdon structure charts
(which we will call Yourdon algebra for short). The
carriers are defined similarly to Table 1. The opera
tions qr are defined as shown in Figure 2. Then the
obvious homomorphism will map our initial algebra
to the Yourdon algebra. The term in Figure 1, for
example, will be mapped to the structure chart of Fig
ure 3.
Can we do the reverse? That is to say, can we
define a unique reverse homomorphism from the
Yourdon algebra to the initial algebra, and hence get
back our term? We find that even though reverse
homomorphisms can be created, they are not unique.
One reason is that some operations, such as inflley,
outfiley, source^ and sink/, are effectively not used
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!asky (p , / , o , j)

task;-.

Y<name> X Y< input > X
Y< output > X Y< struct > — Y<task>
scquy.
Y<task> — Y < struct >
Y<task>" — Y < struct >
seln;
Y < task > ” — Y < st ruct >
para y.
Y < struct >
itery.
Y<task> —
Y < struct >
elem y:
Y< dataflow > — Y< input >
gety:
Y<dataflow>' — Y< output >
puty.
Y < flowname > — y < dataflow >
indata y
inflag y. Y <flowname> — Y < dataflows
Y <flowname> — V < dataflow >
infile y;
Y< dataflo tv >
source y Y <flo wname >
outdatay. Y<f/owname> — Y<dataflow>
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Figure 2, Operations in Yourdon Algebra
processsales
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validorder

Ic-order

order

getorder

putinvoice
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invoice-info

validorder
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os-order
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preparelocalinvoice

mvoiceInfo
computetax

Figure 3. Sample Structure Charts in Yourdon Algebra

in the Yourdon algebra. Another reason is that other
operations, although distinct in the initial algebra,
may overlap in the Yourdon algebra. For example,
both sequy and paray give identical results. The
Yourdon algebra must be extended to cater for these
operations before a unique reverse homomorphism
can be defined. The algebra of extended Yourdon
structure charts will then be regarded as isomorphic,
or equivalent, to our term algebra.
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A transformation system is being studied by the
present author to provide a computerized link between
the initial algebra and the Yourdon algebra. It will
be run using Smalltalk under Unix. It will accept any
term in our initial algebra as input and generate a
Yourdon structure chart automatically. Conversely,
the system will also accept a Yourdon structure chart,
enquire of the user about any extension required, and
then convert the chart into a term in the initial alge
bra.
6. DeMARCO DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS
We can similarly define an algebra D of DeMarco
data flow diagrams (or DeMarco algebra for short).
The carriers are defined similarly to Table 1, and the
operations are as shown in Figure 4. The obvious
homomorphism will map the terms in our initial alge
bra to data flow diagrams. The term in Figure 1, for
instance, can be mapped to the DeMarco data flow
diagram of Figure 5. Furthermore, if we forget
about the intermediate task names in the original
term, then a flattened data flow diagram can be
obtained, as shown in Figure 6.
The transformation system under study (see Section
5) will also accept terms in the initial algebra and gen
erate DeMarco data flow diagrams automatically.
Conversely, given a data flow diagram, the system
will enquire the user about extensions to the DeMarco
algebra and then generate automatically a term of the
initial algebra. The system will therefore help the
user to convert DeMarco data flow diagrams into
Yourdon structure charts.
7. JACKSON STRUCTURE TEXT
We also want to define an algebra J of Jackson struc
ture text (or Jackson algebra). This is done through
the algebraic concept of equations, and involves the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986
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task£).
D<name> X D< input > X
clem£).
D<output> X D<struct> — D<task> get/):
D<task>" — D < struct >
put/);
sequ/);
D<task>n — D < struct >
seln/);
indata/).
D< task>" — D<strua>
para#inflag/);
i(erD:
D<lask> —
D< struct >
infile/);

—
D < struct >
D<clatafiow>n — D<input>
D<dataflow>"
D< output >
D< flowname > — D<datajlow>
D<fiowname> — D< dataflow >
D<flowname> — D<dalaflow>

source/); D<fiowname>
outdata/); D<flo wname >
outflag/); D<fiowname>
outdata^; D< flowname >
sink/).
D<f/owname>

—* D<dataflow>
— D<dataflow>
— D<dataflow>
— D< dataflow >
— D<dalaflow>
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Figure 4, Operations in DeMarco Algebra

following steps:
a. We define a preliminary Jackson algebra which
has the same carrier and operations as our initial
algebra.
b. We define four new operations
seqj:
sel/:
itrj\
elm,/:

J < name >
J < name >
J < name >
J < name >

x J < task >" — J < struct >
x J < task > "
J < struct >
x J < task > —J < struct >
— J < struct > .

The functions of these operations are shown in
Figure 7.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986

c.

L

J

Since input and output are not included in Jackson structure text, we must define two equations,
or relationships that connect different elements of
the algebra together. Thus we have
get/(A) = getj(du .... 4)
put/(A) = put/(4, . . . , 4)

d.

for any data flows d h . . . , d„ .
We define four more equations to link up the
new operations in (b) with the original opera
tions, thus:
seqj(p, t{, . . . , t„) =
task/( p, get/(A), put/(A), sequ/( tu . . . , t„))
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selj(p, tx, ■ • • , t„) =
task,/( p, get/(A), put,(A), seln/(
. . . , tn))
itrj(p, t) = taskj(p, get./(A), put/(A), iter./(0)
eim./(p) = task.,(p, get/(A), put./(A), eleni/)

getorder

customer

order

for any task names p and tasks t, tx, , . . , i„.
In this way, the obvious homomorphism will enable
us to map our terms into Jackson text. For example,
the term in Figure 1 will be mapped to the Jackson
structure text of Figure 8. Furthermore, the transfor
mation system under study can also be enhanced to
accept or generate Jackson structure text.
8. CONCLUSION
Structured analysis and design models can be
integrated algebraically. A term algebra has been
defined and can be mapped through homomorphisms
to Yourdon structure charts and DeMarco data flow
diagrams. It can also be linked to Jackson structure
text through equations.
As a result, specifications can be transformed from
one form to another. The most suitable model can
be chosen for a target system independently of user
familiarity. Algebraic interpreters may be adapted to
validate the specifications. Automatic development
aids for one methodology may be applied to another.
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valid-order
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preparelocalinvoice .

prepare-y
overseasinvoice j
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invoice-info
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process-sales seq
get-valid-order seq
get-order;
validate-order
get-valid-order end;
process-order sel
process-local-order seq
prepare-local-invoice;
compute-tax
process-local-order end;
process-order all
prepare-overseas-invoice
process-order end;
put-invoice
process-sales end
Figure 8. Sample Structure Text in Jackson Algebra
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Simple Compiler Correctness—A
Tutorial on the Algebraic Approach
P. A. Collierf
A well motivated introduction to compiler correctness using algebraic methods is
presented, with emphasis placed on the intuitive notions underlying the algebraic concepts.

Keywords and Phrases: compiler, semantics, algebra
CR Categories: F. 3.2

1. Introduction
It is now more than 15 years since the paper by Burstall and Landin (1969) introduced the idea of com
piler correctness in terms of (universal) algebraic con
cepts. Since this -pioneering work much effort has
been expended in refining the appropriate style of
algebra to be used in this task, and increasing the size
of language whose compiler may be proved correct.
For examples of this work, see Morris (1973) and
various contributions to the Aarhus workshop on
Semantics-Directed Compiler Generation (Jones,
1980), especially by Thatcher et al. (1980), Wand
(1980), and Henson (1983). Most of this work,
though, is expressed very algebraically, and tends to
be inaccessible to a non-mathematically oriented com
puter scientist. This is a pity, since many of the con
cepts and ideas underlying the algebraic description
method are interesting, and relevant. Furthermore it
turns out that really only two key algebraic results are
being used in a proof of simple compiler correctness.
The purpose of this tutorial paper is to attempt to
remove the aura of mysticism from an algebraic
description of the compiler correctness problem. We
have assumed only a little knowledge of programming
language semantics, and our language is sufficiently
simple that this knowledge should not be absolutely
necessary, certainly for anyone with an understanding
of compiling issues.
It is hoped that this article will not only serve as an
introduction to algebraic specification of compiler
correctness, but will also broaden awareness of the
fashionable program specification issue. One main
theme currently in program specification work is alge
braic specification. See, for example, Burstall and
Goguen, (1981), many contributions to TAPSOFT
Copyright © 1986, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted, provided that the ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society Inc.

(Ehrig el al. , 1985a, 1985b), and the CIP (1985) pro
ject.
A few tutorial style papers in the area of algebra
applied to computer science have appeared. Probably
the best is by Burstall and Goguen (1982). Indeed
that paper complements the present one by adding
more formality and detail to the algebraic issues we
touch on here. For a presentation biased towards
abstract data types see Goguen (1978), while the sur
vey paper by Goguen and Meseguer (1983) covers
many of the significant results in algebra relevant to
computer science. This tutorial paper has a different
focus from all the above in that the algebra is kept to
a minimum, while the intuitive understanding of any
algebra we are forced to introduce is highlighted. We
are only focusing on the simple compiler correctness
problem we set ourselves. Readers whose appetite for
more algebra is whetted by this example will find
plenty of material in the references.
2. Background
The problem of showing that a compiler is correct is
currently unsolved in computer science for any real
programming language. We can ‘validate’ compilers
and show that they behave ‘correctly’ on a large class
of example programs. But this does not prove the
compiler correct for all programs.
What does it mean for a compiler to be correct?
Quite simply the meaning of a source program should
be equivalent to the meaning of the target program
produced by the compiler. For this purpose we can
view the meaning of a program as a function from the
program’s input to its output. The problems in
establishing an equivalence of this sort come in several
forms: semantic complexity of many programming
languages in current usage, and the difficulty of cap
turing this formally; the difference between the source
code and target code is hard to bridge, and the fact
that there are many different ways of expressing the
same ‘meaning’ algorithmically; and finally, in prac
tice, machines are finite and do not correspond with
our abstract semantic domains.

^Department of Information Science, University of Tasmania, Hobart, Tasmania.
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Methodologies for proving compilers correct are
currently being researched actively. The algebraic
approach is one of them. A complete proof will be
presented here by avoiding the above problems in the
following ways:
— considering a very simple example language
— working with a small difference between source
and target code.
— defining a compiler on an abstract machine with
no finitary limitations.
Informal description of compiler correctness
When contemplating a problem such as compiler
correctness it is easy to be overawed by the enormity
of the problem. An example compilation of a rea
sonably large program illustrates this. A program in
a source language like Pascal appears to be a large
piece of text and the compiled program in a target
language may appear as a very large number of
instructions, or even as a different large text. The
key contribution from the algebraic approach to com
piler correctness is to reject the simple functional view
of a compiler as above, and to impose structure on
the programs involved. We shall see that the struc
ture used in the algebraic approach is already present
in a grammar describing the language, so no new
structure is being added, it is simply being accorded
significance. Algebraically this structure is referred to
as a signature .
The structure that is seen explicitly through alge
braic eyes generalises the structure referred to in the
‘structured programming’ design methodology. Alge
braically there is structure in a sequence of statements
while for a program to be described as structured it
needs to use procedures, blocks, while loops etc.
These are also structures algebraically, so it can be
seen that high level programming languages have a
rich structure when viewed algebraically. Low level
languages have a more barren structure.
Algebras have a rich taxonomy. Because they
accord structure importance it makes sense to view
algebras with the same sense of structure as being
more or. less closely related. Algebras with a different
underlying notion of structure are not related at all.
This appears to be very serious for algebraic compiler
correctness, but not so. Algebra makes another
feature of compiling explicit: a particular construct in
the source language will generate a particular sequence
of instructions in the target language. If this
sequence of instructions is accorded a significance for
each structural part of the source language then the
target language can be viewed as having the same
structure as the source language. Imposing such
additional structure on the component instruction
sequences means that some instruction sequences in
the full target language will not be expressible. This
confirms the intuition that a compiler will not nor
mally be able to generate every target language
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986

program, from all legal source programs. Often only
a small proportion of them will be generable.
Within the family of algebras with the same under
lying structure, or signature, there are a number of
useful theorems which aid the compiler correctness
proof. A function from one of these algebras to
another is called a homomorphism if it respects the
structuredness of the two algebras. Homomorphisms
play an important part in the compiler correctness
proof expressed algebraically.
As noted earlier the target language can be struc
tured to mirror the structure of the source language.
This enables the compiler to be expressed as a
homomorphism. Additionally the meanings given to
the language, which are function domains, can also be
structured, and the semantic functions will also be
homomorphisms.
A compiler correctness proof using algebra becomes
much easier when it is seen that the algebra represent
ing the source language has an important property.
The property is that each object generated by the
underlying structure of the algebra represents a dif
ferent program, and all the different programs are
characterised in this way. Part of the motivation for
giving meaning to programs is to determine which
programs have the same meaning. For example func
tional equivalence or operational equivalence would
give different classes of equivalent programs. Ini
tially, at the syntactic level, programs are different if
they have different structure. This distinguished alge
bra, where each program is represented by its struc
ture, is a good candidate to be viewed as the abstract
syntax for the programming language. We will call
this algebra the word algebra.
Two key results aid in the compiler correctness
proof expressed algebraically. The first is that there
is a unique homomorphism from the word algebra to
any other algebra with the same structure. So to
define a homomorphism it is only necessary to define
another algebra with the same structure. Conse
quently imposing a source language structure on top
of the target language is tantamount to defining a
compiler. And imposing the source language struc
ture on a collection of functions implicitly defines a
semantics.
The second key result is that the composition of
two homomorphisms on a particular structure is also
a homomorphism on that structure. This is useful
when we see a diagram of the objects and homomor
phisms we have described in this section (Figure 1).
Each of the four vertices have the same underlying
structure, although both target language vertices have
had this structure imposed on them. Each arrow is a
homomorphism on this structure. In the diagram
consecutive arrows represent composition of
homomorphisms.
This pair also represent a
homomorphism by our second result. The first result
gives us that any homomorphism from the source
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source
language

----------------------------------------------------->
compiler

target
language

target
semantics

source
semantics

target
language
meanings

source
language
meanings
Figure 1.

language, represented by a word algebra, is unique.
So the appearance of two homomorphisms from the
source language to some particular place in the
diagram would be illusory, as they represent the same
homomorphism. If a homomorphism can be defined
to complete the ‘square’ along the bottom row the
proof of compiler correctness is complete. From this
we conclude that " the compiler homomorphism is
correct with respect to other homomorphisms in the
diagram. Notice that our claim of correctness is not
unqualified, but, given reasonable choices for source
and target semantics, most would agree that compiler
correctness is achieved.
Although the mentioned results from algebra sim
plify the correctness proof, there is one drawback
with the algebraic method. Occasionally a proof is
required to show that an object we wish to work with
is ‘algebraic’ in nature.
3. Algebraic Prerequisites
This section consists of prerequisites for the develop
ment of a compiler for expressions involving only
addition. This is a language traditionally used in
treatments of semantics for expository purposes. The
treatment will not avoid the symbolism found in other
presentations of this material, but it will be related to
the earlier informal discussion. In fact we will keep
the symbolism consistent throughout eschewing the
frequent habit of introducing shorthand notation,
with disambiguation ‘clear from the context’. This
will lead to a proliferation of subscripts and
parentheses at times, but these have a consistent
meaning. A glossary for our symbols will be found
as an appendix.
The first definition captures the property of an
algebra that we called its ‘structure’ in the last subsec
tion. Structure is characterised by the ‘signature’ of
the algebra.
Definition: A collection of operator symbols £
(read as ‘sigma’), is called a signature. A signature,
£, can be viewed as an infinite union :
S= £0 U 2, U £2 U ...
where members of :
£0 are function symbols of zero arguments (/. e.
constant symbols)
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E, are function symbols of one argument
E2 are function symbols of two arguments etc.
The names of the symbols in each £,■ (0 < /) are not
important, the signature simply characterises abstract
structure. For purposes of exposition we shall always
fix upon a name for the symbols of a signature.
Definition: An algebra, A(£), with signature E con
sists of a set A, called the carrier, together with a
function aA(a for each symbol a in the signature E.
The functions
are total and closed on the carrier
and the number of arguments to aA must equal that
of the a in the signature to which it corresponds.
A function is total and closed on a set if it gives a
result for all combinations of arguments from the set,
and the result is also contained in the set. Note that
we will denote a symbol from a signature by some
name, a say. When these are given meaning for an
algebra A(E) we will subscript the symbol name with
algebra names, so aA (2) will denote a function on the
carrier of A(E). This convention is not normally
rigorously applied in the literature, a and aA (E) are
generally conflated, with disambiguation possible
from the context.
Examples: Consider the signature defined as
OQ
E = US,
i

=o

where E2 = {•} and for all other i E N, £,■ = {}.
That is E contains one function symbol which requires
two arguments. The following are two algebras with
this signature:
1. N(0): Carrier N (the natural numbers), and
operation
o) = P\ + i>2
2.

T(Q): Carrier {true,
*r(Q)(rl, Tl) = T\ ?2

false}

and

operation

All algebras having the same signature have the
same structure. Notice that the signature in this case
is relatively barren, so it is easy to ‘naturally’ see
many classes of objects with this structure.
Definition: Given a signature, E, with at least one
operation symbol contained in £0 we can form a 1,word algebra. There are many ways of writing down
a E-word algebra for any particular E. All of them
are isomorphic, or indistinguishable in an abstract
sense. One way of writing down a E-word algebra is
as follows:
The carrier of a E-word algebra is the set of terms
0 defined as follows:
1. The operation symbols in E0 are all terms.
2. If a 6 I, and
t, are terms then
‘s(G» • • • . tj)’ is a term.
3. Nothing else is a term.
We will formally define a E-word algebra W(E), as
follows: the signature is E, the carrier, W, and the
operations are:
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1,
2.

If o € E0 then oW(g = "a( )"
If (j € E(- and
/,■ are terms (which are
therefore elements of the carrier of W(£)) then
■ •>

{i)

=

"fa",- • •

This definition may appear circular, but this is the
way it should be. A £ algebra consists of a carrier
and functions for the operation symbols in E. The
function symbols have to be closed on the carrier, so
the carrier has to contain all the finite words con
structed from operation symbols. Then the meaning
of the operation symbols applied to / arguments is the
operation symbol applied to i arguments. Of course
this is the algebra we use to characterise the syntax of
a programming language. If a signature is chosen to
reflect the BNF description of a programming
language then the carrier of the word algebra for that
signature is an abstract realisation of all possible pro
grams in the language. (Often this requires a manysorted signature, generalising the notion of signature
here.)
Example: A definition of the syntax of a simple
expression language can be described in BNF as fol
lows:
<expression> ::= <identifier> | <numeral>
| (< expression > + < expression >)
Formal definitions of < identifier > and < numeral >
are not provided, they are assumed to be standard.
Algebraically this syntax is represented as a signa
ture, which we will call fi (read as ‘omega’)- Recall
that
Q = (J Q,

/=o
and each 0,- (i > 0) needs to be defined:
Q0 = {/ | / is an < identifier >}
U {n I n is a < numeral > }
0, = {}
02 = { +}
03 = fi4 = . . . = {}.
O0 has operation symbols for each identifier and each
numeral. These have no arguments. The only other
operation symbol, ‘ + ’, has two arguments. Given
the signature 0 the language described by 0 is the 0word algebra. This is an abstract object, but accord
ing to the constructive definition given earlier the
expression
((3 + j) + k)
is represented as:
+ ( + (3(),y()), k())
in the 0-word algebra. Clearly the exact textual form
of a program is not important except for the pragmat
ics of using the language.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986

This section on algebraic prerequisites is completed
with the definition of homomorphism, together with
the two algebraic results required for a simple com
piler correctness proof.
Definition: A E-homomorphism, h, from a £algebra A(E) to another E-algebra B(E) is a function
which preserves the structure of the algebras in the
following sense:
for all a € E 0:
h(n.4(a) =

ab<x.)

and for all o E £,-, with / > 1:
h( aA (£) (a,, . . . , a,)) = oB(t) (h(a,),... ,h(a,-))
Recall that aA(S) denotes a function on the carrier of
A(£) represented by a E E ,■ and cjfl(E) denotes that
function on the carrier of B(£) represented by a.
This information can be extracted from the definitions
of how A(E) and B(£) are in fact E-algebras.
Because of the way a homomorphism preserves
structure, and because a word algebra consists solely
of this structure it turns out that there is only one way
to define a homomorphism from a word algebra to
any other algebra with the same signature:
Theorem 1: For any signature E, and any E-algebra
A(£), there is a unique E-homomorphism from a E-.
word algebra to A(£).
This turns out to be a very powerful and useful
result. The second result is perhaps much less
surprising than the last, but is still most useful.
Theorem 2: The composition of two homomor
phisms, f: A(£) — B(E), and g : B(£) — C(E) is also a
homomorphism: f ° g : A(E) -* C(£).
4. Source and Target Languages
This section describes the source and target language
for the simple compiler to be proved correct.
4.1 Source Language, S(0)
This has been given as an example in Section 3. It is
the language of addition expressions with identifiers
and numbers as primitive expressions. Algebraically
the syntax is described by 0, and the full language is
realised as the carrier of a 0-word algebra.
4.2 Target Language, T(E)
As might be expected this will be defined as the car
rier of a word algebra. The language is simple, with
operations designed for use on a simple stack
machine. With a single instruction it is possible to
load a numeral, or the value of an identifier on the
stack, or add the top two elements of the stack.
Instructions are programs which may be pasted
together to form a program using the concatenate
operation we will denote by •. All these objects are
captured in the definition of signature E :
00

E = U E/ =o
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where
£0 = {load i | / is an <identifier>}
U {li n | n is a < numeral >}
U {add}
S. = {}
£2 = {•}
£3 = £4 = ... = {}.
The example expression
((3 +j) + k)
will be compiled to the target language program:
li 3
load j
add
load k
add
which will be represented as
• ( • (li 3(), •Goad j(), add())), ‘(load k(), add()))
in the formulation of the £-word algebra according to
the rules given earlier. The exact bracketting of
operands of • is irrelevant to the meaning of the tar
get language programs, since the operation is associa
tive. A further development of the algebraic concept
is required to specify this formally.
In the informal treatment of the compiler correct
ness it was noted that the signatures of the source and
target language would usually be different. In this
case they are the same, as operation symbols are arbi
trarily named, but they still do not correspond. This
is because the operation requiring two arguments in
the source is to model the addition operation, while in
the target it concatenates programs. Consequently
the target language has to be remodelled to conform
to the signature 0. Or, more precisely, the part of
the target language required by the compiler has to be
remodelled. There are a number of programs in the
target language that the compiler will never create,
such as the program :
load j
li n
4.3 Target Language with signature 0, T(Q)
To describe a 0 algebra we need a carrier, and defini
tion for the operation symbols in 0 which are closed
on the carrier.
Carrier of T(Q): Subset of carrier of T(£) being all
the terms from the carrier of T(£) that can be gen
erated by the following operations:
For each n which is a < numeral >: n^ = li n
For each i which is an < identifier > :
>r(0) = load i
+ r(0) iPi. Pz) = •(/?!>• (Pz, add))
= P\*Pi* add
Now we have defined T(Q) it is possible to talk
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precisely about the compiler’s target language. This
is the carrier of T(0), which contains all the programs
that may be generated by the compiler and only
those. It can be seen that these programs either con
sist of a single instruction or consist of two programs
pasted together followed by an add instruction.
Defining T(0), the target language, also implicitly
defines the compiler homomorphism, as the source
language is represented by a 0-word algebra (by
Theorem 1). The compiler will be denoted by C.
An explicit definition for C can by written as follows,
as an aid to the intuition:
C[i] = load i if i is an < identifier >
C{n] = load n
if n is a <numeral>
C[e, + e2] = «(C[e,], *(C[e2], add))
The brackets ‘[’ and ']’ are used to avoid confusion
with the parentheses which are an important part of
our formal algebraic representation of a target
language program.
5. Source and Target semantics
To be able to discuss compiler correctness a notion of
meaning for programs is required. The correctness
will be relative to the chosen notion of meaning, so
agreement must be reached that this meaning is
appropriate. A well known algebraic trick of having
a ‘one point algebra’ to represent meaning will give a
compiler correctness proof, but not a generally accept
able one.
The languages in this paper are so simple that there
can be little argument about the meaning that should
be given.
5.1 Source language meaning, SM(fi)
The meaning of a source language expression will be a
number. There is only one slight complication in cal
culating this, that is what value is to be given to iden
tifiers appearing in an expression. A traditional way
to treat this issue is to assume the existence of an
environment being a mapping from identifiers to their
numeric values. An environment models a symbol
table in a compiler. The meaning of an expression
will be a function which given an environment will
yield the numeric value of an expression. Formally
this is expressed as :
Carrier of SM(Q) : ENV — N
(where ENV : < identifier > — N)
Definitions for the operation symbols of 0 for this
carrier follow:
For each n which is a < numeral > :
nW(S2) = val n 6 ENV — N
where val n p is the number represented by the
numeral n. The environment argument, p, is
ignored by val.
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For each / which is an < identifier > :

addm(2) = addst G ENV — N* — N*
where
addst p (push (v2, push (vx, f)))
= push (j', + v2, f)
and
addst p (f) = f
if f does not have at least two numbers
pushed onto it.

W(£!) = find / E ENV - N
where find ip ‘looks up’ the value of i in the
environment p,
+ SM(n)(«i. m2)p = m t(p) + m2(p)
where the ‘ + ’ on the right hand side denotes the
addition function on numbers.
Note that
+ smio) € [[ENV — N] x [ENV - N]]
- [ENV - N]
is a fairly complex function. It takes first an argu
ment which is a pair of program values, then an argu
ment which is an environment. Given these it returns
a numeric value found by applying the two program
values to the environment and summing the respective
numeric results.
Again defining SM(0) is tantamount to explicitly
providing a semantics for the source language, by
theorem 1. An explicit realisation of the semantic
function is provided, which is denoted by E:
E[n]p = val n p
E [i]p
= find i p
E [e, + e2] p
= +SMm (E[e,], E[e2])p
= £[e,]p + E[e2]p
5.2 Target language semantics, TM(E)
To give the semantics for the compiler target language
T(0) an indirect route is taken. Firstly the semantics
for the full target language is provided. This
language is designed as a stack language, so the car
rier of the semantic algebra will model a stack of
numbers. Such a stack is modelled mathematically by
the domain N* which may have numbers added to it
by the operation push:

Note that the second clause in the definition of addst
is given to make addst total. Its arbitrary definition
does not affect the compiler correctness as the com
piler generates sensible target language programs.
•tm(Z) (m 1, m2) p f = m2p (m ,p f), so
•TMn G [[ENV — N* — N*] X [ENV - N* - N*]]
- [ENV — N* — N*]
We have used m, and m2 as arguments to •tm(Z) t0
remind readers that the arguments arise as the mean
ings of ‘sequences’ of machine code instructions.
6. The correctness proof
A diagram of the algebraic expression of our simple
compiler and its correctness is shown in Figure 2.
So far details have been given of the left hand and
right hand down arrows and the two arrows across
the top, together with all relevant source and target
algebras. The solid arrows denote homomorphisms,
while the dashed arrow, labelled it, is a method by
which the 0-algebra T(0) is derived from the Ealgebra T(E).
The parts of the above diagram not so far described
are those required to perform the compiler proof.
Only one more algebra needs to be defined: that being
TM(fi), the target language semantics. As the
diagram indicates this is derived from TM(£) in the
same way that the target language algebra T(0) is
derived from T(E).

push: [N x N*] - N*

S(O)

it

\T(X)

Carrier of TM(E) : ENV - [N* - N*]

For each li n :
li nTM(E) = stack n E ENV - N* — N*
where
stack « p f = push (val rt p, f)
For each load i:
load \TM{Z) = stack i G ENV - N* - N*
where
stack / p f = push (find / p, f)
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> T(n)

compiler

The meaning of programs in the target language is a
transformation on stacks, modelled by N* — N*.
This still needs to be in the context of an environment
to give values for identifiers. So we define
Given that f is a stack we define operation symbols of
E as follows:

c

compiled
code
semantics

source
semantics

E

target
semantics

M

j
SM(G)

'stacify'
_

tm(o)

* s

t
•TM(2)

Figure 2. Correctness Proof Diagram
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Carrier of TM(O) = ENV ~ N* - N*
(Note: We have been somewhat informal about the
nature of our carriers when they have been function
domains. If we assume the carriers consist of all the
‘continuous’ functions on the component domains we
get all the functions we require, but also a lot of
‘junk’ functions which the homomorphism from the
term algebra does not require. Our carrier of TM(O)
looks the same as that we used for SM(fi) just as T(0)
had a carrier whose domain was similar to T(£).
However programs in T(fi) will have meanings in a
‘smaller’ part of the domain than those of T(£). This
is the part of N* — N* which only allows the addi
tion of one extra number to the input stack.)
The operator symbols in 0, for the algebra TM(fl)
are defined:
For each n : nTM(a)
For each i: .Jtm(q)
+

= stack n
= stack i

TM(Q) (m 1> m2) =

*tm&) (m i> *77W(0) (m2> addst))
Definitions of the objects on the right hand side of
these definitions are to be found in section 5.
Having now defined T(Q) and TM(fi), being the tar
get language and its meanings, we now require the
homomorphism
, which will provide a meaning
for any target language program. The most elegant
approach to this is to derive M, from M, using the x
derivation, and this is possible. A different approach
is adopted, since one aim here is to keep to a
minimum the results required from algebra. Instead,
we notice that T(Q) is a variant form of expression for
the 0 word algebra. Given that an algebra is defined
by its abstract properties, with names of operators
being unimportant it should be no surprise that the
method of writing down the objects in the carrier of a
word algebra is unimportant too. In fact the com
piler simply converts an infix form of the addition
expressions to a Reverse Polish or postfix form, with
the translation of ‘ + ’ to ‘add’, a numeral to ii
numeral’ and an identifier to ‘load identifier’.
That is: 3+x translates to

To increase confidence in its reasonableness, its
definition is given below:
For each n : nr(ff) = li n
Mt [Ii n] = stack n
For each i : ir(n) = load /
M% [load i] = stack i
+ T(Q) O'l*. h*) = •('!*, * (i2*, add))
Mr [•(/,*, •(/,*, add))]pf
= addst p(M[;,*]p (M[/2*]p f))
At this stage we have nearly filled in all the details
of our earlier diagram. We are left with the most dif
ficult problem of showing the existence of a 0homomorphism U from MS(fi) to MT(O). Unfor
tunately there are no short cuts in this case. We will
actually have to prove that our function U is a 0homomorphism. Notice that U has to relate the
domain ENV — N with ENV — N* — N*. So given
an environment, U must relate a number with a stack
transformation. We have already commented that
the part of N* — N* which interests us in the algebra
MT(Q) is the part which only adds one number to the
argument stack. If we ignore what the argument
stack is, we can relate v with the function which adds
v to its stack argument.
Definition: U : [ENV - N] - [ENV — N* — N*]
is defined as U(m)p$ — push (m p, f)
This is a perfectly acceptable definition of a (com
plex) function. But, is it a O-homomorphism between
the algebras MS(Q) and MT(O), whose carriers are the
domain and codomain of U respectively? The answer
is yes, which we now prove:
Theorem 3: U is a O-homomorphism.
Proof: We have to show that U satisfies the 0homomorphism property given in section 3.
1. For n £ Num :
U (nSM(0)) P f

= push (val n p, f)
= stack n p f
= nTM(0)P.f

2. For i E Ide :

li 3
• load x
• add
Any two different source programs result in different
target programs. So the compiler abstractly does
nothing in this simple example and given that T(0) is
a 0-word algebra a homomorphism exists to TM(O)
by theorem 1. Furthermore there is a homomorphism
from S(0) to TM(Q) by theorem 2. This is the com
position of C and Mx .
Notice that once again the semantics of the target
language Mw has only been defined implicitly. Its
definition can be extracted from the definition of
TM(Q).
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^('SA7(S)) )

Pt

= push (find i p, f)
= stack i p f
=

3•

lTM(a)Pt

U ( + SM (Q)(m 1 > tnl)) P f
= push(fflj p + m2 p, t)
= addst p push ( m2p, push (m! p, f))
= addst p (U(m2)p push(m ] p, f))
= addst p (U(m2)p iUfn^) p f))
= addst p (•miz) (U(mx), U(m2)) pf)
= °tm(Z) (8tm(£) (U(m 0) U(m 2))) addst) p f
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-

TM(Q)(U(m l)> U(ml)) P f

The above proof is purely mechanical, using only
definitions of the elements of the signature 0, in the
various algebras we have defined. Now we have
homomorphisms from S(fl) to MT(Q) by two routes,
referring back to our diagram. Theorem one tells us
that these two must be the same hence our compiler is
correct with respect to our semantic embedding func
tion U,
7. Conclusions
We have shown the proof of correctness of a compiler
for a very simple language. No claim is being made
about the extensibility of the method to more complex
programming languages. Indeed adding any looping
facility would cause a large increase in the complexity
of the proof (Thatcher el al. , 1980). Another issue
which is far from resolved is the nature of the
homomorphism U. In our simple example it clearly
amounts to a compiler correctness, but simply having
a U in a more general setting does not. There have
been suggestions that U should ‘go the other way’, or
it should be more than just a homomorphism. It is
clear that the final form of algebraic ideas applied to
computing science has yet to be formulated, but
currently it seems that these ideas may become very
influential.
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Appendix: Glossary of Symbolic Notation
Notation
Explanation
0, S
Refer to a signature which consists of a con
tinued union, for example:
0 — 0q U Oj U O2 u ...
0,-

a
aA(Z)
A(E)

>0

Refer to that part of a signature consisting
of all the operator symbols of i arguments.
(These refer to names which will later be
associated with functions of i arguments.)
Refers to an arbitrary member of a signa
ture.
Refers to a particular function associated
with operator symbol w from signature £ by
the definition of the algebra A(E).
Refers to a particular algebra with signature
£. The definition of the algebra must pair
appropriate functions with the operator sym
bols in E, and give a carrier, A, for the alge
bra.
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A

Refers to the carrier of an algebra, A(£),
say. This is the set (or class) upon which the
functions associated with each operator sym
bol in E are defined, and have their range.
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A Survey of Control Facilities in
Logic Programming
T. Vasakf
One of the major problems in logic programming that needs to be overcome is the
provision of control facilities more powerful than those currently available yet which
preserve the declarative semantics of programs.
The topic has been the subject of
considerable research in recent years with many diverse approaches being taken. This
survey provides a critical overview of these various attempts, highlighting their strengths
and weaknesses.

Keywords and Phrases: logic programming, PROLOG, control mechanisms

CR Categories: D.3, 1.1,
1. Introduction The control facilities available in early logic program
ming languages such as PROLOG are too naive to
allow programmers to solve problems in a clear yet
efficient manner. The depth-first search strategy used
by PROLOG has been recognised as inadequate and
many diverse attempts have been made to invent more
sophisticated control facilities. This paper briefly
introduces some of the more interesting approaches to
the problem highlighting their strengths and
weaknesses. It is not intended to present an exhaus
tive literature survey of the field; a more complete
bibliography is given by Vasak (1986).
Before focussing on the details of existing attempts
at remedying this deficiency, it will be useful to
describe two examples that illustrate some of the con
trol problems that can occur with PROLOG.
A. Appending Three Lists
This example is referred to by Naish (1982) and was
apparently introduced by Darlington (1981). The
problem is to implement a predicate
append3(A, B, C, D)

which is true if the list D is list C appended to list B
appended to list A. The required program expressed
in the syntax of UNSW-PROLOG (Sammut, 1983;
Sammut and Sammut, 1983) is:
append3(A, B, C, D): append(A, B, E),
append(E, C, D).

Copyright © 1986, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted, provided that the ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society Inc.

append([l, X, X).
append([X | Yj, Z, IX \V|»:
appendix. Z, W).

Now, evaluating the goal
?- append3([f, r], [ej, [dj, X).

the interpreter will execute the first call on append,
binding the temporary variable E to If, r, ej. The
second call to append will then bind X to [f, r, e, d] as
expected. Subsequent backtracking will yield no
further solutions. However, it is also possible to
invoke the append3 predicate in other modes, for
instance, to determine a prefix list X of a list [f, r, e,
d] given the suffix lists [e] and [d]:
?- append3(X, [e], [dj, If, r, e, dj).

(A. 2)

The first call to append will match the first clause,
binding X to [j. The second append call will fail
immediately and backtracking occurs. Retrying the
first call will result in X being bound to a list of one
element (the element being uninstantiated). Subse
quently, the second append call will fail, causing X to
be bound to a list of two unbound elements by retry
ing the first call. On this occasion, the second append
call will end in success with X being bound to [f, rj.
As Naish (1982) points out, not only is the time
complexity of the algorithm proportional to the
square of the length of the list but more seriously, the
algorithm will not even terminate. Following the suc
cess of the second append predicate, backtracking will
attempt to retry the first call. Rather than failing, X
will be successfully bound to a list of three uninstan
tiated elements. Clearly the second call must fail!
But now X is re-bound by the first predicate to a list
of length four and so on. Consequently, invocation
of append3 in this manner will not terminate because

1'Department of Computer Science, University of New South Wales, Kensington, NSW, 2033.
June, 1986.
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the first append call in the append3 predicate is satis
fied by infinitely many substitutions.
Within the scope of the given depth-first computa
tion rule are a number of possible s 'utions to this
problem. One technique that can be used to force
termination is to reorder the clause literals in the
definition of the append3 clause. This will have the
desired effect in solving (A. 2), but will now fail to ter
minate for (A. 1). Unfortunately, no reordering satis
fies both joining and splitting lists.
Another possibility is to place a cut after the second
append call in the append3 clause. This has the effect
of saying that there is at most one solution to any
invocation of the append3 predicate. While that
solves the problem of (A. 2), it destroys correctness of
the predicate when invoked in certain modes; for
example, the following query has eight solutions:
?- append3([i, nl, LI, L2, [i, n, c, o, r, r, e, c, t])
(A. 3)

Yet another is to duplicate the logic of append3 and
embed non-logical control predicates such as var, nonvar and cut. Regrettably, this obscures the declarative
semantics of the program whilst introducing an
increase in program size (and consequently decrease in
execution speed) that is exponential in the number of
clause variables.
B. Generating Infix Binary Tree Traversals and
Permutation Trees
Consider the task of writing a predicate inorder(T, L)
which given a binary tree T will compute the list L of
node values in infix order. The following program is
a straightforward translation of the specification into
PROLOG:
inorder(0, [ ]).
inorder(t(L, N, R), I): inorder(L, LI),
inorder(R, RI),
append(LI, [N | RIJ, I).

where 0 is used to denote an empty tree. The above
has a dual problem: given a list L of elements, find all
ordered binary trees T that can be constructed by
order-preserving insertions of elements in L taken in
all possible permutations. Careful examination of
this problem shows that it is specifiable in the same
way as the inorder binary tree traversal and, hence,
should be soluble by the above program. The query
?- inorder(X, [1, 2, 3]).

(B. 1)

should generate a set of five bindings for X. Follow
the execution of query (B. 1). Firstly, the goal will
match the second inorder clause definition. The left
subtree will be instantiated to 0 followed by the right,
thus corresponding to the tree t(0, _, 0). However,
the append call will fail and backtracking will reinstan
tiate the right subtree to a non-empty node. This
binding will again fail in the append call. This process
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of growing the tree continues until the tree t(0,
,
t(0,
, t(0,
, 0))) is constructed. The append call
here succeeds and yields the first solution. In an
attempt to discover other solutions, control will back
track into the most recent inorder(R, RI) call and
resatisfy it with a non-empty node. It is clear that
the result tree is too large and hence the append call
will not succeed, yet quite senselessly the computation
constructs ever increasing trees. Other queries such
as
?- inorder(X, [1]).

(B.2)

yield the complete set of solutions but do not ter
minate.
2.

Broad Overview of Current Methods

Both of above examples are typical instances of the
generate and test syndrome. In short, this occurs
where a subgoal Lj which has an infinite number of
solutions lies to the left of another subgoal Lk which
repeated rejects the bindings generated by Lj.
The left-to-right depth-first control strategy disallows
any form of communication from literal Lk to Lj for
1 < j < k < m. Thus when control backtracks into
Lj, it is not known whether retrying Lj may lead to the
satisfaction of C. As was evident from the preceding
examples, this gives rise to some quite primitive
behaviour in certain cases resulting in inefficiency,
and may lead to non-termination. In some instances,
execution will not terminate although all solutions
have been discovered while on other occasions, some
solutions may not be computed.
This behaviour can be explained using some of the
theoretical work of Lassez and Maher (1984) on com
putation rules. They show that SLD resolution is
complete with respect to finite failure assuming a fair
ness condition. In other words, any query not con
sistent with the program is guaranteed to fail as long
as the fairness criterion is met. A computation rule is
defined to be fair if and only if it does not ignore any
subgoal for an infinite number of execution steps.
Unfortunately, the depth-first rule employed in the
above examples is not fair. One example of a fair
rule is the breadth-first rule which cycles through the
subgoals in a regular fashion. Regretfully, the
breadth-first rule is not particularly efficient in detect
ing failure. This means that it may explore very large
search spaces before failing or discovering a refuta
tion. Coupled with its poor space complexity, this
renders the breadth-first rule as an unsuitable alterna
tive to the depth-first.
Both the depth-first and breadth-first rules are
examples of static computation rules, that is, the
selection of subgoals to be evaluated is independent of
program content. For example, the depth-first rule
will always select the leftmost atom whereas the
breadth-first rule will cycle through the goals.
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An alternative is to employ a dynamic rule which
responds in some way to the requirements of the pro
gram. It may do so in different ways, either by itself
analysing the state of the computation or by utilising
some programmer-supplied information to aid its
decision on which atom to select. There has been
much research into investigating such control rules.
Just as Kowalski’s procedural interpretation of logic
programs executing under a depth-first rule (Kowal
ski, 1974) provided an operational model very similar
to the model upon which the conventional program
ming framework is founded, it is also possible to
develop procedural interpretations of the breadth-first
rule and of dynamic computation rules.
A breadth-first environment produces a timeshared
or multiplexed execution of subgoals where processing
time is shared equitably between the constituent parts
of the computation. An analogy is process manage
ment in a timeshared operating system.
A procedural interpretation of dynamic computa
tion rules is that of coroutined execution where the
execution of various subgoals is effectively inter
leaved. This interpretation has led to such control
rules being described as coroutining rules.
The remainder of this section will provide a very
brief overview of the existing attempts at providing
more sophisticated control strategies; succeeding sec
tions will address these methods in detail.
It is very difficult to settle on an appropriate taxon
omy for classifying neatly the various approaches.
There are numerous criteria that could be used to
categorise individual strategies; for example, they
could be classified on the basis of whether they pro
vide local or global control facilities or alternatively,
as Naish (1985) does, according to certain properties
that they possess. The strategies have been broadly
grouped under five headings, namely, coroutined exe
cution, intelligent backtracking, higher order control
specification, program transformation and miscellane
ous. While this classification is adequate, several
strategies may span one or more of these categories.
2.1. Coroutined Execution
Considerable effort has been expended in attempting
to produce a useful coroutined execution facility.
Basically, these have all tried to find methods in
which to express which predicate calls should be
suspended and when they should be suspended. Most
have attempted to embed the coroutining facility in a
depth-first system.
The most prominent systems that have emerged
have been IC-PROLOG (Clark and McCabe, 1980),
EPILOG (Porto, 1982), PROLOG-II (Colmerauer,
1982), Two-Level PROLOG (Porto, 1984), META
LOG (Dincbas, 1980), PROLOG-M (Babb, 1983) and
MU-PROLOG (Naish, 1982, 1984). There are con
siderable differences between these systems which will
be demonstrated later. Some have attempted more
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than the provision of an effective coroutining facility.
EPILOG and Two-Level PROLOG have tried to pro
vide general control facilities that may be specified in
logic while METALOG has realised an extremely use
ful general purpose tool for constructing logic inter
preters as well as allowing localised control within
clauses.
All of the above systems have had to find methods
of specifying which predicate calls will be suspended
and when. The recent work originated by Ullman
(1984) and developed further by Sagiv and Ullman
(1984) and Ullman and Van Gelder (1985) has
focussed on this problem. Their approach, based on
data flow analysis, proposes the notion of capture
rules as a means of planning query evaluation.
2. 2. Intelligent Backtracking
A second major stream of research has concentrated
on improving the techniques used to traverse the
search space of the program. The process of logic
program execution can be viewed as a derivation of
various states in a deduction (Bruynooghe and
Pereira, 1984). For each forward derivation step, one
of the operators applicable to the current state is used
to derive the next state. This forward execution is
repeated until either a solution state is reached and
success reported or the set of unused operators appli
cable to the current state is empty; that is, failure is
discovered. At this point, the search backtracks.
The current state is abandoned, its predecessor is rein
stated as the current state and forward execution
recommences.
It is clear that this approach does not exploit any
relationships between successive states.
After
encountering a failed state, the execution simply
returns to the previous state. However, continuing
from this point will not necessarily be successful: the
execution may be performing an exhaustive search
over a subspace which is irrelevant to the failure.
The goal of intelligent backtracking is to deduce the
source of failure in a particular state and to unwind
the execution back to that point.
There are two major approaches to intelligent back
tracking documented in the literature, one due to Cox
(1977, 1978) and the other to Bruynooghe (1981).
Considerable differences exist
between
these
approaches and they will be discussed later.
Both of these methods rely on a dynamic analysis
of unification conflicts, that is, conflicts are deter
mined at run-time. An alternative is to consider
static analysis of a program at compile time to deter
mine which conflicts are likely to arise when the pro
gram is executed. Using this strategy, a program may
be compiled into efficient code which incorporates a
form of intelligent backtracking. Chang and Despain
(1985) have investigated this approach. The major
problem appears to be that there is very little informa
tion available at compile time since the query is
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unknown. This leads to the method finding only
quite obvious conflicts thus missing out on the sub
stantial savings possible with more radical backtrack
ing.
In addition to the work of the groups above, many
of the PROLOG systems mentioned in the earlier sec
tion on coroutining have implemented forms of intelli
gent backtracking, for example, IC-PROLOG, CML
(Gallaire and Lasserre, 1979) and METALOG.
2.3. Higher Level Control Specification
Some attempts have been made to improve on corou
tined execution of programs and/or provision of intel
ligent backtracking facilities, by devising generalised
meta-languages for controlling the derivation process.
Using these powerful meta-languages, the programmer
is able to specify the behaviour of the interpreter, in
some cases either globally or locally. Examples of
such systems are CML, METALOG, EPILOG and
Two-Level PROLOG.
2.4. Program Transformation
Rather than providing explicit mechanisms for con
trolling execution of logic programs, it is possible to
adopt quite a different approach and consider
transforming given programs into equivalent programs
that possess considerably improved efficiency and ter
mination characteristics. Various groups have studied
the transformation of logic programs. A summary
may be found in Partsch and Steinbruggen (1981).
The motivation behind this work has been one of
enhancing the efficiency of programs rather than
investigating the usefulness of these transformation
techniques in deriving terminating programs. The
most interesting work is the unfold/fold methodology
developed by Darlington (1981) and further pursued
by Tamaki and Sato (1984).
2.5. Other Approaches
Amongst other research undertaken into the provision
of better control facilities was Brough’s investigation
(1979) of the detection of run-time loops in logic pro
grams. His techniques were based on an analysis of
differences between subgoals and program assertions,
and incorporated into a Horn clause problem-solving
system developed at Imperial College.
Another technique for obtaining more refined con
trol over program execution was suggested by Vasak
and Potter (1985). The method is based on the
specification of clausal annotations which are simply
logical constraints on bindings. For each goal, there
is an notion of an environment which is a set of anno
tations constraining the solutions to the goal. This
allows the exclusion of infinite subcomputations
whilst preserving a program’s declarative semantics.
Vasak (1986) describes the hybridisation of these
annotations with a coroutined strategy to obtain a
very powerful control mechanism.
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Considerable research has also been undertaken into
the provision of parallelism in logic languages. Some
of the languages to emerge from these investigations
have been PARLOG (Clark and Gregory 1983), Con
current PROLOG (Shapiro, 1984) and EPILOG
(Wise, 1984) (this is not related to Porto’s EPILOG).
Whilst they have indisputably provided new powerful
and flexible control techniques, they have also
brought with them their own problems. This paper
will confine itself to surveying purely sequential con
trol mechanisms.
3. Detailed Analysis of Existing Approaches
Having presented an overview of the various
approaches, the following section shall examine them
more closely and evaluate their usefulness in solving
the control problems afflicting logic programming.
3.1. IC-PROLOG
The first PROLOG system to actually propose and
implement coroutining as a general purpose control
facility was IC-PROLOG which was developed at
Imperial College by Clark and McCabe (1980). With
quite simple syntactic additions to the basic Horn
clause syntax, the programmer could specify a compu
tation rule that would result in a coroutining interac
tion between subcomputations that is triggered by the
flow of data through shared variables. This was done
by attaching the annotations, and ?, to terms in the
heads of program clauses. These annotations specify
extra constraints that must be satisfied by the call to a
clause before that clause may be used. Intuitively,
the annotated term tl indicates that t must be used as
an input template. More formally, it signals the
requirement that each of the variables in t must have
matched against a non-variable term. The annotation
signals the opposite use. A term t, annotated as t,
must be used as an output template. Formally, this
requires t to be uninstantiated except for a variable
renaming. The unification process will match the
first clause matching the given modes. If none
match, an error is signalled. This allows a relation
computing the grandparent z of a person x to be
expressed as:
grandparent(x?, z): parent(x,

y),

parent(y, z).
grandparent(x, z?): parent(y, z),

parent(x, y).
The intermediary parent is to be found by looking up
the children of the grandparent when the grandparent
is known, and by looking up the parents of the
grandchild when the grandchild is given and the
grandparent is to be found.
Apart from control annotations on the clause heads
in IC-PROLOG, it is also possible to attach ? or to
any variable appearing in the clause body. Consider
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Ao ■ ~ A],
, A„.
with Aj (for some 1 < i < n) possessing a variable v
that is annotated. The effect of the annotation is to
make v a data channel for Ah If the ? annotation is
used, Aj is an eager consumer of the data that will be
sent down the channel by the evaluation of
Aj, • • ■ , Ai_[. If the annotation is employed, A, is
a lazy producer of the data that it sends down the
channel. These are implemented by coroutining the
execution of the clause literals. An eager consumer
will continue executing as soon as the partial result is
available in the data channel. It will consume it and
then suspend and wait for the next result. A lazy
producer on the other hand suspends as soon as it
generates a partial result into a data channel.
The mechanism provided by lazy producers and
eager consumers provides a powerful control facility.
The basic problems with IC-PROLOG were that in
spite of the potential power of the system, it still
lacked a certain element of control at times, for exam
ple, the ability to specify which literal is to be
suspended. Furthermore, the annotations of ICPROLOG, despite their fairly simple interpretations,
did obscure the declarative semantics of the program.
Understanding a moderately complex IC-PROLOG
program is a complicated task and reduces to simulat
ing, in some informal way, the operational semantics
of the program. The ability to annotate clause heads
and thus affect the selection of different clauses based
on different modes of invocation is simply an alterna
tive to expressing a number of variants of the same
clause spiced with non-logical control primitives such
as var, nonvar and cut, as was suggested before. How
ever, this suffers from the problem of markedly
increasing the space complexity of the program.

3.2. PROLOG-II
One of the major benefits of coroutining the execu
tion of subgoals is to avoid the creation of failure
branches when there is insufficient information (if
there no/few bindings from other subgoals, it is gen
erally preferable to pursue another goal with a smaller
search space). In PROLOG-II, Colmerauer (1982)
proposed an alternative method of delaying calls by
employing a built-in predicate named geler (this
translates into English as freeze). The freeze is used to
delay a subgoal until a particular variable is bound to
a nonvariable. For example, consider the following
program that determines whether a list is ordered.
ordered(H).
ordered([A]).
ordered(fA, B | CJ): A < = B,
freeze(C, ordered!|B 11'|)).
freeze has the effect of delaying, until C is bound to a
non-variable term, the call to ordered(IB | CJ).
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In some cases, it is possible to write more efficient
programs with freeze than with IC-PROLOG’s eager
consumers. However, there are several disadvantages
to the system. It lacks sufficient control which may
lead to infinite computations in certain cases where
clause heads have more than one level of functor.
Naish (1985) gives an example. Also, because freeze
only waits for one variable, it is less useful in more
complicated examples.
3.3. EPILOG
Spurred by the attempts of IC-PROLOG and
PROLOG-II to extend standard PROLOG in a suit
able manner, Porto (1982) developed the language
EPILOG. The motivation for designing EPILOG
was the realisation that these systems were not really
adequate for reasons ranging from insufficient power
through inefficiency to lack of clarity. The main idea
behind EPILOG is to provide the logic programmer
with several connectives for conjunction, all declaratively equivalent to the logical AND but procedurally
distinct, defining different time constraints on the exe
cution of the goals they apply to. Porto takes the
view that the problem of controlling the execution of
a logic program should be regarded as the problem of
enforcing some suitable partial order among produc
tion and consumption of some instantiations by cer
tain goals. He criticises IC-PROLOG for assuming
that there are pre-determined production/consumption
relationships since, as he correctly argues, these may
change with different modes of invocation and may
thus only be correctly determined at run-time. The
use of freeze in PROLOG-II amounts to predefining
eager consumers and thus also lacks generality.
What EPILOG does is to provide a more high level
specification of control. For example, coroutining
between two literals L, and L2 is represented simply as
Lj \ L2,
with
no
reference
to
specific
producer/consumer variables. EPILOG’s metalogical
control can also be used to obtain enhancements in
efficiency.
EPILOG recognised some of the problems inherent
in earlier attempts at coroutining in particular, and
control specification in general, and proposed a very
interesting concept of logic control. Its major contri
bution was its recognition that logic and control ought
to be separated in order to retain the declarative
semantics of logic programs.
3.4. Two-Level PROLOG
Based on his experiences with EPILOG, Porto
designed a new language named Two-Level PROLOG
(Porto, 1984). Substantially a refinement and to
some degree a simplification of EPILOG, Two-Level
PROLOG questions the adequacy of implication and
conjunction as the sole logical connectives, and advo
cates enriching the language of Horn clause logic with
many other connectives and operators. These have
fairly simple interpretations in standard PROLOG
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(with !) and thus provide a higher level control facil
ity. The main point is that Two-Level PROLOG
expressions have two interpretations, a semantic or
so-called object level meaning, and an operational or
meta-level meaning. Figure 1 is a table of some of
the operators available in Two-Level PROLOG and
the two interpretations of each construct.
Two-Level
PROLOG

Object Level

H.

H.

— B.
H <= C.
H - B <= C.
H <-> B.
H !.
H ?.
H * C.

H

H

- B.

H

- C.

H

-

H

-

H
H
H

C, B.

!, B.
- !.
- !, fail.
- !, C.

PROLOG
Meta-Level
H — true.
H - B.
H — true : - C.
H • B :
c.
H - X
!, X B.
H - X
!, X = true.
H —_: !, fail.
H • X :
!, X = true,

Figure 1. Some logical connectives in Two-Level PROLOG with
their interpretations at both the object and meta-levels.

As is evident from this table, Two-Level PROLOG
has effectively encapsulated a number of commonly
used extra-logical expressions into higher level opera
tors. Porto showed that it is possible to define the
infix operator 7’ denoting coroutined execution
between its left and right operands solely in terms of
his extended set of primitive connectives:
A/B - G «

( A - C ),
( B - D ),
( C/D > > G ).

(true/G > > G ) ! .
( G/true > > G ) ! .
(G >> G) ! .

Two-Level PROLOG retains the philosophy of EPI
LOG with regard to the need for a meta-level specifi
cation of control for logic programs. It is very
powerful language that does certainly present a much
higher level of control than is seen in traditional Horn
clause programs. By the same token, it is difficult to
argue that the primitives selected do really have
natural interpretations and that it is easy to conceptu
alise a solution in terms of such primitives.
3.5. METALOG
Motivated by principles similar to Porto’s EPILOG
and Two-Level PROLOG was the language META
LOG (Dincbas, 1980). In METALOG, control infor
mation, specified in another logic program, is viewed
as meta-knowledge. The meta-level expression of
control information gives a programmer power to
intervene in the deduction process, to define his stra
tegies and to specify his own interpreter. This is done
by adding meta-clauses to the logic language. These
are statements involving various primitives used to
affect the selection of literals, clauses or even
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, August 1986

implement a form of intelligent backtracking by being
able to choose backtrack points.
Because METALOG can obtain such fine control
over a deduction and specify global control strategies,
it is well-suited to applications such as expert systems
construction or the building of specialised problem
solving systems. The main disadvantage of META
LOG is that its meta-clauses are typically very compli
cated rules which tend to promote the operational
semantics of the underlying programs over their
declarative semantics. Another drawback is that this
approach may be computationally expensive. It
appears to be a very useful tool for specifying global
control of deduction (that is, specifying interpreters)
but less effective for local control.
3.6. CML
CML (abbreviation for control meta-language) is a
meta-language for controlling the derivation process
in Horn clause logic programs (Gallaire and Lasserre,
1979). The aims of CML are essentially the same as
those of METALOG in that it seeks to provide a
metalogical level of control for logic programs.
Rather than mixing up control directives with the pro
gram logic, both CML and METALOG separate the
two components and devise a language for specifying
the logic component. However, there is a distinctive
difference between CML and METALOG: whilst
METALOG allows control to be specified in terms of
the problem domain, CML reasons about control only
in terms of interpreter behaviour. Control informa
tion that may be specified using CML’s meta-rules
include which clause should be selected first when
more than one clause is applicable, or which literal
should be resolved upon. An example of a clause
selection rule that can be specified with CML is that
clauses are to be selected according to their number of
literals, the shorter clauses first. In selecting which
literal should be solved, CML provides control over
many facets of the execution by allowing the relative
selection priorities of literals to be expressed, provid
ing amongst other features a limit on the depth of
recursion and allowing the specification of backtrack
points.
As was the case with METALOG, this approach
makes the language more suited to specialised applica
tions rather than general purpose programming.
Although the system is quite powerful, the ability to
express control only in terms of interpreter behaviour
is limiting. Furthermore, the meta-rules tend to be
fairly operational specifications because they deal with
details of the underlying inference mechanism.
3.7. MU-PROLOG
Another PROLOG system to have implemented a
coroutining facility is MU-PROLOG developed at
Melbourne University (Naish, 1982, 1984). MUPROLOG allows each user-defined predicate to have
its own control information through the specification
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of a set of wait declarations for that predicate. In
order to explain these wait declarations, it is essential
to define the auxiliary concept of construction of
arguments. A term t is constructed if either any vari
able in t becomes bound to a non-variable term, or
any variable in t becomes bound to a structure (possi
bly trivial) containing another variable in t. Consider
the append example. Suitable wait declarations for
this program are
?- wait append(l, 1, 0).
?- wait append{0, 0, 1).
The effect of the wait declarations is to slightly res
trict the way in which append may be called. If a call
to append constructs either of the first two arguments,
the third may not be constructed. Should this condi
tion be violated, the call will delay. A 1 in a wait
declaration means that the corresponding argument in
the call may be constructed. A 0 indicates that the
corresponding argument must not be constructed.
Multiple wait declarations simply provide alternative
ways of invoking predicates.
Using wait declarations to specify when goals
should delay in a coroutined execution of a query has
some advantages over the other approaches described.
Apart from the fact that wait declarations have a
fairly intuitive interpretation, the ability to specify
multiple wait declarations for a predicate gives a
much more flexible control mechanism than with the
producer/consumer annotations of IC-PROLOG, for
example. Furthermore, the declarations are separate
statements and do not cloud the declarative semantics
of the original program.
What makes this approach so attractive, though, is
that there are techniques for deriving wait declarations
automatically. Naish (1985) outlines such an algo
rithm for generating wait declarations.
An alternative to wait declarations called when
declarations was proposed by Naish (1985). As well
as increasing expressiveness, the when declarations
further improve the semantics by replacing the 0’s and
l’s with symbolic variables. For example,
?- merge(A,

B,

C) when A and

B

or C.

indicates that merge may be called if the first two
arguments, or the last argument are non-variables.
Despite its apparent success at solving many of the
control problems occurring in logic programming,
MU-PROLOG does suffer some notable disadvan
tages. In particular, wait declarations often tend to
be too conservative and delay a call that is quite safe
to continue with. This may produce deadlocks, that
is, all the current goals may be suspended waiting for
each other. Replacing wait declarations by when
declarations should lead to better performance by pro
viding a finer level of control. Another problem with
a coroutining mechanism based on wait declarations is
that the ordering of literals within a body is
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significant. In some cases, one ordering may cause a
goal to deadlock while another may yield a quite satis
factory performance. A detailed discussion revealing
some of the problems with MU-PROLOG can be
found in Vasak (1986).
PROLOG M described by Babb (1983) implements
a coroutine mechanism based on a similar delaying
heuristic to that employed by MU-PROLOG. All in
built system predicates delay when they have an infin
ite number of solutions. The basic difference is that
delays in PROLOG M are implemented in predefined
system predicates such as equality; delays in calling
user-defined predicates cannot be specified directly.
3.8. Capture Rules
Capture rules were introduced by Ullman (1984) as a
method for planning query evaluation in function free
deductive databases with recursively defined rules. It
is claimed by Ullman that a number of strategies sug
gested previously can be effectively subsumed by the
theory of capture rules. Central to the concept is the
construction of a rule/goal graph that expresses vari
able binding relationships between instances of rules
and subgoals, these instances being parameterised by
tuples denoting which variables are free and which are
bound. A capture rule is a law that states that under
which circumstances certain nodes in the rule/goal
graph may be captured provided some other nodes
have already been captured. This yields a goal selec
tion strategy.
Unfortunately, several restrictions were placed on
programs that this theory could cover, the most con
straining being that programs do not have function
symbols.
Sagiv and Ullman (1984) investigated
removing this restriction while Ullman and Van
Gelder (1985) sought to extend the theory by analys
ing inequalities in goal argument sizes.
Captures rules are closely related to the work of
Naish on wait declarations and their automatic gen
eration. While capture rules are based on a sounder
theoretical foundation than Naish’s work, they are
actually less powerful in certain cases (see Sagiv and
Ullman, 1984).
The theory of capture rules can also be viewed as
an extension of database query optimisation tech
niques that have been the subject of considerable
study. For example, see Smith and Chang (1975).
3.9. Intelligent Backtracking: a Comparative
Analysis
As was outlined earlier, there are two main
approaches to intelligent backtracking, that pioneered
by Cox and that by Bruynooghe. Considerable con
fusion exists, even amongst these two groups as to
how these methods differ. This is highlighted by
Chen, Lassez and Port (1984) who succeed in provid
ing a theoretical interpretation for the two
approaches.
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The best way to explain the difference is to refer to
a small example due to Bruynooghe and Pereira
(1984):
p(a).

q(V) : - s(V).
s(b).

r(U, U).
with the following query
P(X), q(Y), r(X,

Y)?

(C)

Ferguson (1977) introduced a representation for proof
trees that is particularly useful in considering intelli
gent backtracking and has been widely used by
Bruynooghe. Ferguson’s deduction tree is simply a
potential proof tree for a goal. Each node N in the
tree is divided into an upper and lower half. The
upper half represents a goal to be solved while the
lower denotes the head of some clause that will unify
with that goal. For every goal G in the body of the
particular clause selected, there will be a subtree
emanating from node N that represents a deduction
tree for G. Thus any lower half of a node together
with all the upper halves of nodes adjacent are a copy
of a clause. Each leaf node of a deduction tree can
either be closed, if the upper half can match a unit
clause and thus has a lower half, or open if not. Any
deduction tree with an open node is unsolvable. Oth
erwise, if the proposed unifications at all nodes of a
closed deduction tree are consistent, the deduction
tree is a proof tree. A deduction fails if it is incon
sistent or unsolvable.
Using the above representation, the deduction tree
for the above query is shown in Figure 2. In order
for the tree to be a valid proof tree, the four unifica
tions between the upper and lower terms of each node
must be consistent. Notice that this is not so here.
The Bruynooghe approach of analysing failure is
based on the notion of finding minimal inconsistent
deduction trees, that is, minimal subtrees such that
unification is impossible. By identifying such trees, it

Figure 2.

Deduction tree for query C
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is possible to remove that part of the derivation that
caused unification conflict. In the above example,
there is a single minimal inconsistent deduction tree
corresponding to the entire tree.
The method of Cox (1977, 1978) is based on the
complementary notion of maximal consistent deduc
tion trees, that is, maximal subtrees such that unifica
tion is possible. Each of them is obtained by remov
ing a derivation step from a reduced conflict set
(Matwin and Pietrzykowski, 1982). Referring to the
above example, these are
—
—
—

the tree consisting of nodes
the tree consisting of nodes
the tree consisting of nodes

and s
s and r
q and r

p, q
q,
p,

Each of these deduction trees now serves as a starting
point for the continuation of the search process.
A basic difference discernable from the considera
tion of the above example is that the Bruynooghe
method has no effect on the SLD-trees computed
whereas Cox’s method actively determines them.
This suggests that the latter approach is really a
hybrid strategy of coroutining and intelligent back
tracking since it has effects on the shape of the space
actually being searched. Bruynooghe’s technique is a
purer form of intelligent backtracking whose role is to
determine the optimal method in traversing given
search spaces.
Chen, Lassez and Port (1984) develop the theory of
maximal unifiable subsets and minimal non-unifiable
subsets which gives a solid formal foundation to these
approaches. They also apply this theory to breadthfirst search and discuss the role of intelligent back
tracking in improving the behaviour of the breadthfirst computation rule.
Tonisson (1986a, 1986b) points out that in actually
implementing his technique, Bruynooghe has been
forced to weaken his intelligent backtracking system
since he could not compute the entire conflict set effi
ciently. In particular, difficulties arise with aliasing
of variables. Tonisson addresses the problem of cal
culating complete conflict sets efficiently, and also
demonstrates that an intelligent backtracking system
incorporating this extended method is quasi-complete
with respect to finite failure.
The primary disadvantage of intelligent backtrack
ing methods is that the termination properties of pro
grams run under such systems are not clear. If a pro
grammer wishes to determine whether a particular
query will terminate for a given program, he is forced
to undertake an elaborate operational analysis of his
program. There are also doubts whether intelligent
backtracking systems with considerable power can be
implemented efficiently. To a certain extent, the very
recent work of Tonisson appears to indicate that
such systems may be efficiently realisable, perhaps in
hardware.
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3.10. Unfold/Fold Transformations
The work of Darlington (1981) and later Tamaki and
Sato (1984) on program transformation has been
included since it provides a means of modifying con
trol by altering the program itself. This is achieved
by a series of nested unfold, simplify and fold opera
tions that effectively evaluate the program statically.
Unfolding refers to the replacement of a predicate
with a sequence of goals by treating the logic program
as a set of textual rewriting rules. Where a sequence
of goals is an instance of a right-hand side of a rule,
it is possible to fold these goals to the appropriate
instantiation of the head of this rule. For example,
the append3 predicate could be transformed into the
following program:
dappend([], A, B, C): append(A, B, C).
dappend([X | A], B, C, [X | DJ):
dappend(A, B, C, D).

-

In this form, the program would not only terminate
correctly for queries such as (A. 1) and (A. 2), but
would also do so in linear time. Darlington’s semi
automatic programming aid is capable of effecting the
above transformation with minimal user intervention.
A benefit of this approach is that the intended seman
tics of the initial program are unaltered by the
transformation. However, it is not clear whether this
transformation technique would be of much use for
examples of non-trivial complexity.
3.11. Annotations
Vasak and Potter (1985) proposed an alternative com
putational model based on logical annotations for
predicates. These annotations, which are simply
theorems about terms that satisfy a particular clause,
can be used to generate run-time environments within
which it is possible to exclude some infinite computa
tions whilst using a depth-first computation rule. The
major advantage of such a model is that it is possible
to write conceptually transparent programs which oth
erwise would not have terminated under a naive con
trol mechanism. Annotations are expressions of the
form
/(A i, ■ ■ • , Am) < g(Bi, • • ■ , B„)
where / is a left-admissible annotation function and
g a right-admissible annotation function (both map
program terms into the integers); A,-, Bj are terms
involving variables in the clause.
Both equality and inequality constraints may be
used. Vasak and Potter define a partial ordering on
terms based on the primitive concept of instantiation.
A left-admissible annotation function is defined to be
monotonically increasing under this partial order
whereas a right-admissible annotation function is
monotonically decreasing. These annotation func
tions are generalised metrics aver the abstract data
type used by the clause. For lists, length will suffice
while for trees nodes or height could be used. The
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inorder example introduced earlier can be written as:
inorder(0,[ J).
inorder(t(L,N,R),I): inorder(L, LI),
inorder(R, RI),
append(LI, [N 11], I)
with nodes(t(L,_, R)) = length(I).
Although the primitive annotation concept is quite
inefficient, Vasak (1986) presents an implementation
by embedding them in a coroutined system. This
hybrid strategy benefits from the power of annota
tions while retaining the efficiency of coroutining.
4. Summary
All of the various approaches providing more sophis
ticated control for logic programs that have been dis
cussed in this survey go some distance toward solving
problems highlighted by the earlier examples. Some
methods appear stronger than others. Two of the
most common problems are that
— the declarative semantics of the program are
sacrificed in order to obtain more finely grained
control;
— some strategies are too ad hoc to allow program
mers to reason effectively about program
behaviour, particularly termination.
There have been some encouraging developments. In
particular, investigation of intelligent backtracking
under a depth-first computation rule has shown that it
is potentially very powerful. Some other approaches
have concentrated on maintaining the declarative
semantics and tended to relegate efficiency concerns.
Currently, we appear to have the option of either an
efficient non-declarative control mechanism or a less
efficient but more logical one. Considerable investi
gation is still required in this area to capture the best
of both worlds.
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VALLEE, J, (1984): The Network Revolution, Penguin Books,
213pp,, $9. 95 (paperback).
This is an important book for computer professionals, because
computer professionals so rarely see the computer systems they
build as they really are, but rather as they know they can be. Vallee, on the other hand, tends to see them as the end user sees them.
For example, an end-user will ask why the power cord can’t be
rolled up inside the microcomputer like a vacuum cleaner. Do you
know why it isn’t? Or why the on/off switch is not labelled as
such (it wasn’t on any of the five micros 1 just checked!).
I am sure every reader will, at one time or another, have received
a letter addressed something like ‘Dear Mr Dr’. What was your
reaction to this? Perhaps you smiled ruefully to yourself about the
stupidity of so many computer systems in operation in our world.
It is very likely that you gave it no further though, other than
perhaps to resolve that no computer system you designed would
ever be so simplistic.
The computer industry certainly is rife with such ‘computer
errors’, and we have become quite blase about them. Accordingly,
Jacques Vallee takes the time to ask if there is any more sinister
implication to this ancUother similar seemingly innocuous computer
‘funnies’. It is not just that it is very hard to see such ‘computer
mistakes’ as genuine progress (computers do represent, of course,
‘progress’ in its highest form); nor that it brings a certain amount
of ridicule onto the computer profession. Rather it is because it is
symptomatic of a corrupt technology—how can we solve the
world’s problems, when we cannot even solve our own? These are
the signs of an unthinking and blind application of technology
which will end up destroying the fabric of our civilisation, he con
cludes. These are very powerful thoughts. But then, this is a very
powerful book. Its title and its general approach seem quite harm
less, full as it is of amusing anecdotes from Vallee’s own experi
ence. Its main impact is made almost in passing. This increases
the force of the point being made, namely that, as computer profes
sionals, we are changing the nature of society in ways whose impact
we cannot predict, much less control.
Vallee starts with an incident which took place in France in 1979,
in which a young man was shot by police acting on false informa
tion which was supplied by a computer. For the remainder of the
book, Vallee seems to be asking whether he and others like him in
the computer business should accept any responsibility for this and
similar incidents. He does this by drawing on a series of incidents
in his own experience.
In chapter 1, he looks briefly at the origins of the computer
industry, reflecting on his earliest days with an IBM 650, In
chapter 2, he reviews several eases of oversell in the industry,
including the early expectations held for computer-aided instruc
tion, management information systems, and machine translation.
In chapter 3, he looks more in greater depth at information
retrieval, pointing out that, at the very least, this is a misnomer.
One cannot store information, only data - ‘information resides
mostly in the questions [asked]’ of a data base. He also indicates
that information systems are, first and foremost, social systems,
and that computer scientists almost always ignore this fact.
By chapter 4, Vallee has concluded that technology in general is
out of control, and that computers represent a leading example of
that phenomenon. He also dwells on the problems of predicting
technological innovation, and points out that a fundamental differ
ence between the Old and New Worlds, and the reason that the
New (America) has been making faster progress in computing, is
that the Old tends not to move forward until it has a philosophical
base from which to do so, whereas the New takes action first, seek
ing to explain it afterwards. He does not, however, come to the
obvious conclusion that we can blame all our ills on the New World
philosophy!
In chapter 5, we are introduced to an example of New World
philosophy - the counter-culture hippies of the sixties and seventies
in California. Their influence, he concludes, resulted in attempts
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to build a New Society using computer communications technolo
gies. If you have ever read James Martin’s The Wired Society, you
will recognise there an example of the aspirations characteristic of
this breed of computer person. Vallee believes their modern-day
descendents, the attempts to create office automation, are doomed
because they are built to screen their owners from the real world,
rather than to facilitate interaction.
From this perspective, the next logical step is taken in chapter 6,
where Vallee tries to demonstrate that computer people deliberately
make their systems difficult for ordinary people to understand. He
points out that, when constructing systems, we can change either
the people or the system; the fact that the computer industry now
has enough power to start changing people has clearly dangerous
implications. After a seeming digression in chapter 7 to talk about
hackers and the strange social uses to which Bulletin Boards are
being put, he returns to this theme in chapter 8, concluding that the
prospects for a crisis' are increasing. For example, a good informa
tion system, he claims, is also a good dis-information system - i.e.
one that can be used effectively for entering and promulgating false
information.
However, in chapter 9 Vallee suggests that the very technology
that is precipitating human crises may be the technology that will
ultimately solve them. This theme is further developed in chapter
10, where he introduces the concept of an electronic grapevine, an
informal computer network combined with human resources. The
solution to the dangers of too much reliance on computer systems
lies in consulting the computer database, but then reviewing its
decisions in a human conference. Perhaps here, too, is the reason
behind the main title of the book, the choice of which otherwise
escapes me.
Vallee concludes the book in chapter i 1 with an allegorical
conversation with a Washington funding agency representative.
Perhaps the Government is aware of what is going on, and perhaps
they are just stringing us computer scientists along. Or do they all
have as much potency as a whispy breeze?
Overall, a really thought-provoking book, which is highly recom
mended reading for all computer professionals. You may decide
that Vallee is talking nonsense; but if you come to that conclusion,
then you have a lot of explaining to do! More likely, you will have
your perceptions sharpened, and you may be a little more cir
cumspect in the next computer you sell, application you build, or
lecture you deliver on the merits of computing. 1 believe the book
would make excellent background material to accompany a series of
lectures on the social implications of computers, especially if the
lectures are accompanied by a series of tutorials (as they must, if
the subject is to be done justice to).
Alex Reid

IT. A.

Regional Computing Centre

ASTEC (1986): Towards a Cashless Society? A Report to the
Prime Minister by the Australian Science and Technology
Council, Australian Government Printing Service, 175pp., .
This Prime Ministerial advisory group has assessed ‘electronic funds
transfers and their potential effects on Australian society’. Its
report commences with 20 pages of executive summary and back
ground to the study. Four chapters then provide a succinct intro
duction to recent developments in finance and retailing, to EFTPOS
systems, and to developments overseas and in Australia (pp. 2172).
The misleadingly titled central chapter deals with a range of con
sumer protection concerns. One conclusion is that operators of
EFTPOS systems are providing inadequate information to the pub
lic about the terms of contract, and that ‘the rights and responsibil
ities of card-users were unclear, difficult to obtain and inconsistent’
(pp. 4-5, 75-6). Moreover, EFTPOS system operators are seeking
to avoid liability for system malfunction and error, in ways not
available to banks under the conventional cheque-based payment
system (pp. 5-6, 76-78). ‘ASTEC believes that there is a need for
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further consumer protection in electronic payment systems’ (p. 5).
Concern was also expressed about the security of PINs, ATM and
EFTPOS terminal environments, and transaction transmission (pp.
6, 78-9), These concerns have been voiced for some time by consu
mer protection lobby groups, but have now been recognised by the
Prime Minister’s own advisers. The Report recommends action on
each of these matters (pp. 6-8, 80-6, 173-75).
Privacy implications are then discussed (pp. 8-10, 86-92, 117-69).
The analysis is rather trite, relying heavily on the A.L.R.C. ’s
already dated Report (1976-83): EFT offers ‘. . . the opportunity
to trace information about individuals with or without their con
sent’ (p. 86), and The combination of computers, telecommunica
tions and information processing equipment was capable of produc
ing consequences not seen before’ (p. 88). However the Report
does highlight the existence of Commonwealth legislation (e. g. the
Social Security Act) empowering uncontrolled access to information
held in private sector financial systems (p. 89). It concludes that
The advent of EFT and EFTPOS makes it even more certain that
there is inadequate protection for the recording, storage and use of
personal information’ (p. 90), and that ‘it is urgent that such pro
tection be offered now to personal information held in all data
bases, both public and private sector’ (p. 91).
The report’s low level of technical appreciation reflects the
absence of industry involvement. The Australian Computer Society
is not represented on either ASTEC itself or the working group,
and only one of those 26 people appears to be from the computer
industry. The Australian Information Industry Association (the
industry lobby group, dominated by the local subsidiaries of
hardware suppliers) met with the ASTEC working group, but the
A. C. S. did not. The Society has made frequent submissions to
Government on the privacy issue since it arose in the early 1970s,
and appears to be dispirited by the total absence of action to date.
The report also deals with industrial relations issues (pp. 10-12
and 97-107). Less predictably, it raises the need for public partici
pation (pp. 15-6 and 115-6). This is after all one of the first appli
cations of information technology which impinges quite directly on
the general public.
This is a useful report on an important issue, refreshingly free of
misunderstanding, and drawing many strings together, but lacking
deep insight.
Roger Clarke
Australian National University

DAHL, V. and SAINT-DIZIER, P. (ed.) (1985): Natural
Language Understanding and Logic Programming, NorthHolland, 243pp., SUS44. 50 (hardback).
This book is a collection of papers from the First International
Workshop held in September 1984.
In contrast to many
workshop/conference proceedings this is well bound, on good qual
ity paper, and all contributions are legible. Despite this quality,
the book is fairly slim—neither panel discussions nor four of the
five invited papers are included, although the promotional sheet
claims they are. Personally, I would have preferred the extra
papers even if it meant lower quality elsewhere.
Running underneath this Workshop is of course Prolog, as a
language to implement logic-based systems. A few papers appear
merely to describe systems written in Prolog, much as others might
be in Pascal or Assembler or whatever, but many of the seventeen
papers included are involved in linguistic issues coupled to logical
bases of programming.
An introductory paper by Dahl gives a rapid survey of the logic
approach to NLU. Basically this describes abstract versions of
logic grammars which can be ‘compiled’ into logic programs.
Papers by Miyoshi et at. (from 1COT), Uehara el ai. , and Sabatier
continue this abstraction approach although in different directions.
Some of the ‘compilation’ issues are addressed by Matsumato et at.
and Sabatier wherein logic grammars are targeted to various search
mechanisms.
Many papers deal with general Al and linguistic problems:
Uehara et al. view' parsing via Actors; Miyoshi et al. base theirs on
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object orientated parsing; Frey compares Lexical Function Gram
mars to the logic based Extra-Position Grammars; Boyer generates
sentences from semantic networks; Schwind analyses dialogue using
frames. All of these attempt to ground their work to predicate
logic.
Despite the grounding, this is not a totally cohesive set of papers.
Much argument is visible in this still developing field, particularly
from papers by Daladier and Kay.
Certainly libraries should acquire this book. It could also find a
place as a high-level introduction to logic and NLU for those who
might wish to venture into this field.
J. Newmarch
Canberra College of Advanced Education

WINSTON, P.H., and PRENDERGAST, K. A. (ed.) (1984): The
Al Business, MIT Press, 324pp., $35. 50 (hardcover).
Can Artificial Intelligence be applied to commercial business? In
an effort to explore the level to which Al can be applied to Indus
try, MIT’s Industrial Liason Program brought together four groups
of people for a colloquium in this area. These four groups
represent the following perspectives:
— academic
— hard core financial
— industrial research and development
— solutions orientated.
This book consists of papers presented at the colloquium, and
transcripts of the discussion sessions. The book focuses on Expert
Systems and Robotics, but also includes various other areas in
lesser detail, for example natural language understanding. Authors
of the various papers are Frederick Adler, James Baker, Michael
Brady, John Brown, Alan Kay, Arnold Kraft, Marvin Minsky,
Harry Pople Jr, Karen Prendergast, Charles Rich, Paul Russo,
Roger Schank, Philippe Villers, and Patrick Winston.
The technical research papers contain little information not previ
ously published. Other papers such as Adler’s ‘An Investment
Opportunity?’ and Janeway’s ‘Financing the Future’ analyse the
business aspects of AL Several other papers discuss the philosophy
of Al. The discussion segments make up almost 20% of the book.
They are possibly the most interesting aspect, containing histories
of various projects and the panelists’ point of view about direc
tions, possibilities and problems. These discussions clearly show an
MIT bias, for example in the PROLOG/LISP argument. However
the discussions contain interesting examples of what can be done
now, and possible means of improving the transfer of AI technol
ogy thus making better use of the AI techniques. The lack of qual
ified Al staff is considered the major worry, together with the risk
that basic Al research is suffering as the researchers attempt to
solve real business problems. This is a long term fear, as it seems
to take about 15 years for basic research to be applied in any gen
eral manner to business.
This book should be of greatest interest to organisations wanting
to know whether Al is applicable to business. It also discusses the
pitfalls involved in the application of these techniques. It is of less
appeal to AI researchers who will find they already know most of
the technical content.
Ria Foiled
Scientia Computing

ROUKENS, J. and RENVART, J.F. (ed.) (1985): ESPRIT '84
Status Report on Ongoing Work, North-Holland Press,
634pp., SUS55. 50 (hardback).
This is a status report at the end of the first pilot year of the ten
year ESPRIT programme. The report comprises an overall sum
mary of this ambitious European project, together with thirty seven
papers describing the individual status of the original projects.
At first glance the value of working papers published in the raw,
almost two years after the September 1984 workshop, appears lim
ited. There are, however, many facets of the papers that make
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extremely relevant reading for Australia today. The first is that
there is a well defined strategic objective: ‘The achievement of
technical parity with, if not superiority over, world competitors
within 10 years’.
The second is the chosen development realm, the pre-competitive
stages that lie between research and final product production. This
encourages the almost mandatory grouping of industrial, research
and academic contributors within each project.
As a result the papers have the unique flavour of a blend of
pragmatism and academic rigour, quite unlike the normal range of
conference proceedings. In many cases the projects have had to go
back to the basics of their area and construct an overall viable
approach that can direct the later implementation stages. A typical
example is the paper by Potton and Klittich, on Integrated
Microelectronics Subsystems for Plant Automation, that identifies
requirements for VLSI designs and parallel computers for the
robotics area.
This paper is in one of the three application orientated areas,
Computer Integrated Manufacturing; the other two areas being
Advanced Information Processing and Office Systems. These areas
are complemented by two enabling areas, Advanced Microelectron
ics and Software Technology.
Within the thirty seven papers there are a number that simply
enumerate issues, and One that admits that the task has not been
fulfilled. By and large, however, each paper represents a solid start
to the EEC approved initial five year segment of the ten year plan.
As such, each paper is worthwhile as its placement in the precompetitive stage, and the project team composition means that it
addresses some of the most difficult aspects of product develop
ment, such as turning good research ideas into marketable pro
ducts.
One important area that has been included retrospectively is that
of common communication facilities and documentation standards
within the ESPRIT community, a similar discovery to the Alvey
programme. Two papers cover information exchange systems in a
special section of the book and a number of papers in the Office
Systems section tackle the document standards issue. Future co
operative projects will hopefully regard these two areas as intrinsi
cally of high priority.
The most difficult question to answer is the relevance of the
ESPRIT approach to the current Australian environment. In some
ways the ESPRIT program’s task is simpler due to market size and
industrial base, in other ways more complex due to a variety of
communication authorities.
On balance there is a lot to learn from the successful ESPRIT
approach overall, and from the individual approaches made in the
projects, making this a worthwhile book to at least borrow from
the library.
Fergus O 'Briers
Computer Power, Sydney

FINCH, J.H. and DOUGALL, E.G. (ed.) (1984): Computer
Security: a Global Challenge, North Holland, Amsterdam,
580pp., SUS50.00.
This is an account of the Proceedings of the Second IFIP Interna
tional Conference on Computer Security, held in Toronto, Canada,
10-12 September, 1984. It is a very easy book to find your way
around, as the invited papers are presented at the front (and can
mainly be ignored) and the accepted papers are grouped under their
various subject headings. As always, the set of papers is rather like
the curate’s egg—very good in parts. The papers that took my
fancy are:
l.L.

Auerbach, Professional Responsibility for Information
Privacy
A clear statement of the privacy issues, and a charge to us, as
DP professionals to carry out our responsibilities.
D. B. Parker, Safeguard Selection Principles
A statement of twenty principles for providing security of
information, and two appendices to help in assessing proposed
safeguards.
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C. R. Symons and J. A. Schweitzer, A Proposal for an Automated
Logical Access Control Standard
The appendix to this paper contains a set of basic requirements
for a logical access package; it should be useful in assessing the
offerings in the market.
R. L. Brown, Computer System Access Control Using Passwords
A comprehensive paper on the selection and storage of pass
words, and a summary of the effectiveness of the various
methods against brute-force attack.
M. I. Svanks, Integrity Analysis: a Methodology for EDP Audit
and Data Quality Assurance
This seems to be a new approach to verifying the consistency
of records in a data base by checking the data against an
ordered set of constraints.
J. Miguel, A Composite Cost /Benefit /Risk Analysis Methodology
A simple rating method using consequences, exposure, and
likelihood of occurrence of threats, and cost and degree of pro
tection provided by counter-measures.
R. Wrede, The SBA Method; a Method for Testing Vulnerability
An eight-step method developed in Sweden for assessing vul
nerability to system interruptions, unauthorised data disclosure
and poor data quality, with suggestions for setting up action
plans to improve matters.
A. Mustonen, Security Threats and Planning of Computer Centers
A very comprehensive paper, written by an architect who has
done research on disturbances at 150 data centres. A must for
anyone planning a new data centre.
J. F. Donovan, Industrial Relations and Contingency Planning
A series of recommendations to help a DP centre to combat a
strike. The paper includes suggestions to help in the recovery
after the strike.
H. B. Becker, Security Considerations in the Small Systems
Environment
These two papers give, respectively, a good account of the
threats in a small system environment, and a survey of a
number of products available to protect data in microcomput
ers and the communications systems to which they are
attached.
A visit to your local library to read the papers that interest you
would be time well spent.
Des Bright
IBM, West Pennant Hills, N. S. W.

BERNOLD, T. and ALBERS, G. (ed.) (1985): Artificial Intelli
gence: Towards Practical Application, North-Hoiland, Amster
dam, 233pp., SUS44.50.
This year has seen a big increase in the demand in Australia for AI
technology transfer to industry; curiously parallel to a demand for
someone to tell us what the technology is and why it should be
transferred. With the exception of one outstanding paper, this
book won’t help much, even though it results from an attempt to
get researchers and planners into the same bed—at a symposium
last year in Zurich.
The first section is on the technology. Raulefs (University of
Kaiserslautern) gives an authoritative and honest overview, but in
ten pages and without references, who benefits? Wahlster (Univer
sity of Saarland) has a fine account of natural language interface
techniques. The come two shorter papers that describe robotics
and vision. The next section, on applications, is even more disap
pointing: rather journalistic case studies by industrial researchers
and managers.
So far, the curious reader would do better to look up IJCAI
conference proceedings at the local university library. However in
the remaining two sections, ‘Economic Impact’ and ‘Infrastructure,
Research and Training’, one finds a type of paper that is more
relevant to assessment of technology transfer and, perhaps, harder
to find elsewhere. Easily the most important paper here, which
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justifies the whole book, is Karl Wiig’s ‘Market trends in artificial
intelligence in the U.S. and Japan,’ Wiig is the director of Arthur
D. Little’s Al program in the U.S.A., which has produced possi
bly the most detailed and authoritative projections of the AI indus
try. This paper summarises them,
Little’s predict that Al applications will come to support every
information worker, via an assumed traditional pattern of market
penetration of 50% in 14 years (the same as automobiles, electricity
and TV), with year nought being 1983. The AI industry itself, in
1984 only 0,1% of the computing industry’s revenues, will rise 50fold by 1990, and in 2000 will comprise 26%—-nearly the entire
industry’s revenues as at 1984. Further analyses break down the
growth in AI trading under many categories and discuss bottlenecks
to growth in the field. A major one is the explosion in demand for
AI workers, from 2,600 now to 100,000 in 1990, many of whom
must be obtained by retraining non-AI personnel. Another is the
unwillingness of managers to invest in the information worker’s
support system (unlike capital investment in support for shop floor
workers); for every knowledge worker will need an AI workstation.
About Japan, Littles predict that they will soon start an AI business
(at present it is virtually nil), penetrating to 50% in 11 years and
thus overtaking the American lead of 20 to 1 at present; with a
total market potential of 50% of the American. No mention of the
European contribution, even at a European Conference!
Wiig is candid that the scenarios may be wrong, because it is
hard to predict the resultants of the current rather strong and tur
bulent set of driving forces and barriers, which he enumerates.
Nevertheless, Little’s prophecy remains authoritative, and as such is
likely to influence the industry in a self-fulfilling direction.

system. There are minor irritations such as a requirement that all
user commands be in lower case.
It is reasonably easy to write applications and have them run. I
had a trivial application, which advised whether or not the Copy
right Act was applicable to books published on certain dates, run
ning within a couple of hours, utilising a reasonable assortment of
MICRO-PS’s facilities.
MICRO-PS is limited so that you can have no more than 20 attri
butes with 15 values (and a total of no more than 50), and 20 rules
with no more than 15 antecedent or consequent conditions, plus
various other limitations. It is clearly only valuable for prototypes
and not for applications of any size. Although the syntax is tricky
for beginners, it is not too frustrating.
The MICRO-PS manual which comprises the second half of the
book comprehensively explains and illustrates the syntax and com
mands. The many useful examples are marred by the occasional
running together of examples of code and user sessions. Although
there are appendices covering reserved words, illegal characters, size
limitations, and even a helpful glossary, there is no summary of
commands and syntax. To use MICRO-PS effectively you need to
construct your own summary, or hunt through over 100 pages of
manual.
A commercial seminar company in Australia is offering a twoday seminar introduction to expert systems for over $400 per head,
at which each attendee will receive this package and be taught to
build applications using it. If you can’t afford the seminar, but
can spare a weekend to teach yourself the basics of expert systems,
this package may suit you.

Tom Richards

University of New South Wales

La

Trobe

Graham Greenleaf

University

NAGY, T., GAULT, D. and NAGY, M. (1985): Building Your
First Expert System, Ashton-Tate, 296pp., $68. 90 (paperback)
plus IBM PC compatible diskette.
This book came with a diskette, but it could have been sold as
software, MICRO-PS, an expert system shell, with a manual that
includes an extensive tutorial. Instead, the emphasis is on the
book, an introduction to rule-based expert systems for absolute
beginners.
The tutorial part of the book explains the rationales for expert
systems, and the components of an expert system (inference engine,
knowledge base etc.). It illustrates how to create an expert system
using MICRO-PS by extensive reference to an application which
advises on problems concerning PC file operations. This applica
tion was no doubt chosen because all users of the package can be
expected to have some knowledge of it—or if they don’t, then they
need the advice! The tutorial leads you through building an appli
cation in three stages of increased user-friendliness and utility.
Along the way, it provides useful suggestions on approaches to
analysis and design.
The tutorial concludes with a discussion of features available in
some large-scale shells, but not in MICRO-PS, such as inexact rea
soning and Bayesian inferences. Much of this discussion is by way
of comparison to KES (Knowledge Engineering System), a shell
which sells for over $US20,000, and from which MICRO-PS is
derived, and is in effect an advertisement for KES. The novice
could easily gain the mistaken impression from parts of this book
that all expert systems are based on production rules.
As a shell which is primarily suitable as a teaching and prototyp
ing tool, which is all the authors claim, MICRO-PS is interesting
and good value. Although it is based on backward-chaining pro
duction rules, it also includes ‘actions’, procedural commands
which give the writer considerable control over the order in which
rules fire and over the user interface. The commands ‘askfor’ and
‘obtain’ allow the writer to specify the order in which values of
attributes will be obtained. Tf-then-endif’ and ‘if-then-else-endif’
structures within actions may be used in much the same way as
rules. User-activated commands allow conclusions to be justified
and rules displayed, giving the necessary transparency of an expert
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JACKSON, M. (1985): Creative Modelling with Lotus 1-2-3, Wiley,
169pp., $41.90 (book & diskette).
The main objective of this book is to meet the requirements of
managers who wish to use Lotus 1-2-3 in their business. To help
the reader to achieve this objective the book includes a diskette for
matted for the IBM PC (and compatibles) which contains all the
main examples used in the book.
There are eleven chapters: Introduction, Simple 1-2-3 worksheets,
Expanding the worksheet, Designing worksheets, Graphs and print
ing worksheets, Database management, Statistical analysis, Survey
data, Analysis of relationships, Sales forecasting and finally, Finan
cial planning models. The content and order of chapters are rea
sonable and the author makes good use of examples and illustra
tions. The progression of material appears thought out and the
table of contents provides the major sub-headings within chapters,
making subject location quick and easy. The index is accurate with
most subjects or items of interest apparently included.
The author introduces the basic command sequence of 1-2-3 in a
reasonable and practical way, using actual examples. However,
more than one third of the book is devoted to 1-2-3 commands and
developing the reader’s skills at the keyboard. Although useful in
itself, these basics occupy a large proportion of pages in this book,
leaving only about 100 pages or so for the “creative” aspects prom
ised by the book’s title.
The author has made assumptions about the type of machine
available to the reader but has failed to present these assumptions.
Typically, the computer should have a graphics card of some type,
otherwise graphics will not be possible and any reference in the
book to graphics must be ignored. However, the author has pro
vided illustrations of typical graphics that can be generated, so the
reader can at least see the type of results to be expected, if graphics
are not available.
Some statistics background is assumed in the latter parts of the
book and in fact one third of the book is devoted to statistical
analysis of the spreadsheet data using typical 1-2-3 commands.
As the audience for the book is assumed to be experienced in
management or Operations Research, the author does not dwell on
the content of each model but rather on the analysis, manipulation
and interpretation of the data. Some models discussed include
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trends in survey data, financial models, budgets and sales forcasting.
Clearly the book is not intended to teach managers all about
Lotus 1-2-3 but to provide basic introduction and overviews of
what can be achieved using spreadsheet software and specifically /2-3.
John Delforno
Morgan Guaranty Australia Limited

D1CKLER, H. (1985): dBASE III Trail Guide, Ashton-Tate,
432pp., $68.90 (paperback, with diskette).
For those without extensive computing experience this book pro
vides a thorough introduction to dBASE III, not only for interac
tive use but also as a basis for writing one’s own programs. It
should be noted that the additional features of dBASE III Plus are
not covered.
It is written in a very readable style using a tutorial approach.
There are many examples of screen layouts and sample dialogues,
including those with error messages. As well as the wealth of
information on how to do things correctly, there are a lot of hints
on avoiding pitfalls—and recovering if a problem is encountered. 1
did however miss having a summary of commands for quick refer
ence.
Following an initial'discussion of how the user can best imple
ment dBASE III on his computer, the book is divided into seven
sections. The first section introduces databases and the second,
using dBASE III interactively, After a brief discussion of database
design in the third section, the fourth section considers ordering of
files and generation of reports and labels. Section 5 deals with
multiple file handling, and formatting screen displays and printed
output. Section 6 introduces programming in dBASE III, including
program design and the use of word processors to edit code. The
final section discusses briefly more advanced programming tech
niques such as parameters and procedures; also tucked away here
are some important comments on the importance of making backup
copies of files and how to set about debugging programs.
The diskette included with the book contains a database manage
ment system for a hypothetical zoo. Two datafiles are used for the
multiple enquiry, report and update programs. The databases and
program files are drawn on extensively to provide examples in the
second half of the book. The software is subject to a personal
licence for the owner’s use only.
At $68.90, this package is not cheap. The book is useful for fre
quent reference initially, and could be a worthwhile investment, but
there are many other books available. I would borrow this one
from the library— even without the diskette, it makes an excellent
introduction to dBASE III.
Jennifer Hawkins
National Circuit, Canberra

TEICHROEW, D., and DAVID, G. (Ed.) (1985): System Descrip
tion Methodologies, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 616pp.,
SUS65.00.
This book is the Proceedings of the Conference on System Descrip
tion Methodologies held at Kecskemet, Hungary in May, 1983.
The conference was sponsored by IFIP Technical Committee TC2.
The 35 papers are divided into sections titled The System Develop
ment Process, System Development Technology, Support Systems,
Specification Systems, Hardware and Software Systems, Conceptual
Models, Maintenance, Work Done and to be Done, and Examples
and Test Studies. I confess to being a little bewildered by some of
the section titles and, after a more detailed reading, could find no
rationale behind the classification of many of the papers.
The majority of the papers are rather disappointing. Irrespective
of their titles and abstracts, they lapse into a description of the
authors’ pet system development tool or process, complete with the
obligatory inane acronym. Their value seems to lie in investigating
the range of applicability of particular methodologies and their
underlying philosophies rather than contributing anything more
fundamental to the topic. Other papers of a more theoretical
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nature are included, based on Petri nets or clausal logic. However,
they are poorly motivated and again the authors seem to be more
interested in basing a particular methodology on theoretical founda
tions rather than addressing the more basic question of the
appropriateness of the theory.
The papers by Lehmann and Mason are among the few that seem
to maintain any real sense of perspective of the system development
process. Lehmann’s detailed survey identifies the concept of pro
gram evolution and argues that it is intrinsic to the nature of com
puter usage and not due to shortcomings in current programming
practice. ' Given that premise, he contends that program develop
ment tools should be integrated in such a way that they reflect the
evolutionary nature of the process that they support. Mason
attempts to develop a taxonomy of programming as an aid to com
munication between those interested in software system develop
ment by providing a standard framework for investigating and com
paring various methodologies. On a more detailed note, readers
interested in PSL/PSA will find a number of relevant contribu
tions, including papers dealing with test cases, modifications for
particular applications and the use of the tool in teaching software
engineering.
An unusual inclusion in the proceedings is the reports of three
working group sessions held during the conference, the discussion
topics being Toward a Conceptual Framework for System Metho
dologies, Specifications to Code Mapping and Systems Education.
While these reports are rather short, they do offer some insight into
the current state of development in those areas and are written in a
clear and direct style.
In his Turing Award Lecture in 1972, E. W. Dijkstra predicted:

well before the seventies have run to completion, wc shall be able to
design and implement the kind of systems that are now straining pro
gramming ability, at the expense of only a few-' percent in man-years of
what they cost us now, and that besides, the systems will be virtually
free of bugs.
In comparison, one of the contributors to this volume identifies a
serious problem in software engineering: the difficulty of under
standing whether progress is actually being made in this field!
Perhaps the lack of any fundamental coherence among the papers
from this proceedings can provide some hint as to why Dijkstra’s
vision of the future has not come to pass.
Clem Baker-Finch
University of Tasmania

WOOD-HARPER, A.T., ANTILL, L., and AVISON, D.E.
(1985): Information Systems Definition:
The Multiview
Approach, Blackwell Scientific Publications, Computer Science
Texts, Oxford, 167pp., $29.95.
In the Australian context this is a text-book designed for the use of
students in universities and colleges of advanced education. It aims
to provide a methodology which enables the definition of an infor
mation system to be achieved with proper weight being given to the
environment in which it exists.
The exposition of a non-mathematieal account of systems ana
lyses and design working from the probabilistic world of the organi
sation through to the technical design. The so-called Multiview
Methodology propounded thus provides a guide through the
analysis of human activity sytems, the analysts of entities and func
tions, i. e. information modelling, analysis and design of the sociotechnical system, design of the human user-computer interface and
finally technical design.
In a book of about 160 pages, the treatment is both elementary
and condensed. However, the authors have abstracted a surprising
amount of material on sound methods and procedures and
presented it in a coherent and readable text. The exposition
develops from a useful working definition of a system and the ques
tion of drawing the boundaries to systems and sub-systems. The
indispensable idea of identifying their structure is stressed and the
concept of root definitions to aid in this is explained and illus
trated. Throughout the main text the authors make use of a case
study which, for ease of identification, is printed in italics. This
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enables the techniques used in the stages of multiview approach to
be demonstrated effectively. Combined with the good references to
current bibliography the reader can gain an understanding of the
subject.
A very real advantage of the approach is that it relates analysis
and design to the ‘real-world’ and is not just another exposition of
the abstract techniques to be used. Students who have studied the
book should find the systems they must deal with when they enter
the workforce much less confusing.
Perhaps the major weakness of the book is that, while user
oriented, the methods to be used for improving flexibility in design
are not sufficiently stressed. Indeed, the sections on strategies for
design, design of the technical sub-system and acceptance, mainte
nance and development of the computerised information system
comprise only about 40 pages. Collateral reading of the references
to prototyping, analysis and design techniques and systems specifi
cation will be needed to supplement the text.
By concentrating on the analysis of the system in relation to its
environment at an introductory level the authors have provided a
very useful text and one which should prove of value to students,
teachers and practising analysts alike, although the price is some
what expensive at $29.95.
II, D. Pridmore
Computer Sciences of Austraia

AVISON, D. E. (1985): Information Systems Development: A
Data Base Approach, Blackwell Scientific Publications,
Oxford, 230pp., $35. 95 (paperback).
This book outlines an approach (methodology) for the development
of information systems which concentrates on data analysis (model
ling) and data base design. This is in contrast to the more conven
tional approaches to systems analysis which concentrate on
processes and outputs. Given the large scope of the book and its
relatively short length the treatment of individual topics is fairly
brief. Fortunately the author has a succinct style and also makes
good use of diagrams in his exposition so clarity does not suffer.
He also assumes some knowledge of the business/organizational
environment in which information systems are typically located.
Nevertheless this is not a reference manual, it is an introduction to
this subject. Selected, up-to-date, references are provided for
readers wishing to pursue individual topics in greater depth.
The book was primarily written for computer studies and business
studies students who have already completed at least one course in
data processing. It should also be of use to data processing profes
sionals looking for a succint treatment of a data base oriented
approach to information systems development. Managers in other
functional areas such as finance, production and marketing who are
considering the use of data base systems would also benefit from
reading this book.
The book contains ten chapters, a 15 page appendix describing a
practical application of the methodology, a bibliography and an
index. In summary, these contain:
1. A critique of conventional systems analysis and an introduction
of the ideas, tools and techniques of the methodology.
2. Business analysis of the organization’s goals, structure and
information requirements.
3. Data analysts including the entity-relationship approach, rela
tional modelling and normalisation.
4. The Logical Schema including the relational, hierarchical and
network approaches.
5. The Physical Schema including lists and inverted files.
6. An overview of the structured systems analysis and design, par
ticipation and phototyping approaches.
7. An introduction to DBMSs including an overview of IMS,
DB2, IDMS, ADABAS and INGRES.
8. An overview of microcomputer DBMSs and of distributed data
bases.
9. An introduction to data dictionary systems including an over
view of MSP DATAMANAGER and the ICL DDS.
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10. A discussion of the role of, benefits of, and position of the
Data Base Administrator in the organization.
This book provides a very readable introduction to a representa
tive data base oriented approach to information systems develop
ment. Given its objectives the only criticisms I have are the
existence of a fair number of typographical errors and the use of
paper that on occasions was not sufficiently opaque to prevent print
from the other side of the page showing through. Nevertheless 1
intend to adopt this text for our Systems Analysis course next year.
R.C. Reeve
University of New England

MUMFORD, E., HIRSCHHEIM, R. FITZGERALD, G. and
WOOD-HARPER, T. (ed.) (1985): Research Methods in
Information Systems, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 320pp.,
$9.95 (paperback).
This is a collection of papers presented at a IF1P Working Group
colloquium titled, ‘Information Systems Research - a doubtful Sci
ence?’, held in the Manchester Business School during September
1984.
The conference aim as stated in the opening paper by Fitzgerald
was ‘to enable a concern about research methods in information
systems to be aired’. It is fair to say that the conference achieved
its aim of encouraging concern to be aired. Information systems,
being the wide field that it is, does attract a wide range of topics
and opinion. This conference was certainly no exception. In line
with the conference aim, the majority of papers deal with the more
abstract and fundamental issues of information systems research or
research in general. As an example, two papers one by H. E.
Nissen and another by A. M. Pettigrew cover the inherent problems
of acquiring knowledge.
An important question raised by the conference was whether the
scientific approach to research is appropriate for information sys
tems research or whether alternative approaches are needed. Two
papers, one by H.K. Klein and K. Lyytinen and the other by
R.D. Galliers specifically address this issue. However, it is also
raised in a number of other papers.
A number of papers propose research methods appropriate to
information systems research. These include action research,
specifically described by T. Wood-Harper but also raised by other
authors. Other research methods discussed are phenomoiogy by
R.J. Boland and a method called STROBE, which is described by
K, Kendall and J. Kendall.
In another paper, K. J. Lyytinen and H.K. Klein propose a new
theory for information systems. Of the papers, only that by A.
Milton Jenkins defines specific topics for research, these being user
interface design, prototyping, 4GL operational efficiencies and criti
cal success factors for information systems projects. This paper
also defines the research process in terms of a set of steps, which
some people may find attractive. There are also papers concerned
with socio-technical design.
This series of papers cannot be viewed as easy reading. It is not
intended for practitioners nor for those who are looking for specific
research topics, but more for those who are questioning the nature
of information systems research in general.
I. T. Hawryszkiewyez
Canberra C: A, E.

STOCKER, P. M,, GRAY, P. M. D. and ATKINSON, M. P. (ed.)
(1984): Databases—Role and Structure, Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge, 400pp., A$66.50.
This book contains a collection of seventeen papers with an accom
panying introduction. The papers were presented at a formal
course conducted at the University of East Anglia in September
1982 but have been ‘extensively revised and supplemented since the
course’. The references in the papers give some clue as to the era
of thinking represented therein: most works referenced have publi
cation dates in the late ’70’s, with the latest citation being of a 1983
(unpublished) paper.
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1 don’t have space to list the names of all the papers and their
authors and to outline and comment upon the relevance of the
issues raised in the papers to today’s situation, so I’ll concentrate
on the last matter only.
Put simply, the papers are mostly about the deficiencies of exist
ing Data Base Management systems. These inadequacies are (para
phrasing and generalising considerably):
1. There is still no universally agreed and user-convenient abstract
model which can be used to represent a slice of reality and
which maps into a simple physical structure which can support
efficient, recoverable, inter-connectable, semantically valid data
base operations. The book describes two of the most recent
contenders for the ideal data model, the functional model and
a ‘semantic model’.
2. Existing database languages do not fit as natural extensions to
extant programming languages. There is discussion of prob
lems with the current situation and solutions to some of those
problems.
3. There is a real need for a database system that allows inter
action of users located at many different sites, each site having
its own preferred DBMS; such a goal could be achieved if there
were some common method of specifying views of the local
data which views may be seen and manipulated by remote
users.
4. The issues of using a CODASYL DBMS as the physical basis
of implementation of a data base which shows a relational
interface to its users, and still not fully worked out.
5. Many of the objectives originally sought to be addressed with
the creation of centralised DBMS have not been achieved, but
then, many sub-objectives have been achieved, and such
achievement may well be more important than the original
goals.
So this is a reference book for the advanced DB applications
practitioner and for those currently involved in building database
software and who wish to overcome some of the deficiencies of
products already on the market. For this group, it offers a
snapshot of the developing world of database management not
documented elsewhere. In addition very committed and wealthy
post-graduate students and academic staff (are there any?) will wish
to purchase this book because it suggests a wealth of research pro
jects and directions.
.4. Y. Montgomery
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology

COOPERS & LYBRAND (1985): 1. B, M. System/38: An Auditors
Guide, D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht, Holland,
24pp., SUS24,00.
This reference guide is produced by the European offices of the
international accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand. They, and
other large accounting firms, generate extensive documentation on
the audit-relevant characteristics of different business computing
systems for in-house use and this is the first (as far as 1 know) such
work that has been publicly released. I understand that similar
guides to other systems may be published in the future.
The guide has six brief sections: an introduction, descriptions of
and commentaries on hardware characteristics, software characteris
tics, audit aspects, a short bibliography (mainly to IBM documenta
tion) and an Appendix of Control Program Facility (CPF) object
types.
The objective of the guide is to apprise auditors of the unique
features of the System/38 so that they will not overlook any of the
security features of the system and also so that they will be alert to
those areas where extra caution and security may be needed.
My guess is that there are around 300 System/38’s in Australia.
This guide should be a required reference to the auditors (external
and internal) who work with them, and to D.P. managers seeking
to gain some leverage on the growing problem of security. The
book would also be useful to those seeking a succinct summary of
the System/38 (e. g. potential purchasers, system analysts) as the
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guide’s first three sections provide a good, technical overview of the
system which might not be obtained so readily or clearly from an
examination of more comprehensive systems manuals.
Peter O 'Sullivan
Kuring-gai College of Advanced Education

CONTE, G. and del CORSO, D. (ed.) (1985): Multimicroprocessor Systems for Real-Time Application, D. Reidel
Publishing Co., 299pp., SUS44.00.
The words of its preface best describe this book:

This book is one of the results of a 5-year research effort on multipro
cessor architectures carried on by the authors in the frame of the
MUMICRO project of the Italian National Research Council
(C. N. R.) Computer Science Program.
Bearing this in mind and the fact that the book is printed directly
from the apparent output of a standard personal computer word
processing program using a normal daisy-wheel printer, I am afraid
that the whole book could only be described as introductory in
nature. This is far from what should be expected from a five year
research program.
Another problem with the book is the lack of full reference cita
tions. For example, chapter 4 on the ‘Design of Multiprocessor
Buses’, a vital if not overwhelmingly important topic in this area,
warrants only 29 references (and these include such titles as Intel’s
1979 Multibus-1 specification and the 1978 Fairchild TTL data
book).
In construction the book consists of seven chapters by ten authors
as follows:
1. Multiprocessor System Architecture
2. Performance Analysis of Multiprocessor Systems
3. TOMP Software
4. Design of Multiprocessor Buses
5. Some Examples of Multiprocessor Buses
6. Hardware Modules for Multiprocessor Systems
7. Multiprocessor Benchmarks
Since the book is a collection of edited chapters by different
authors, you naturally expect some parts to repeat or to be indepen
dent of the other parts. While all the above topics may be familiar
it may be worthwhile to explain what the ‘TOMP Software’ chapter
is about. Essentially it describes ‘TOS, the Operating System of
the TOMP prototype’. The ‘TOMP’ machine is elsewhere called
the ‘TOMP-80’ and is described as a system of modules (boards)
and bus structures. There are two basic boards, a processor board
(Zilog Z8001 based) and a dual-port memory and local-to-global
bus interface board. Against this background the software
development (normally a crucial part of the whole computer
engineering project) has been relegated largely to the background
with the following summary from chapter 3, viz.
In summary, the software project for the TOMP-80 has been more

conceived as a tool for the design and refinement of the architecture
and as a research workbench than as a complete and engineered mul
tiprocessor operating system for application development. This has
been due to two severe constraints for the project. First the imple
mentation had to follow and partly support the hardware
development; the resources devoted to this task were about one person
at full time. Secondly, only limited software development tools were
available. In fact the first version of the software was developed
using cross-development packages running on a 8-bit microcomputer
system (MCZ 1/20) where assembly language only was available . . .
prototype development deadline (9 months) . . .

Now, who in Australia can complain after that? But
tunately that is the tone of the book and the project. Even
fated Intel iAPX-432 processor gets a mention in chapter 1.
the whole project is best described by the authors of chapter
the Politecnico di Torino in Italy when they state,

unfor
the illReally
1 from

The system had to be defined and designed in such a way to allow the
use of the available 16-bit processors, . . .
The reader may be forgiven for feeling that the authors regret this
throughout the book!
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On the whole, various sections are useful summaries (e. g. chapter
2 on Performance Analysis) but unfortunately this does not warrant
its purchase for the professional library. This can be clearly seen
by the unfortunately dated statements given in the section of chapter
5 dedicated to the vital bus architecture for the computer (the socalled M3BUS). The authors put it this way:
Owing to cooperation with P896, some ideas are shared by the two

designs; in particular M3BUS has many common features with P896
specification D4.1, developed in 1980/81. Since then, P896 has
evolved into a 32-bit bus, while M3 stayed with 16-bit machines. M3
is now used in Italy by companies which develop systems for industrial
automation and control ... a 32-bit version is being defined . . .
and is not described here.

Well now 1 know where the ‘real-time’ in the title came from!
William J. Caelli
ERA COM Ply. Ltd.

DALLAS, l.N. and SPRATT, E. B. (ed.) (1984); Ring Technology
Local Area Networks, North Holland, Amsterdam, 269pp.,
$US 36.50.
This is the report from an IFIP workshop held at the University of
Kent, Canterbury, UK, in September, 1983. Ring technology is
obviously here to stay, and this is an excellent reference for those
wishing to understand it well. It contains a wealth of useful inside
information on ring networks, especially the Cambridge, slotted ring
style, which is installed at the host site.
In the Cambridge ring, a number of small, fixed-size ‘carriers’ cir
culate constantly, and may be used to transfer data between pairs of
stations in one or two byte chunks at a time. While perhaps not as
efficient overall as the token ring designs favoured by IBM, the
Cambridge ring is well-suited to a community of highly-interactive
computer users.
J. Lions
University of New South Wales

NEWTON, P. W. and TAYLOR, M. (ed.) (1986): Microcomputers
for Local Government Planning and Management, Hargreen
Publishing Company, 272pp., $39.95.
This book, which is published in Australia, contains a collection of
twenty seven articles dealing with the application of microcomputers
to local government planning and management. The book aims to
give the technical professional concerned with contemporary
research problems in local government planning an overview of
recent developments in micro computer software solutions in these
fields.
These problem areas are organised under seven headings:
1. Microcomputers in local government,
2. Data management and display,
3. Strategic planning,
4. Human factors in planning,
5. Infrastructure planning,
6. Planning and management for building,
7. Future directions.
The problems addressed under each heading are wide ranging and
cover areas as diffuse as strategic land use planning, population
forecasting, local area traffic management, waste collection and
estimating resource requirements for land subdivision and house
construction.
The articles vary in quality. Some attempt to present a ‘primer’
on the problems typically analysed under a general area such as
local area traffic management, or financial planning and strategic
analysis, and then add, almost as an afterthought, the microcom
puter applications. Others give a more balanced discussion of the
nature, implementation and advantages of particular microcom
puter applications together with an explanation of their implemen
tation and function. A few of the articles try to be more general
and discuss wider issues of microcomputer use in particular techni
cal area. Unfortunately, in this type of discussion most articles are
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too short to permit other than rather vague generalisations about
microcomputer impact and advantages, that has little solid informa
tion to offer the intending practitioner.
The book is not really addressed to the local government
administrator or council person interested in the introduction of
microcomputers for local government financial or administrative
tasks; or anxious to find out the pitfalls and problems of micro
computer introduction into local government offices. It addresses
particular technical areas of local government planning and
management which are more likely to be addressed by research and
public sector bodies at the State or Commonwealth level of govern
ment. But then, as the authors say, the book is directed towards
the professional who works in these areas, at whatever level of
research or government.
The book will have a fairly select audience among those profes
sionally interested in the areas of research covered by the articles.
But for that audience it can provide a concise introduction to recent
microcomputer solutions. The commendably complete referencing
at the end of most articles also provides a good guide to further
reading on each microcomputer application.
Michael MeCrae
Australian National University

WALSH, M.W.
(1985):
Understanding Computers—What
managers and users need to know, John Wiley, New York,
434pp., $65.55.
This introductory book contains three parts: part one covers the
computer system and programming; part two is concerned with sys
tems software, and part three looks at commercial data processing.
Unlike many other introductory books pitched at the novice, this
book fails to catch the reader’s attention due to lack of ‘while
space’, no highlighting of keywords, lack of figures and tables, and
a large dose of verbosity. Several figures and sample programs in
BASIC had to be reduced to fit into the space provided with the
result that the annotations and programs became illegible. The
sample programs are written in an unstructured Dartmouth BASIC
and contain few, if any, comments and are not preceded by a
design. The term documentation appears only in the glossary
which means it is not pointed out to managers or users to insist on
adequate internal and external documentation in the form of user’s
guides/programmer’s reference manuals for either ‘canned’ or inhouse produced software.
The author gives away his long association with the DP industry
by extolling the virtues of core dumps on p. 77 in the five-page sec
tion on interactive programming (which is unbroken by any fig
ures!). It is doubtful if a user or manager these days needs to
know anything about core dumps. Users and managers would have
benefited from an explicit classification of utilities into data set util
ities, etc., instead they are treated to a list of IBM utilities, such as
IEBCOMPR, IEBCOPY, etc., and their functions. This IBM bias
is very evident in the book and extends to detailed explanations of
IBM access methods from BSAM to VTAM in the main part of the
book and in Appendix A.
Several computing terms are incorrectly described, e. g., on
p. 150, even parity is explained as ‘requiring each character to have
an even number of bits’. Multitasking and multiprogramming are
used interchangeably on p.4, which is incorrect. COBOL is classed
as a problem-oriented language instead of a procedure-oriented
language. BASIC is considered to be a commercially-oriented
language rather than a general-purpose language and the term
BASIC compiler is used rather than the more common BASIC
translator.
As little effort is made to quantify the attributes of parts of the
computer system, the reader will be left in the dark as far as typical
disk capacities and access times, print speeds and printer types,
memory capacities and memory speeds are concerned. There is no
section on systems development which must be a serious omission
as managers communicate with system analysts and would therefore
benefit from an exposure to the topic.
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This book performs badly in comparison with four other recent
introductory texts (at half the price) on the use of computer in busi
ness data processing by authors such as L, Long, S.L. Mandell,
R. M. Stair or J, A. O’Brian. Because of its exorbitant price, the
bias towards large-scale IBM installations and the lack of structure
in the text and page layout, it is not recommended.
Dominic Wild
Perth Technical College

TEJA, E. R. (1985): The Designer’s Guide to Disk Drives, Reston
Publishing Company, Reston, Virginia, 127pp., $35.95 (paper
back).
1 opened this book with anticipation: many fascinating aspects of
modern computing technology depend on magnetic surface
recording—the only digital storage technology that predates the era
of modern computing and that is still going strong. Just how
much longer this technology may last is an open question—it is cer
tainly not yet finished: there are still new techniques such as vertical
recording that have hardly been exploited, and of course the ulti
mate possibilities for laser disks can only be guessed at today. I
am hoping to find a book which portrays the principles, the history
and the future prognosis of disk storage technology, in an unemo
tional way suitable for Jhe intelligent, scientifically-trained layman.
Well, unless you prefer thumbnail sketches, this is definitely not
it. After an hour, I put the book aside with a strong sense of
frustration—there is some useful information here, but not much.
It is poorly-organised, poorly-researched, superficial and repetitive,
and obviously put together by a journalist in a hurry to get on with
his next assignment. It is worth browsing if you come across a
copy, but it is not worth paying even a small fraction of the
publisher’s price.
J. Lions
University of New South Wales

human, etc. Also, these sounds can potentially be controlled by
performers in any desirable way. Musicians are not limited to pre
vious playing actions (e. g. using fingers on keyboards)—any
human action could control any aspect of the sound. Also, players
can interact in ways never before imaginable. It is possible to
design an infinite array of new instruments. Musicians, in particu
lar, will need to stop viewing given instruments as immutable, and
start asking for something more or different.
But electronics can offer even more than new sounds and instru
ments. It can give musical patterns which would be unplayable by
any group of humans on any imaginable instruments—but humans
can still influence the performance in real time in any desired way.
It can also eliminate, or at least shift, the boundary between com
position and performance, since the composition can be at least
partly a program for an electronic instrument. In addition, com
puter aids such as automatic transcription, musical and timbral
analysis, cheap music publishing, etc. become possible.
Unfortunately, this book does not greatly help in spreading the
true gospel on electronic music, although it clearly tries to. It has
strengths, but they are buried. For those who can follow it, it does
present a balanced overview of recent developments in the perfor
mance area, and it makes interesting and intelligent predictions for
future movements. It is especially good on the way pop musicians
view these developments, and their attitudes to them—this should
be useful feedback to synthesiser designers, or others interested in
modern music.
For readers of this journal who would like a more technical
introduction to the area, the best place to start is still Chamberlin
(1980).
References
CHAMBERLIN,
H.
(1980):
Musical Applications
Microprocessors, Hayden, Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey.

of

W.H. Holmes
University of New South Wales

NORMAN, M., and DICKEY, B. (1984): The Complete Syn
thesiser Handbook, Zomba Books, London, 140pp., $11.95
(paperback).

ANDERSON, T. (ed.) (1985): Resilient Computing Systems, Col
lins, London, 250pp., $62. 50 (hardback).

What is there about a book on aspects of electronic music which
makes it of potential interest to readers of this Journal? The
answer, of course, is that this area offers great scope for applica
tions of computers, and is still in its infancy. Much remains to be
done in such areas as instrument design, human interfacing, input
languages and notation, graphic and other aids, music composition,
networking, etc.
One of the biggest obstacles to progress is the widespread lack of
understanding of the true nature of electronic music. This lack is
on all sides. Classical musicians mostly view electronics as no more
than a new orchestration possibility, and think it intrinsically lacks
‘human’ attributes (I pass over their probably justified fears that it
will displace musicians from jobs). For example, a recent extensive
and otherwise interesting ABC radio series on new American music
managed to almost ignore electronic music, although it is not unk
nown in the USA, and referred to its practitioners as ‘technicians’,
a pejorative term in musical circles. Pop and rock musicians cer
tainly understand electronics better than most groups, but view it
mainly as a source of novel sounds. They also appreciate the
amplification possibilities it offers, and are starting to use it to dis
place manpower (1 have seen some impressive demonstrations of
real one-man bands). Needless to say, the general public concep
tion of electronic music is at an even lower level (weird sounds),
and most scientists and engineers see it the same way. All this is
not helped by a mindless media coverage, with typical electronic
music concert reviews at about the intellectual level of a review by a
theatre critic of a new play in a foreign language and an unfamiliar
style and tradition.
For progress to be made, more people, especially musicians and
scientists or engineers, need to appreciate the true nature and possi
bilities of electronic music. For example, any conceivable novel or
natural sound can be produced, including sounds which are warm,

‘Resilient’ is used as a synonym for ‘fault tolerant’. The book is
described in the flyleaf as a ‘practical text’ on the topic, and indeed
would serve as an introduction to the state of the art in the early
80’s. It comprises an introductory chapter, chapters surveying
fault-handling techniques in hardware, system design (mostly
software), communications, real-time systems and distributed sys
tems. The hardware chapter, by W.C. Carter, is particularly
comprehensive in its coverage of the literature on fault detection,
testing and diagnosis, but rather light on the coverage of error
correction techniques such as majority voting by redundant modules
and error correcting codes. B. Littlewood contributes a useful
chapter on the modelling and prediction of software failures.
Unfortunately but predicably, the above chapters would assist the
would-be designer of a fault-tolerant system only to the extent of
defining some concepts, introducing a few basic techniques, and
providing a list of references. Even the definitions, which occupy a
fair fraction of several chapters, must be used with caution, since
the different authors of the various cahpters do not always agree in
their language. None of the chapters present much quantitative or
critical analysis of the techniques described, and none actually con
tain the detailed information a designer would need to assess the
probable success of the techniques. The book falls sadly short of
being a practical text on fault-tolerant design, let alone a handbook
for the designer. One’s impression after reading these chapters is
that there is still no sound body of proven theory relevant to faulttolerant design outside the design of error detecting and correcting
codes.
The remaining chapters of the book introduce and describe four
commercially available fault-tolerant computers:
Tandem,
MOMENTUM, STRATUS and the industrial control computers of
August Systems. These probably are more useful to a designer
than the earlier chapters in that they address real system designs
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offering proven, if limited, solutions to real world failures. It is
interesting that all rely on the replication of modules for larger than
the optimum scale suggested by the elementory theory of reliability,
and none seems to make much use of such theory as is covered in
the survey chapters. Perhaps this reflects the sensible desire of
designers to use standard components whose functional specifica
tion is not itself dependent on a particular fault model. Thus we
see replication of entire CPU’s, each of conventional design, being
preferred to the design of a CPU from replicated modules of
smaller size. Another factor for this preference may be a healthy
scepticism about theories which assume that individual failures will
affect single signals, whereas the nol uncommon accident of a short
between logically unrelated signals on a printed circuit can mimic
the simultaneous failure of dozens of gates.
At well over $50, the book cannot be recommended for personal
purchase, It is a useful source of references to hold in a library,
but in five or six years will probably be obsolete in that role.
C. S, Wallace
Monash University

VANDONI, C.E. (eel.) (1985): Eurographics ‘85, North-Hoiland
Publishing Co,, Amsterdam, 456pp. , SUS64. 75.
Eurographics ’85 contains the 39 papers, by authors from 17 coun
tries, presented at the Sixth European Graphics Conference and
Exhibition held at Nice, France, September 1985. As with earlier
such proceedings, it is published in book form, this time with 16
colour pages. Although publication was very prompt after the
Conference, the number of typographical errors appears to have
inereased in this issue.
The main disappointment with the book is again the the absence
of extended papers from the invited speakers—only 1-2 page
abstracts are included from Allain (Thompson-CSF), Fuchs
(University of North Carolina),
Encarnacao (Technische
Hochschule Darmstadt) and Braid (Shape Data Ltd). This omis
sion severely diminishes its usefulness.
There is an increase in the number of sessions on scene simula
tion techniques—a total of 9 papers. Given the marginal contribu
tions to the state of the art made by these papers, il is hoped that
an imbalance towards such papers does not arise in future Confer
ences (as has occurred at ACM SIGGRAPH Conferences). Scene
simulation techniques are very important but there is a clanger that
Conferences might promote the area because of its pictorial impact.
The other main topic concerned graphics standards. Six papers
covered issues such as language bindings for graphics standards,
GKS within a distributed computing environment, certification of
GKS and the design of object-oriented languages on top of graphics
standards. The papers give an insight to the wide scope of the
standardisation efforts.
The other papers cover a wide range of topics—man-machine
interface, algorithms, computational geometry, hardware, modelling
and graphics applications. Readers are likely to find several papers
of interest here, but probably insufficient to justify the book’s pur
chase for private reference. Like earlier proceedings, the book is a
worthwhile collection of papers on graphics and is therefore most
suited to the libraries of research organizations.
John / O 'Callaghan
CSIRO Division of Information Technology

JAVOR, A. (ed.) (1985): Simulation in Research and Develop
ment, Norih-Holland, Amsterdam, 266pp., SUS37.00.
This book contains a selection of extended versions of papers
presented at the IMACS European Simulation Meeting held in Eger
(Hungary) during 27-30 August 1984. In all 32 papers are
presented, apparently produced from camera-ready copy supplied
by the authors judging from the typestyles.
Simulation may appear to be a very specialised field to some
readers, but it is worth pointing out that applications for simulation
are growing rapidly, not least in the schools where the simulation of
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dangerous, awkward or expensive situations can be usefully
modelled in the class-room. This book, however, deals with simu
lation in R&D roles. One of the most rapidly growing uses of
simulation in this field is the simulation of electronic circuits as
used in integrated circuit designs. Vast numbers of software and
hardware engineers are now exercising both logic and analogue cir
cuit simulators to attempt to verify that a design is correct before it
is committed to fabrication. This topic crops up in several papers,
and Chapter IV is devoted to it. Relevant papers are entitled Mul
timode Simulation Concepts, Switch Level Extension of a Logic
Simulator, A Theory and Algorithmic Frame for Switch Level
Simulation, Modelling of Semiconductor Structures, TwoDimensional Simulation of Semiconductor Technology and Devices,
and Hardware Description Language for Design of Digital Equip
ment.
Another important area covered by the conference is the use of
highly parallel systems to carry out simulation computations. The
match between the problem, itself highly concurrent, and the com
putation mechanism is thereby much improved. The papers, how
ever, do no more than sketch out research work in progress, and
hint at applications for the future.
Two chapters are devoted to questions of general simulation
interest: mathematical models, formalization, numerical methods,
and languages and tools. Readers interested in languages may be
interested in papers dealing with GPSS-FORTRAN Version-3, and
with standardization and development of the SIMULA language.
Standards for this latter language are, interestingly, in the hands of
the implementors (one implementation—one vote) which is claimed
to lead to implementability and commonality.
The remaining papers cover a wide range of applications, ranging
from simulations of blood pressure through economy models to
port traffic in Dover, England. The book should be of interest to
technical and university libraries for its conference coverage and to
persons actively engaged in work in simulation.
Arthur Safe
University of Tasmania

CLARK, R.G. (1985): Programming in Ada—a first course, Cam
bridge University Press, 217pp., $26.50 (paperback), $66.50
(hardcover).
For some time the programming language Pascal has been the prin
cipal algorithmic language taught for programming education in
Computer Science courses. While there are many reasons for this
(all outside the scope of this brief article), in the modern day con
text there are also many reasons why Pascal should now be con
sidered outmoded.
One of the principal failures of Pascal is any sincere attempt to
address the modularity issue. All Pascal’s module facilities (essen
tially the procedure) are directed towards run-time structures, there
being no facility specifically for information hiding. Pascal has
several other shortcomings, again outside the present scope.
Many computer science educators (including this writer) would
wish to change this and move to a more modern language with the
abstraction power of Pascal, but incorporating the additional
lessons learned over the last fifteen years. There are few general
candidates here—C is ruled out because of its abysmal abstraction
facilities (though it does not claim to be that sort of language any
way).
The two serious contenders are Modula-2 and Ada. The CSIRO
and the University of Queensland are currently reviewing the posi
tion of Modula-2 as an educational language (Modula-2 is surely
the computing David to the Goliath of Ada.)
Most Ada books thus far printed (and there are now many) have
approached Ada as a second—or later—language. A book which
takes an alternative view and suggests Ada as an introductory
language is a welcome break in this tradition, and needs be taken
seriously by Computer Science educators. ‘Programming in Ada: a
first course’ is a well presented beginning programming text, cover
ing all the facilities one would either like to use in a first program
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ming course as part of the discipline of programming, or to present
as part of the programming landscape; exposure without undue
encouragement.
The book does it all well. Judging by the sequence of presenta
tion, Ada can be used as a teaching language even with students to
whom variables are a foreign concept. The pace is slow at first,
but quickens at probably the right point—when the average student
should be gaining confidence.
1 can thoroughly recommend the book to those who would like
to investigate Ada as an introductory teaching language. The style
is clear and crisp; few Ada features are omitted (representation
clauses are one, but these are systems programming aspects). The
treatment of packages is good, leading into the programmer’s view
of abstract data types; a worthy topic in itself.
Consideration of the visibility and existence of objects is given its
own (albeit short) chapter—a valuable inclusion. Separate compila
tion, exceptions and unconstrained arrays are also given good cov
erage. Integrated throughout these topics is an emphasis on good
program design, A consistent though unobtrusive treatment of this
issue is the hallmark of many a good programming text.
One omission which I felt should be included is the consideration
of generic forms. This is usually considered an advanced topic,
though it leads on naturally from the topic of packages.
All in all a good book, novel for its approach to Ada as a poten
tial first language, and—if you are one of the many armchair Ada
critics—a useful conversation piece for your coffee table!
R. S. V. Pascoe
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology

BORMAN, L., and CURTIS, B. (ed.) (1985); Human Factors in
Computing Systems - II, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 231pp.,
Dfi 125.00.
Good human factors can ensure the success of systems and
software, and a bad interface is inefficient and frustrating. Yet
despite the ease with which we may distinguish between the good
and the bad by direct experience, the principles of good human fac
tors design are not obvious. Elucidating these principles is a mul
tidisciplinary activity involving the collaborative efforts of psychol
ogists, ergonomists, computer scientists and engineers. The mul
tidisciplinary and youthful nature of the activity has resulted in a
scattered literature and, to date, relatively few text books and
monographs have been published. Conference publications, there
fore, have the potential of consolidating the literature with contem
porary studies.
This book is the published proceedings of the April 1985 Com
puter and Human Interaction Conference (CHI ’85) held in San
Fran,sisco. The 30 papers are grouped into 10 sections and inter
spersed with introductions to 7 panel sessions. The material all has
the form of conference pre-prints and there are no keynote papers,
nor editorial introductions to its sections. The contributors are
from the major industrial and university human factors laboratories
in USA and Canada, together with a very small (but significant)
European contingent.
The main value of this book is to be found in the papers. A
wide range of human factors areas are covered, including novel
hardware, interface design and evaluation, programming psychol
ogy, and cognitive issues. Most of the papers are well documented
accounts of experimental investigations of fundamental interest.
Unlike many conference pre-prints and proceedings, the papers are
of sufficient length (about 5000 words) to allow their authors to
discuss hypotheses, present details of their experimental method and
results, and discuss their findings in some depth.
There is something here for anyone interested in the humancomputer interface. There are quantitative analyses of VDU text
presentation rates on reading comprehension and reading speed
(Tombaugh, Arkin and Dillon); depth vs. breadth in menu design
(Tullis); and the reasons why synthetic speech is harder to
remember than natural speech (Waterworth and Thomas). These
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and other authors discuss their experimental methods with candour,
and thus give valuable insight into the hazards of conducting exper
imental human factors work. Papers such as ‘ADM- A Dialog
Manager’ (Schulert, Rogers and Hamilton) provide a useful tutorial
approach to user interface manager systems. Several authors dis
cuss knowledge-based user assistance techniques. Almost all papers
provide a full bibliography.
Interesting though the panel sessions at the conference must have
been, their inclusion as pre-print introductions is largely unsuccess
ful, except as a record of a topic included. However, two sessions
are worthy of note and make interesting reading. Firstly, the panel
on ‘Psychological Research Methods in the Use of Computers’
prompted three prominent practitioners (Gould, Barnard and Landauer) to reflect on their approaches to human-factors work in a
way which is unusual in the scientific literature. Secondly, the
inclusion of the panel on ‘Interfaces in Organisations’ indicates that
the human factors discipline is starting to look beyond its tradi
tional individual-human individual-computer boundary.
This book is a useful collection of papers with value for academ
ics, researchers and students interested in human factors research.
Academics and industrial workers wishing to gain a speedy insight
into a wide range of current human-factors activity would find
value in many of the papers and their bibliography. A number of
the papers could form the basis of case-study material for courses
in human factors.
Robin W. King
University of New South Wales

SMITH, H.T. (ed.) (1984); Computer-Based Message Services,
North-Holland, Amsterdam, 340pp., $US 40. 50.
This is the proceedings of an IFIP WG 6.5 conference held in Not
tingham, England, in May, 1984. It deals with technical and user
aspects of electronic mail and related communication services. This
is a fast-moving, rapidly maturing area of computing technology,
which will potentially connect all the computer users in the world,
and their friends into one vast network, with an immediacy never
achieved by the telephone network or the traditional postal system.
In this new world, finding the correct address for your intended
recipient may take longer than delivering the message incorrectly to
a dozen wrong ones. The problems with electronic junk mail
already exist; the problems with what to do about wrongly
addressed mail that you have just received are only just starting.
Appropriately, the first part of this volume is given over to ‘Nam
ing, Addressing and Directory Services’. The most interesting of
the four papers here is, in my opinion, ‘The Domain Name Sys
tem’, by P.V. Mockapetris.
Given that the message is correctly addressed, there are the ques
tions of how does it get from here to there, and what may it con
tain. There are three papers in the second section on multimedia
mail (i. e. messages that are much more interesting than mere
telegrams, potentially containing pictures and sound, and colour
graphics to boot). The third section, on ‘User Interface Architec
ture’ addresses the problems of what to do with it all when you’ve
got it: the problems of filing and keeping electronic mail are just as
bad as for the ordinary kind. J. Palme’s contribution, ‘You Have
134 Unread Mail! Do You Want to Read Them Now?’, emphasises
one of the problems that occurs only too frequently in my experi
ence!
The remaining sections address issues such as cost/benefit
analysis, security, regulations, conferences and teletex systems. As
is commonplace for books from this publisher, the book is printed
from ‘camera ready’ copy of very uneven standard provided by the
authors. Even so, this does not detract too much from its useful
ness for any person actively engaged in the implementation of an
electronic mail system.
J. Lions
University of New South Wales
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Slews Briefs
worn the
Computer UJorld
"News Briefs from the Computer World" is a regular
feature which covers local and overseas developments
in the computer industry including new products,
interesting techniques, newsworthy products and
other topical events of interest.

FATHER OF AUSTRALIAN
COMPUTER OPENS ENTRE’
The co-father of Australia’s computer industry, Mr
Maston Beard, declared open Australia Entre’ Business
Centres first retail centre at Moorabbin.
Mr Beard was co-designer of CSIRAC, with Dr Trevor
Pearcey, Australia’s first computer and regarded as the third
oldest in the world. The computer ran its first test programs
in late 1949. The main memory of the machine took the form
of mercury filled ultrasonic delay tubes, at each end of which
a quartz crystal could detect pulses of sound energy.
The memory capacity of CSIRAC was initially 1 / 2K which
was later boosted to 1K.
Both Pearcey and Beard had been involved with the
development of radar during the war and teamed up when
they were both engaged in research at the CSIRO.
CSIRAC remained in service until 1964 where it had
operated at Melbourne University, but was retired to the safe
keeping of the Science Museum of Victoria.

CALL FOR PAPERS
The thirty-first Annual Meeting of the Australian Mathe
matical Society, Deakin University, Geelong, Victoria,
Australia will be held from 11-15 May 1987.
Original and survey papers in any area of mathematics,
application of mathematics, mathematics education, and
history of mathematics are solicited.
Deadline for Abstracts is 31 March 1987.
Further information is available from K.L. McAvaney,
Division of Computing and Mathematics, Deakin Univer
sity, Victoria, 3217, Australia. Phone: (052) 47-1376. Telex:
DUNIV AA35625. Telefacsimile (052) 44-2777.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR
DEVELOPMENT - AN INTERNATIONAL
JOURNAL
Oxford University Press announce the publication of the
first issue of their new quarterly journal “Information
Technology for Development” published in association with
UNESCO and the UK Council for Computing Develop
ment. The primary objective of the journal is to provide a
forum in which management and information technology
practitioners can share their experience in the application of
information technology in developing country environ
ments.
This new journal will be of interest and value to:
— Practitioners in developing countries who wish to learn of
successful (and unsuccessful) projects and methods.
— Practitioners from the industrialized world who need to
improve their understanding of the issues in order to
apply themselves to assisting their developing country
colleagues.
— Users, particularly senior management, in developing
countries who want to understand better the ways in
which they should initiate and manage information
technology programmes.
Each issue will contain six to eight articles on all aspects of
information technology in development and contributions
are always welcomed.

Australian Computer Science Conference

CALL FOR PAPERS
The Tenth Australian Computer Conference will be held at Deakin University, Geelong, Victoria on
4-6 February, 1987. The aim of the conference is to stimulate the interchange of ideas and information
among computer scientists working in academic and other institutions around Australia. New members
of the profession and graduate students are particularly encouraged to submit papers and to attend the
conference. To this end every effort is made to minimize the cost of attending.
Papers are sought that survey current research or report the results of new research in any area of
Computer Science. Authors should follow the guidelines for papers in the Australian Computer Journal
and should not exceed 5000 words in length., Following recent policy decisions, it is planned that a
selection of the best papers will be published in the May, 1987 issue of the Australian Computer Journal.
Initial versions of papers for refereeing are needed by 22 September, 1986, and final versions of
accepted papers will be needed by 15 December, 1986. Intending authors should seek further
information as soon as possible from the Papers Chairman, ACSC-10, Division of Computing and
Mathematics, Deakin University, Waurn Ponds, Victoria, 3217.
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